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Samenvatting

Tijdens een geleidelijke overgang van smalband ISDN CN-ISDN) naar breedband ISDN (B

ISDN), zouden smalband gebruikers al gebruik kunnen willen maken van de breedband ISDN
connectionless dienst (BCLB). Om hen daartoe in gelegenheid te stellen, moet BCLB behalve in
B-ISDN ook in N-ISDN geleverd worden.

Om te voorkomen dat reeds bestaande N-ISDN signaleringsprotocollen gewijzigd moeten
worden, en om geen beperkingen aan de ontwikkeling van BCLB op te leggen, dient N-ISDN
slechts als een transparant toegangsnetwerk voor BCLB gebruikt te worden. Geen enkele BCLB
functionaliteit mag in N-ISDN worden opgenomen. Voor een goed netwerkoverzicht is verder de
standaardisatie van een service-onafhankelijk referentiepunt voor interworking tussen B-ISDN
en N-ISDN aan te bevelen.

BCLB kan aan smalband gebruikers geleverd worden via diverse N-ISDN dragerdlensten. Elke
dragerdlenst (circuit-, frame- of pakketgeschakeld) heeft haar eigen voor- en nadelen en vereist
een convergentielaag. Mogelijke functionaliteiten van de convergentielaag zijn segmentatie en
hertransmissie.

Een segmentatie-functionaliteit maakt de convergentielaag complex, maar maakt tevens
pijplijnen mogelijk. Pijplijnen blijkt alleen de vertraging van pakketten die vervoerd worden
tussen twee smalband gebruikers, significant te verkleinen.

De verlieskans van een connectionless pakket kan in N-ISDN oplopen tot 7%. Dit is veel hoger
dan in B-ISDN. De verlieskans kan verkleind worden met behulp van een hertransmissie
functionaliteit. Zo'n functionaliteit vergroot de vertraging van een pakket echter aanzienlijk.

Op dit moment is BCLB nog volop in ontwikkeling. De volgende, nog openstaande aspecten van
BCLB, kunnen een grote invloed hebben op de levering van BCLB in N-ISDN: signalering,
inlogmogelijkheden, bezorging van pakketten die bestemd zijn voor niet-ingelogde gebruikers,
routeringsprotocol voor connectionless pakketten.



Summary

In an evolutionary phase from N-ISDN to B-ISDN, narrowband users may wish to use the
Broadband Connectionless Data Bearer Service (BCLB). Therefore, provision of BCLB must be
extended from B-ISDN to N-ISDN.

To prevent that existing N-ISDN signalling protocols must be changed and in order not to put
constraints on the development of BCLB, it is recommended to use N-ISDN as a transparent
network for accessing the B-ISDN BCLB service only. No BCLB functionalities should be
introduced in N-ISDN. To keep a clear overview, it further is recommended to standardize a
reference point where general lW-units for interworking with N-ISDN can be connected to B
ISDN.

BCLB can be provided over several types of bearer connection (i.e. circuit mode, frame mode or
packet mode bearer connection). Each type has its own advantages. All types require a
convergence layer. Functionalities of the convergence layer may be segmentation and
retransmission.

A segmentation function makes the convergence layer more complex, but allows pipelining. It
tums out that pipelining decreases delay significantly only if a packet is transferred between
two narrowband users.

A retransmission function may be convenient to overcome the relatively high bit error rate in
N-ISDN. If no retransmission is allowed, a narrowband user will experience a relatively high
packet loss probability (up to 7%). A retransmission functionality increases delay.

The following open issues in B-ISDN may have a large influence on the provision of BCLB to
narrowband users: login possibilities, on demand delivery, routing and signalling.
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1 Introduction

In the 1970s, the telecommunications body CCIT!' (Comité Consultatif International de
Télégraphique et Téléfonique) started to standardize the Integrated Service Digital Network
(ISDN). The purpose of this network is to provide several telecommunications means (e.g.
telephony, fax) via a single network access. Since access to ISDN must be possible from
existing copper cables used for telephony, ISDN only can provide services that need a limited
amount of bandwidth (up to 2 Mbit/s).

As the belief grew that in future a demand for services requiring a much higher bandwidth will
arise (e.g. video conferencing), CCITT decided to standardize the Broadband Integrated
Services Digital Network (B-ISDN). This network is accessed via glass fibres and can offer
services requiring bandwidths of up to 600 Mbit/s.

At the moment, the standardization ofthe traditional ISDN, also called narrowband ISDN
(N-ISDN), is almost complete. In some countries, N-ISDN is already available. The
development of B-ISDN is proceeding. A single B-ISDN is generally seen as a long term
objective.

With the introduction of B-ISDNs, existing N-ISDNs wiIl not be taken out of operation
immediately. For economical reasons, there rather wiIl be aperiod during which B-ISDNs and
N-ISDNs coexist. During such an evolutionary phase, an N-ISDN user and aB-ISDN user may
wish to share a network service.

If a service to be shared is an N-ISDN service, no problem exists Ot has been agreed that B
ISDN will support all N-ISDN services). Ifthe service is a B-ISDN service, sharing in general
will be impossible due to bandwidth requirements. Yet, N-ISDN may be able to support a
number of B-ISDN services with a lower quality. One of these is the Broadband Data
Connectionless Bearer Service (BCLB).

This thesis investigates how the Broadband Connectionless Data Bearer Service (BCLB) can be
provided in N-ISDN. It is a part of a larger project at PI'T Research. This project, BIKBISNIS,
studies the evolution from N-ISDN to B-ISDN. The thesis consists of two parts: part A and part
B.

Part A contains background information only. It consists of three chapters. Chapter two
describes the current state of B-ISDN and BCLB. Chapter three takes a look at connectionless
services provided by other networks. Chapter four describes N-ISDN as far as it is relevant to
this report.

Part B contains a study how BCLB can be provided in N-ISDN. It consists ofthe six chapters.
Chapter five investigates what issues still are open in the standardization of BCLB. Chapter
six presents architectures for the provision of BCLB in an N-ISDN/B-ISDN environment.
Chapter seven and eight take a look at interworking in the user and the control plane
respectively. FinaIly, chapter nine gives an example how BCLB may be provided in N-ISDN
and chapter ten draws the conclusions.

1



Part A:

Current state B-ISDN, BCLB and N-ISDN
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2 B-I8DN and BCLB

B-ISDN will provide several bearer services. One of these services is the Broadband
Connectionless Bearer Service (BCLB). At the moment BCLB is being standardized by CCITT1

•

In this chapter an overview of B-ISDN as far as it is relevant to the provision of BCLB, is
given. AIso the current state of BCLB is described. The chapter consists of six sections.

In the first section the B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model is shown and explained. In section
two, one of the layers of this model, the ATM layer, is described briefly. This layer is common
to all services. The third section describes the layer above the ATM layer, the ATM Adaptation
Layer. This layer is service dependent. There are two types of this layer that may provide a
connectionless service. Both types are described in detail.

The fourth section defines BCLB and describes its current state. Subjects taken into account
are network architecture and Connectionless Network Access Protocol. The fifth section
describes a proposed alternative for the provision of BCLB. Finally, the sixth section draws
some conclusions.

2.1 B-I8DN Protocol Reference Model
The B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model (PRM) is depicted in figure 2.1. It consists of planes and
layers.

layer management plane management

con trol plane

Figure 2.1: B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model

The planes each provide a number of related functions. The control plane deals with signalling.
It is used to set up, supervise and release calls and connections. The user plane provides for
user information transfer. Typically, a callJconnection will be set up by the control plane. The
user plane will use this callJconnection to transfer user data. After this data transfer phase the
control plane will release the callJconnection. The management plane provides coordination
between all planes. It performs management functions related to the entire system (plane
management) as weIl as layer specific Operation and Maintenance (OAM; layer management).

The layers of the B-ISDN PRM reflect the layered structure of the OSI Reference Model. Each
layer provides services to the layer directly above by using services provided by the layer
directly below.

I ETSI also is standardizing a connectionless service. This service is called CBDS. It is
intended to keep BCLB and CBDS the same.
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2.2 The ATM layer
For this thesis it is not necessary to have exact knowledge of the ATM layer. Instead it will
suffice to know that:

- The ATM layer provides the AAL with virtual path connections (VPCs) and virtual channel
connections (VCCs) between peer entities. These connections may be semi-permanent or may be
dynamically establishedlreleased through signalling procedures. At the VNI there is always at
least one semi-permanent virtual channel. This channel is used for meta-signalling. During the
set up of a VPC or a VCC the user and the network negotiate certain Quality of Service
parameters (QOS-parameters).

- On an ATM connection the unit of data exchanged between the ATM layer and the AAL is a
datablock of 48 octets. On an ATM connection datablocks are transported transparently. They
are delivered in the same order as they were sent. Incidently datablocks may be lost or added.
The interarrival time between datablocks at the receiving side is not necessarily the same as at
the sending side.

- On an ATM connection the unit of data transported is a cello A cell consists of 53 octets. The
latter 48 octets of a cell are occupied by a datablock from the AAL. This datablock is called the
payload or information field of the cello The first five octets are called the header. The header
octets contain information for routing.

- Since the ATM layer provides a connection oriented service, a connectionless service has to be
implemented in higher layers.

- The ATM layer user can use one bit of the ATM header. This bit is called the ATM-user-to
ATM-user indication bit (AVV bit).

Detailed information on the ATM-layer can be obtained from [1.150J, [1.311J, [1.361J and [1.413].

2.3 The ATM Adaptation Layer
The ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) performs functions as

mapping of datablocks from the layer above the AAL into the payloads of ATM cells;
handling of transmission errors;
handling of the quantization effect caused by ATM cells;
accounting for lost and misinserted cells.
flow control;
timing control.

Not all functions are required for each service. In order not to have a different AAL for each
service a number of service classes has been defined. This classification is based on the
following parameters of the service:

timing relation between source and destination;
bitrate;
connection mode.

Since not all combinations of these parameters are foreseen, only four service classes have been
defined. The definitions of these classes are in figure 2.2.

6



Service Class

A
I

B C
'I

0

timing relation between required not requiredsource and destination

bitrate constant I variabie

connection mode connection oriented I conn.-
less

Figure 2.2: AAL service c1assification

To fulfil the service dependent requirements, the AAL supports multiple protocols. Each
protocol is referred to as an AAL type. At the moment four AAL types are being developed.
These types are referred to as AAL1, AAL2, AAL3/4 and AAL5. The development of AAL5 is in
an early stage.

The relation between the service classes and the AAL types is not one-to-one. An AAL type may
support services from different classes. On the other hand, services from the same class do not
necessarily use the same AAL type. [1.362] states that the provision of a connectionless service
utilises AAL3/4. It should be noted however, that at the moment a discussion is taking place
about using AAL5 for this service. As this report investigates the provision of a connectionless
service, in this report attention is paid to AAL3/4 and AAL5 only. Both AAL types are
described according 10 their most recent versions (see [1.363]; June 1992 version for AAL3/4 and
October 1992 version for AAL5).

2.3.1 AAL type 3/4
AAL3/4 is divided in two sublayers. These sublayers are the Convergence Sublayer (CS) and
the Segmentation and Reassembly sublayer (SAR). The Convergence Sublayer is divided into a
Service Specific part (SSCS) and a Common Part (CPCS). The sublayering of AAL3/4 is
depicted in figure 2.3.

higher laYefs

Ser'r'ice Specific
Convergence Sublayer

(SSCS)

Common Part
Corwergence Sublayer

(CPCS)

Segmenlaton and
Aeassembly sublayer

(SAR)

ATM laY8T

jConvergenco sut>eyer Ir-··-
Figure 2.3: Sublayering AAL3/4

The service provided by AAL3/4 is the transport of AAL-SDUs from one AAL user to one or
more other AAL users. Two modes of service have been defined: the message mode and the
streaming mode. These modes reflect the way in which data is transferred across the AAL3/4
interface.

Note: message and streaming like modes are also applied across the interface between the
SSCS and the CPCS and across the interface between the CPCS and the SAR. From

7



Recommendation 1.363 it is not clear if the interfaces may operate independently. Since
the SSCS can be empty, most likely it is meant that the interfaces between the AAL
user and the SSCS and between the SSCS and the CPCS depend on each other (that is,
they have to operate in the same mode at any time). The interface between the CPCS
and the SAR then operates independently of the modes of these interfaces.

In either mode, operation may be assured or unassured. In assured operation each AAL-SDU is
always delivered and does not contain any errors. Assured operation may be restricted to AAL
point-to-point connections. In non-assured operation AAL-SDUs may be lost or corrupted. In
this case optional features may be the delivery of corrupted AAL-SDUs and flow contro1.

In the next sections the sublayers are handled with one by one.

2.3.1.1 SSCS
The SSCS layer receives AAL-SDUs from the layer above the AAL. These AAL-SDUs are
transported across the AAL interface in AAL Interface Data Units (AAL-IDUs).

In message mode each AAL-SDU is transported in exactly one AAL-IDU. The SSCS may use a
blocking/deblocking or a segmentation/reassembling function. If the blockingldeblocking
function is used, the AAL-SDUs have to be small and fixed size. In this case, the SSCS will
place one or more AAL-SDUs in one SSCS-PDU. If the segmentation/reassembling function is
used, the SSCS puts e single AAL-SDU in one or more SSCS-PDUs. If neither
blocking/deblocking nor segmentation/reassembling is used the SSCS places one AAL-SDU in
one SSCS-PDU.

In streaming mode each AAL-SDU is transported in one or more AAL-IDUs. This mode
supports an abort service by which the discarding of a partially across the AAL interface
transported AAL-SDU can be requested. Further, this mode may apply an internal pipelining
function (that is, the SSCS starts sending before it has the complete AAL-SDU available) or a
segmentation/reassembling function. If the latter function is applied, the SSCS places a single
AAL-SDU in one or more SSCS-PDUs. If the segmentation/reassembling function is not used,
the SSCS places one AAL-SDU in one SSCS-PDU.

The SSCS primitives and the structure of the SSCS-PDU have not yet been defined. Both are
for further study. However, the SSCS may be empty. In this case one AAL-SDU is mapped on
one CPCS-SDU. Also in this case, the AAL primitives are mapped directlyon the CPCS
primitives.

2.3.1.2 CPCS

Service characteristics
For AAL3/4 the CPCS has the following service characteristics:

Provision of non-assured transfer of user data frames with a length ranging from one to
65535 octets. The transfer of longer data frames is under study.
Between two CPCS entities one or more CPCS connections may exist. These connections
have to be established by the management or control plane. On a CPCS connection, the
CPCS assures CPCS-SDU sequence integrity.
The CPCS detects and indicates cen loss and cen gain.
The CPCS does not provide bit error detection or indication.

8



Primitives
Between the SSCS and the CPCS no SAP is defined. In order to distinguish this situation from
layers having a SAP, the primitives ofthe CPCS are named 'invoke' and 'signal' instead of
'request' and 'indication'. The CPCS has two types of primitives: those related to data transfer
and those related to an abort service.

The data transfer primitives are CPCS-UNITDATAinvoke and CPCS-UNITDATAsignal. Both
primitives have at most four parameters:

Interface Data (ID)
This parameter specifies the interface data unit exchanged between the SSCS and the
CPCS. In message mode this unit will be exactly one CPCS-SDU.

More (M)
In streaming mode this parameter specifies if the data being exchanged is a
beginning/continuation or the end of/a complete CPCS-SDU. In message mode this
parameter is not used.

Maximum Length (ML)
In streaming mode, in the first invoke or signal primitive related to a certain CPCS
SDU, this parameter indicates the maximum length of the CPCS-SDU. In all other
cases, including message mode, this parameter is not used.

Reception Status (RS)
This parameter indicates that the data currently being delivered at the SSCS may be
corrupted. This parameter is not always used. It is only utilized if a corrupted data
delivery option is used.

The primitives for the abort service are CPCS-U-Abort.invoke, CPCS-U-Abort.signal and CPCS
P-Abort.signal. They are used in streaming mode only and do not have any parameters. CPCS
U-Abort.invoke allows the sending user to abort a CPCS-SDU that he has already sent
partially across the CPCS interface. With CPCS-U-Abort.signal, his peer user is informed to
discard this CPCS-SDU (he may already have received this CPCS-SDU partially). CPCS-P
Abort.signal allows the receiving CPCS entity to wam its user for errors in the CPCS or below.
Upon receiving this primitive an user should discard a partially delivered CPCS-SDU.

PDU stru.cture
One CPCS-SDU is always transferred in one CPCS-PDU. A CPCS-PDU consists of a header, a
payload, a padding field and a trailer. The header and trailer each consist of a number of
subfields. The payload equals the CPCS-SDU and consists of an integrate number of octets.
The padding field contains zero to three octets, such that the number of octets in the payload
and the padding field together is an integrate multiple of four. The structure of a CPCS3/4
PDU is given in figure 2.4.

oelels: 4 1-65535 0-3 4

[ header I
I

payload PAD I trailer
.....

.. ..
.. ..

~@lIBtä9] BAsize
I

Length

oelels: 1· 1 2 1 1 2

Figure 2.4: AAL3/4 CPCS·PDU structure
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The header has the following fields:

Common Part Identicator (CPI)
For this field only the value zero has been defined so faro This value indicates that the
unit for the BASize and Length fields is one octet. Other values for this field are for
further study. They may be used for layer management.

Beginning Tag (Btag)
This field allows the association of the CPCS header and the CPCS trailer. For a given
CPCS-PDU the sender has to insert the same value in Etag as in Btag. The sender
should not use the same value for these fields in successive CPCS-PDUs.

Buffer Al1ocation Size Indication (BAsize)
This field indicates to the receiving peer entity the maximum buffer requirements to
receive the CPCS-PDU. BAsize can be interpreted as an estimate of the length of the
payload of a CPCS-PDU. In message mode, this estimate must be exact. In streaming
mode this estimate must be either exact or an overestimate.

The trailer has the following fields:

Alignment (AL)
This field is used to achieve 32 bit alignment of the trailer. It serves only as a filler
field. All its bits are set to zero.

End Tag (Etag)
This field allows the association of the header and the trailer of one CPCS-PDU. For a
given PDU the sender must insert in this field the same value as in Btag. The receiver
must check for each PDU if Btag and Etag carry the same values.

Length
This field gives the length of the payload field in counting units defined by the CPI
field.

2.3.1.3 SAR

Service characteristics
The SAR receives SAR-SDUs from the CPCS. The CPCS may deliver a SAR-SDU at once or in
parts. The SAR provides the concurrent transport of multiple variabIe length SAR-SDUs over a
single ATM layer connection; It performs the following functions:

Error detection and handling
SAR-PDUs containing bit errors are discarded or optionally delivered. SAR-PDUs that
are gained are discarded.

SAR-SDU sequence integrity
Within a CPCS connection the SAR assures SAR-SDU sequence integrity.

Multiplexing/demultiplexing
The SAR is able to multiplex several CPCS connections over one ATM link.

Abort
An over the SAR interface partially transmitted SAR-SDU will be aborted on request by
the sending CPCS entity.
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Primitives
No SAP is defined between the CPCS and the SAR. For this reason the SAR primitives use
'invoke' and 'signal' instead of 'request' and 'indicate'. The SAR has two types of primitives:
those related to data transfer and those related to the abort service.

The data transfer primitives are SAR-UNITDATAinvoke and SAR-UNITDATAsignal. Both
primitives have the following parameters:

Interface data (ID)
This parameter contains the interface data unit being exchanged between the SAR and
the CPCS. An Interface Data does not necessarily contain an entire SAR-SDU.

More (M)
This parameter specifies wether the ID communicated contains the end of the SAR
SDU. If it does not, this parameter must be set to 1 and ID must contain a number of
octets that is an integral multiple of 44.

Reception Status (RS)
This parameter indicates that the ID being delivered may be corrupted. It is utilized
only if an optional corrupted data delivery option is used.

The primitives related to the abort service are SAR-U-Abort.invoke, SAR-U-Abort.signal and
SAR-P-Abort.signal. The first two allow the sending SAR user to abort an already partially
over the SAR interface transferred SAR-SDU. The last primitive is used by the receiving SAR
entity to signal to its user that a partially delivered SAR-SDU is to be discarded because of
some error. This primitive is used only if an optional corrupted data delivery service is not
used. The primitives related to the abort service do not have any parameters.

PDU structure
The SAR receives a SAR-SDU from the CPCS. This SAR-SDU equals a CPCS-PDU. The SAR
segments this SDU in blocks of 44 octets. If an SDU is segmented in exactly one block this
block is called a Single Segment Message (SSM). If a SAR-SDU is segmented in more than one
block, the first block is called a Beginning of Message (BOM) and the last block is called an
End of Message (EOM). In this case all other blocks are called Continuation of Message (COM).
BOM and COM blocks always have a length of 44 octets. EOM and SSM blocks may be shorter
than 44 octets.

The structure of the SAR-PDU is given in figure 2.5. It consists of a header, a payload field and
a trailer. The payload field is always 44 octets long and contains either an SSM, a BOM, a
COM or an EOM block (if needed, filler octets are inserted with SSM or EOM blocks). The
header and the trailer each consist of several fields.

octets: 2

~'---Ih-e-ad-e-r I

44

payload

2

trailer

10

83= M_ID _

bits: 2 4

LI

6

CRC

10

Figure 2.5: AAL3/4 SAR-PDU strueture
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The header fields are:

Segment Type (ST; 2 bits)
This field indicates the type of the block carried in the SAR-PDU payload.

Sequence Number (SN; 4 bits)
This field is used to check at the receiving side if all segments of a SAR-SDU are
received. For a PDU carrying a BOM or an SSM, the sending SAR entity may chose any
value for this field. For a PDU carrying a COM or an EOM, the value of this field has
to be one more than the value of this field in the previous PDU within the same CPCS
connection.

Multiplexing Identification (MlD; 10 bits)
This field is used to distinguish several CPCS connections that are multiplexed on the
same ATM connection. If no multiplexing is used, this field is set to zero. For
multiplexed CPCS connections restrictions may apply.

The trailer fields are:

Length Identification (LI; 6 bits)
This field indicates how many octets of the SAR-PDU payload belong to the SAR-SDU.
For PDUs carrying a BOM or a COM, LI must contain the value 44. For PDUs carrying
an SSM or an EOM, LI must contain a value that is an integrate multiple of four. The
reason for this is that the CPCS-PDU is four octet aligned. For the same reason LI has
to be at least eight for an SSM SAR-PDU and at least four for an EOM SAR-PDU. The
value 63 for LI is reserved for PDUs dealing with the abort service.

Note: From this it can be concluded that a four bit LI field would suffice.

Cyclic Redundancy Check code (CRC; 10 bits)
This field is used to discover errors at the receiving SAR. At the sending SAR the CRC
is calculated over the entire SAR-PDU except the CRC field itself.

2.3.2 AAL type 5
AAL5 resembles AAL3/4 a lot. Properties shared by both AAL types are:

the sublayering of the AAL: AAL5 has been divided in sublayers in the same way as
AAL3/4 (see figure 2.3); also no SAPs are defined between the SSCS and the CPCS and
between the CPCS and the SAR in AAL5;
the service provided at the AAL interface: transport of AAL-SDUs from one AAL user to
one or more other AAL users;
the service modes across the AAL interface: messagelstreaming mode and
assured/unassured operation are applied in AAL5 across the AAL interface as in
AAL3/4.

Differences between the two AAL types are:

as in AAL3/4, in AAL5 the SSCS-CPCS interface can operate in message mode or in
streaming mode. For AAL5 the mode this interface is working in is independent of the
mode the higher layer-SSCS interface is working in. (Wether this is possible for AAL3/4
was not clear).
in AAL5 the CPCS perfonns detection and indication of bit errors;
AAL5 has no multiplexing possibility in the SAR; if multiplexing takes place in AAL5 it
has 10 take place in the SSCS;
the parameters of CPCS and SAR primitives;
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the CPCS-PDU and SAR-PDU structures;
in AAL5 the SAR uses the ATM-user-1o-ATM-user indication.

In the next sections the sublayers of AAL5 are described briefly.

2.3.2.1 SSCS
The primitives and PDU structure of the AAL5 SSCS have not yet been defined. However, data
is exchanged between the layer above the AAL and the SSCS in the same way as in AAL3/4.
Also the same options as in AAL3/4 are applicable under the same conditions
(blocking/deblocking, segmentation and reassembling, pipelining).

2.3.2.2 CPCS

Service characteristics
For AAL5 the CPCS has the following service characteristics:

Provision of non-assured transfer of user data frames with a length ranging from one 10
65535 octets. (The transfer is provided via CPCS connections).
CPCS-SDU sequence integrity on each CPCS connection.
Cell10ss/gain detection and indication.
Bit error detection or indication.

Primitives
As for AAL3/4, for AAL5 no SAPs have been defined between the SSCS and the CPCS. Also,
the AAL5 CPCS has two types of primitives: those related 10 data transfer and those related to
an abort service.

The data transfer primitives are CPCS-UNITDATA.invoke and CPCS-UNITDATA.signal. Both
primitives have at most four parameters:

Interface Data (ID)
This parameter specifies the unit of data exchanged between the SSCS and the CPCS.
In message mode this unit will be exactly one CPCS-SDU.

More (M)
In streaming mode this parameter specifies if the data being exchanged is a
beginning/continuation or the end of/a complete CPCS-SDU. In message mode this
parameter is not used.

CPCS Submitted Loss Priority (CPCS-SLP)
This parameter is only used in the first invoke primitive related to a certain CPCS
SDU. It indicates a requested 10ss priority for the CPCS-SDU. This parameter is not
used in the signal primitive.

CPCS Congestion Indication (CPCS-CI)
In a signal primitive, this parameter indicates that ATM layer congestion has been
experienced by the associated CPCS-SDU. It is only used with the last signal primitive
associated with a CPCS-SDU. The use of this parameter for invoke primitives is under
study.

Reception Status (RS)
This parameter has the same function is in AAL3/4. It is only used in signal primitives.

The primitives for the abort service are CPCS-U-Abort.invoke, CPCS-U-Abort.signal and CPCS
P-Abort.signal. They are exactly the same as in AAL3/4.
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PDU stn.t.cture
One CPCS-SDU is always transferred in one CPCS-PDU. A CPCS-PDU consists of a payload, a
padding field and a trailer. lts structure is depicted in figure 2.6.

octets: (l..65535 (l..47 8

---p-ay-I-oa-d-------,§-P-A-Dj trailer l

~
octets: 2 2

Figure 2.6: AAL5 CPCS-PDU structure

CRC 'I
4

The payload of a CPCS-PDU contains exactly one CPCS-SDU. The padding field contains 0 to
47 octets in such a way that the entire CPCS-PDU carries a number of octets that is an
integrate multiple of 48. The trailer consists of the following subfields:

Reserved (2 octets)
The use of thi$ field is for further study.

Length (2 octets)
This field contains the length of the CPCS-SDU.

CRC (4 octets)
This field contains a checksum over the entire CPCS-PDU, except for the CRC field
itself.

2.3.2.3 SAR

Service characteristics
The SAR in AAL5 provides the transfer of variabIe length SAR-SDUs. The length of each SAR
SDU has to be a multiple of 48 octets.

Primitives
As in AAL3/4, in AAL5 no SAP is defined between the CPCS and the SAR. As a difference, in
AAL5 only one type of primitives has been defined so faro This type is related 10 data transfer.
The primitives are SAR-UNITDATA.invoke and SAR-UNITDATA.signal. These primitives have
the following parameters:

Interface data CID)
This parameter specifies the interface data unit exchanged between the SAR and the
CPCS. The interface data is an integral multiple of 48 octets. It does not necessarily
represent a complete SAR-SDU.

More (M)
This parameter specifies whether the ID communicated contains the end of the SAR
SDU.
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SAR Submitted Loss Priority (SAR-SLP)
The CPCS uses this parameter to pass the requested loss priority for a CPCS-SDV to
the SAR. It only can take two values. The SAR uses this parameter 10 set the CLP bits
in ATM-PDVs.

SAR Congestion Indication (SAR-Cl)
In receiving, this parameter is used to indicate that the SAR-SDV has experienced
congestion at the ATM layer. In sending, this parameter may be preset.

PDU structure
The SAR-PDV structure consist of a 48 octet payload only. A SAR-SDV is transferred as
follows:

The SAR receives (parts of) SAR-SDVs from the CPCS. For each SAR-SDV, each part consists
of a multiple of 48 octets. The SAR segments these parts in blocks of 48 octets. Each block is
put in a SAR-PDV. Except for the last block of an entire SAR-SDV, all blocks are sent to the
ATM layer with the AVV parameter set 10 zero. For the last block of a SAR-SDV the AVV
parameter is set to one. This allows the SAR receiver to distinguish between SAR-SDVs. The
structure of a SAR-PDV and the relation with an ATM cell is given in figure 2.7.

oetets: 5 48

~n payload I

AUU l_~__

< SAR-PDU >
(

ATMeeli
)

Figure 2.7: AAL5 SAR-PDV structure

2.4 Broadband Connectionless Data Bearer Service
In Recommendation [F.812] it is recommended that B-ISDN supports a connectionless bearer
service, BCLB (Broadband Connectionless Data Bearer Service). At the moment the
development of this BCLB is in an early stage, as is the study for interworking with already
existing connectionless networks. This chapter summarises the CCIIT studies for the provision
of BCLB in B-ISDN so faro

2.4.1 Definition of BCLB
In Draft Recommendation [F.812] it is recommended that B-ISDN supports a connectionless
bearer service. This service, the Broadband Connectionless Data Bearer Service (BCLB), is
defined as a service which allows the transfer of inforrnation among service subscribers without
the need for end-1o-end call establishment procedures between users.

Properties and requirements of BCLB are:

- BCLB is offered on B-ISDN over ATM connections between a cus10mer and a node that
can handle the connectionless service. This node is referred to as a connectionless
server.

- BCLB uses addresses according 10 CCITT Recommendation [E.164]. The service
supports a public group addressing mechanism.

- BCLB must provide interworking with other connectionless services in private or public
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networks.
- The peak and mean bit rate of the service are determined by the characteristics of the

ATM connection used.
- The following QOS parameters have been defined: lost PDU ratio, maximum transfer

delay, PDU integrity.

Typical applications are:

- high speed file transfer;
- interconnection of LANs.

2.4.2 Basic concepts for providing BCLB in B-I8DN
In B-ISDN only connection oriented services are provided at the ATM layer. As a consequence,
a connectionless bearer service has to be implemented above the ATM layer. In CCITT
Recommendation [1.211] two ways for accomplishing this are distinguished: the indirect and the
direct way.

In the indirect way, the connectionless bearer service is provided by specialized service
providers residing outside the B-ISDN. Connectionless Service Functions (CLSFs) reside in the
service providers. Connectionless protocols are transparent to B-ISDN. As a result, B-ISDN is
used only as a transparent medium for transporting data. Any connectionless protocol above
the ATM layer may be adopted.

In the direct way, the connectionless bearer service is provided by Connectionless Service
Functions within the B-ISDN. The CLSFs are able to handle connectionless protocols. They also
take care of routing. Since connectionless services use AAL3/4 or AAL5, BCLB is provided
somewhere above the AAL.

Both in the indirect and in the direct case the ATM connections may be semi-permanent or on
demand.

Recommendation [1.327] contains figures for both the direct and the indirect way. These are
copied in this report in figures 2.8 and 2.9. As can be seen, in both cases an extra reference
point has been defined. In the indirect case the M reference point has been defined as the point
between a specialized service provider outside B-ISDN and B-ISDN itself. In the direct case the
P reference point has been defined as the reference point between the ATM subnetwork and a
CLSF within B-ISDN. For the indirect case there are no constraints on the connectionless
protocols being used, but suitable interfaces for the SB' TB and M reference points will be
defined.

As an extension, Recommendation [1.327] provides a figure in which the indirect and the direct
case coexist. This figure is redrawn in this report in figure 2.10.

Note: In the coexisting case connectionless protocols between different types of entities are
required. From figure 2.10 it is not clear if it is meant that if either sender or receiver
is a CLSF within the B-ISDN, the B-ISDN connectionless protocol must apply. Neither
is clear if in all other cases any protocol may be used.
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semi-pennanent
oron demand
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Figure 2.8: Provision of BCLB in B-ISDN (indirect case)

semi-permanent
or on demand
connection

Figure 2.9: Provision of BCLB in B-ISDN (direct case)

SelTi-perrranent
or on demand
connectiOn

Figure 2.10: Provision of BCLB in B-ISDN (coexisting case)
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2.4.3 Connectionless Network Access Protocol Layer
The June 1992 version of CCITT Recommendation [1.364] takes a first step to describe the
provision of BCLB into more detail. The recommendation applies to the direct case in the
previous section. However, aspects of it mayalso apply to the indirect case.

The connectionless service is assumed to be realized by an ATM network and Connectionless
Service Functions (CLSFs). Customers and CLSFs communicate through a new protocol, the
Connectionless Network Access Protocol (CLNAP). This protocol resides in the layer above the
AAL, the CLNAP layer.

The CLNAP protocol is defined as much as possible in alignment with the MAC protocol used
by DQDB MANs (in fact, the CLNAP service and the DQDB MAC service are similar). This is
done to ease interworking between B-ISDN and DQDB MANs. The CLNAP layer uses AAL3/4
unassured service.

Note: in the June 1992 version of CCITT Recommendation 1.364, it is not clearly noticed that
the CLNAP protocol and the AAL service it uses, could be independent. In fact, with
the current state of the AAL, both the AAL3/4 and the AAL5 service can be used.
However, if the AAL3/4 service is used, interworking with DQDB MANs can be
performed at a lower level.

Most issues about the CLNAP layer are still open. These issues include: interfaces, connections,
NNI protocols, OAM, traffic aspects, charging and interworking with both other connectionless
data protocols and connection oriented services. Two issues are less unsure: numbering and the
protocol at the UNI.

Numbering
The number structure of E.164 shall be supported. The need for subaddressing is for further
study.

CLNAP protocol at UNI
The CLNAP layer provides the transparent transfer of variabie size data units from a source to
one or more destinations. Lost or corrupted data units are not retransmitted. In order to
provide this service the CLNAP layer uses AAL3/4 unassured service. The use of message or
streaming mode is under study.

The CLNAP layer includes the primitives CLNAP-UNITDATArequest and CLNAP
UNITDATAindication. Both primitives have the parameters source_address,
destination_address, QOS and data.

Note: The CLNAP-UNITDATA primitives as defined here do not allow a packet to be
pipelined between the BCLB user and the CLNAP layer.

The CLNAP-PDU consists of a number of octets that is a multiple of four. lts structure is
depicted in figure 2.11. The CLNAP-PDU has the following fields:

Destination address (64 bits)
This field consists of four bits that indicate the type of the destination address and of
60 bits that form the address. The type bits indicate if the address bits form a private
address or a group address. The address is always publicly administered.

Note: Only two address types are possible. For interworking more types might be more easy.
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(----------7)
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Figure 2.11: CLNAP-PDU structure

Source address (64 bits)
This address a]so consists of a four bit address type field and a 60 bit address field. The
address type field is always set te 'publicly administered private address'. The address
field always contains a publicly administered private address.

Higher layer protocol identifier (HLPI; 6 bits)
This field identifies the CLNAP user entity te which the CLNAP-SDU has te be passed
at the destination node.

PAD length (2 bits)
This field indicates the PAD length in octets.

Quality of service (QOS; 4 bits)
This field indicates the requested QOS. The meanings of the bits are for further study.

CRC bit
This bit indicates if an optional 32 bit CRC field is present.

Header extension length (HEL; 3 bits)
This field may take any value from zero to five. It indicates the number of 32-bit words
in the header extension field.

Reserved (16 bits)
This field is reserved for future use. lts default is zero.

Header extension (n x 32 bits, n=0...5)
The use of this field is for further study.

User information (any number of octets not exceeding 9188)
This field carries the CLNAP-SDU. Extension of its maximum length is for further
study.

PAD (0...3 octets)
This field is used te align the user information field with a 32 bit boundary.

CRC (0 or 1 octet)
This field is optional. If it is used it contains the result of a standard calculation over
the entire CLNAP-PDU with the reserved field treated as if it contained all zeroes.
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2.5 Provision of BCLB via AAL5
As mentioned before, at the moment a discussion is taking pIace about using AAL5 in providing
BCLB. This section describes a proposal by [KERK.] to provide BCLB via AAL5.

In their proposal, [KERK] assume a CLNAP layer using the AAL5 service. In the AAL, the
segmentation and reassembling option of the SSCS is applied. A CLNAP-PDU that is shorter
than or which length equals 40 octets, is put in a single SSCS-PDU. All other CLNAP-PDUs
are put in two SSCS-PDUs each. In the latter case, the first SSCS-PDU contains the first 40
octets of the CLNAP-PDU, the second SSCS-PDU the rest. Note that the first SSCS-PDU
always contains the entire header of a CLNAP-PDU. As aresuIt, this header can be checked
and processed before the entire CLNAP-PDU has been received. Without the segmentation
function at the SSCS, checking the header is not possible until the entire CLNAP-PDU has
been received.

Further, in the reserved field of a CPCS-PDU, 2 bits are used. In sending, these bits are passed
from the SSCS layer. In receiving these bits are passed to the SSCS layer. The bits indicate
whether a SSCS-PDU contains a single, the front of, or the remainder of a CLNAP-PDU. This
mechanism allows a receiving SSCS to reconstruct a CLNAP-PDU, provided that the ATM cells
belonging to different CLNAP-PDUs are not interleaved within one ATM channel. Interleaving
at ATM level is accomplished by using virtual paths between customer and CLSF as weIl as
between CLSFs. Interleaved CLNAP-PDUs then use different virtual channels within these
virtual paths.

In the proposal it is sr~own that:

a CLSF acts like an extended ATM switch;
provision of BCLB using AAL5 uses Iess bandwidth than using AAL3/4.

Notes: From the proposal one might conclude that the extended ATM switch violates the
layered model by scanning higher layer PDUs at lower layers. However, if the layered
model is applied strictly, the same mechanisms can be applied. Therefore, the switch as
described in the paper, can be interpreted as an economical implementation of an entire
CLSF (that is, including the ATM, AAL and CLNAP layers).

Interworking with the DQDB MAC service is still possible at a lower level. However,
compared to AAL3/4, interworking at this lower level is more complex.

2.6 Conclusions
CCITT recommends the provision of a connectionless bearer service in B-ISDN. The
development of this service is in an early stage. As a consequence, only general items about
this service have been standardized so faro These standardized items include: service
description, network architecture and protocol stack. All other issues, including the protocols
itself, are more or less still open.

The most important decision yet to be made, is via what AAL type the connectionless service
will be provided. CCITT had already decided more or less to use AAL3/4, since a discussion
started to use AAL5. A major requirement for the connectionless service is that it can
interwork with other connectionless services and networks easily.

With regard to the specification of the AAL types, it was noted that the definition of message
and streaming mode are not complete. Further it was shown that the length of the SAR3/4 LI
field can be decreased by two bits.
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3 Subjects related to BCLB

CCITT recommends the provision of a connectionless bearer service in B-ISDN. In the previous
section this service was described. One of the requirements was that the service can interwork
easily with other connectionless networks and services. In this chapter major connectionless
networks are described. The chapter consists of four parts.

In the first part an introduction is given to the most widely used connectionless networks:
Local Area Networks (LANs). In section two, the protocols used in another type of
connectionless networks, DQDB MANs, are explained. According to [1.364], interworking with
these networks is most demanding for B-ISDN. In section three the ISO connectionless network
service is explained. This service is different from the services provided by LANs and MANs,
since it is not provided by a single network, but rather by a wide variety of networks. In
section four a summary is given.

3.1 Local Area Networks
Today, most connectionless services are provided in Local Area Networks (LANs). Because of
this, astrong need for interworking between these LAN services and BCLB may be expected.
AIso, a need may arise for interconnecting LANs via (B-)ISDN.

3.1.1 Introduction to LANs
Local Area Networks (LANs) can be divided in many types and standards by many
manufacturers. This, and the fact that most LANs are not nicely layered according to the OSI
model, makes it hard to give a clear overview. However, LANs may be characterized by the
following properties:

- use of a shared medium;
- connectionless transfer of packets;
- large capacity;
- short access time;
- limited coverage area;
- bursty traflïe characteristics.

3.1.2 Layered model of a LAN
LANs may be modelled by a layered structure. This structure differs from the OSI model in
assigning functionalities to layers. The main difference is the relative position of the routing
functionality.

3.1.2.1 The Medium Access Controllayer
In the LAN model, the Medium Access Control layer (MAC layer) is the layer directly above the
physical medium. It can be seen as the layer that perforrns the functions ofthe lower part of
the OSI datalink layer as weIl as routing.

There are many MAC protocols. A number of them has been standardized by IEEE and ISO
(these standards are known as the IEEE SÜ2.x series). The standardized protocols can be
divided according to the following keys:

- access mechanism (contention, token passing or distributed queue);
- topology (ring or bus);
- use of the medium (baseband or broadband).
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All MACs roughly provide the same service. ISO defines a MAC service as a service providing
connectionless transfer of unitdata objects with the following properties [IS010039]:

- objects are received from the layer above by a MA_UNITDATA.request primitive;
- objects are delivered to the layer above by a MA_UNITDATA.indication primitive;
- each object contains a source and a destination MAC address;
- arrival and sequence integrity of objects is not guaranteed;
- objects may be duplicated;
- delivered objects do not contain errors;
- LANs optionally may provide a priority mechanism for objects.

MAC layers can use both local and global addressing. Global MAC addresses are worldwide
unique within one IEEE 802.x standardized MAC.

For interworking, the format of a MAC-PDU may be important. In figure 3.1 the formats of the
PDUs of the standardized MAC layers are depicted.

(802.3)

>=1

2 or 6 2 ... 6 2

2 or 6

0- 1500 0 - 46

4

4 (0<21»

(802.4)

Figure 3.1: MAC-PDUs of standardized MAC layers

(802.5)

3.1.2.2 The Logical Link Controllayer
The Logical Link Controllayer (LLC layer) is defined for IEEE 802.x standardized MACs. It
adjusts a MAC layer to a layer providing a real OSI datalink service. Three LLC types have
been defined. These types provide the following service to the network layer:

- type 1: an unconfirmed connectionless service with SAP multiplexing
- type 2: a confirmed connection oriented service
- type 3: a confirmed connectionless service.

Further, four LLC classes have been defined. (A LLC class is a set of LLC types. A LAN with a
certain LLC class supports all LLC types in that class). The LLC classes are depicted in figure
3.2.

3.1.2.3 The network layer
The major OSI network layer function is routing. In a single LAN this function is performed at
the MAC layer (and therefore is not in accordance with the OSI model). In this case the
network layer needs not to perform any routing.
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LLC3 X X

Figure 3.2: LLC classes

In a network consisting ofinterconnected LANs, routing can be performed at either the
network layer or just above the MAC layer. In the former case, routing is performed by so
called routers and suits the OSI model. In the latter case routing is performed by bridges and
does not suit the OSI model. Compared to routers, bridges do not have a numbering plan and
are Iess flexible in handling flow and congestion control.

In LAN-LAN communication, any network layer protocol may be used. Depending on the
underlying LLC layer, this protocol may be connection oriented or connectionless. The most
commonly used connectionless network layer protocols are lP and IPX. Recently, ISO has
defined a connectionless network layer protocol. This protocol, CLNP, is dealt with in section
3.3.

3.2DQDBMAN
A DQDB MAN is a slot based MAN. It has been standardized by IEEE in [802.6]. To ease
interworking with ATM, it was designed with a slot length of 53 octets.

One of the services provided by a DQDB MAN is a MAC service. In this section this MAC
service win be described. The reason for describing it in this report, is that CCITT considers it
highly desirabIe to align BCLB and this MAC service as much as possible.

3.2.1 DQDB Protocol Reference Model and physical layer
The DQDB Protocol Reference Model is given in figure 3.3. It consists of a DQDB layer and a
DQDB physicallayer. The DQDB layer is subdivided in a Slot sublayer (SLT), a Segment
sublayer (SM) and a Service sublayer (SV).

higher layers

Service sublayer (SV)

Segment sublayer (SM)

Slot sublayer (SLT)

DOOS physical layer
I

JOOM.~,

Figure 3.3: DQDB Protocol Reference Model
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The unit exchanged between the DQDB layer and the DQDB physical layer is a DQDB slot of
53 octets. In order to make interworking with ATM easy, a DQDB slot consists of a one octet
Access Control Field, a four octet segment header and a 48 octet payload. The ACF, segment
header and payload are processed in the SLT sublayer, the SM sublayer and the SV sublayer
respectively. The formats of a DQDB slot and an ATM cell are shown in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: DQDB slot versus ATM cell

3.2.2 DQDB MAC service
The DQDB layer provides three kinds of services to the layer above it:

- an ISO MAC service (connectionless);
- a connection oriented service;
- a synchronous service.

For the MAC service, the SV sublayer is divided in an Initial MAC sublayer CIM) and a Derived
MAC sublayer (DM). In the next sections the DQDB MAC service is compared to B-ISDN's
BCLB provided via AAL3/4.

3.2.2.1 IM-PDU versus CPCS3/4-PDU witb a CLNAP-PDU in its payload
The structure of an IM-PDV is given in figure 3.5. In this figure the structure of aB-ISDN
AAL3/4 CPCS-PDV with in its payload a CLNAP-PDV is shown as well. Notice that the
structures resembIe each other very much.

The meaning of the fields of the IM-PDV is as follows:

Reserved (1 octet; CPI in CPCS-PDV)
In DQDB this field is reserved for future use and is presently set to O. In B-ISDN this field
defines counting units for other fields. So far only one coding has been agreed: CPI=O means
that all counting units are octets. If the reserved field and the CPI field are both coded 0, they
perform exactly the same function.

BEtag (Beginning-End tag; 1 octet; Btag in CPeS-PDV)
This field performs the same function as Btag in B-ISDN. Only the name is slightly different.
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reserved I BEtag I BAsize

destination address

souree address

PI IPll oosl ' IHELI Bridoino

header extension (0 to 5 rows ol 40ctets)

user inlormation

:------------PAO- ------------
CRC32 (optional)
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t 1 octet t CPI I Btag
1

BAsize

destination address

souree address

HlPI ',PlIQOSI~IHEll reserved

header extension (0 to 5 rows ol 40ctets)

user inlormation

:------------"ÄO------------
CRC (optional)

Al I Etag \ length

(
4 octets ) (

4 octets
)

DODS IM-PDU S-ISDN CPCS3/4-PDU carrying a CLNAP-PDU

Figure 3.5: DQDB IM-PDU versus B-ISDN CPCS3/4-PDU

BAsize (Buffer Allocation size; 1 octet; BAsize in CPCS-PDU)
In DQDB this field contains the number of octets between the BAsize field itself and the
(second) reserved field (this is the number of octets of the CLNAP-PDU or CPCS-SDU in B·
ISDN). In B-ISDN this field contains a lower bound for the length of the CPCS-SDU. The CPI
field gives the unit in which this length is given. If the CPI field is zero, and if the B-ISDN
BAsize contains exactly the length of CPCS-SDU, BAsize perfonns the same function in DQDB
as in B-ISDN.

DA/SA (Destination/Source address; 8 octets each; DA/SA in CLNAP-PDU)
Both in DQDB and in B-ISDN these fields contain the destination and the source address of
the user infonnation (MAC-SDU in DQDB; CLNAP-SDU in B-ISDN) to be sent. Each address
field starts with a 4 bit address type subfield.

In DQDB in the address type subfield six address types are distinguished: 16 bit addresses, 48
bit addresses and four types of 60 bit addresses. If 16 or 48 bit addresses are used, in the
remaining part of the address field a further distinction is made. The 60 bit address types are
distinguished according to the keys 'publicly or privately administered' and 'group address or
individual address'.

In a DQDB MAN the support of 48 bit universally administered MSAP addresses is mandatory.
The support of all other address types is optiona1. If a DQDB MAN supports 60 bit publicly
administered addresses, it is left to the operator which publicly administered addresses are
supported. Since the CLNAP layer in B-ISDN only supports E.164 publicly administered
addresses, interworking between DQDB and B-ISDN is most easily perfonned if a MAN
operator decides to support 60 bit publicly administered addresses according to E.164.

PI (Protocol identification; 6 bits; HLPI in CLNAP-PDU)
The PI field identifies the MAC user. All codings for this field are allocated or reserved. For B
ISDN, the entire HLPI field is for further study. In any case it is carried transparently by the
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network.

PL (PAD Length; 2 bits; PL in CLNAP-PDU)
The function of the DQDB PL field is the same as the function of the B-ISDN PL field: it gives
the number of octets needed to achieve a 32 bit alignment of a MAC-SDU (CLNAP-SDU).

QOS (Quality of Service; 4 bits; QOS in CLNAP-PDU)
In DQDB this field is split in a 3 bit QOS_delay field and a 1 bit QOS_Ioss bit. The QOS_delay
field provides eight levels of priority for accessing the network. The use of the QOS_Ioss field is
reserved. In B-ISDN the use of the entire QOS field is for further study.

cm (CRC32 Indicator Bit; 1 bit; CIB in CLNAP-PDU)
The function of the DQDB and the B-ISDN CIB field are equal: they indicate the absence
(CIB=O) or presence (CIB=l) of a 32 bit check sum (CRC32 in DQDB or CRC in B-ISDN).

HEL (Reader Extension Length; 3 bits; HEL in CLNAP-PDU)
The function of these fields are also equal: they indicate the length of the Header Extension
Length field in rows (a row equals four octets). The length is binary encoded. The encodings 6
and 7 are not valid.

Bridging (2 octets; reserved in CLNAP-PDU)
In DQDB, this field is. reserved for future used. Until then it is encoded as all zeros. The same
holds for the reserveà field in the CLNAP-PDU.

Header extension (0, 4, 8, 12, 16 or 20 octets; Header extension in CLNAP-PDU)
The use and codings of these fields are reserved in both DQDB and B-ISDN.

INFO (Information; 1..9188 octets; User information in CLNAP-PDU)
In DQDB this field contains a MAC-SDU. lts length must be equal to or less than 9188 octets.
In B-ISDN this field contains a CLNAP-SDU. lts length is also bounded to 9188 octets, but
greater values are under further study.

PAD (0..3 octets; PAD in CLNAP-PDU)
This field performs the same function as in B-ISDN: it provides 32-bit alignment of the user
information. The coding for PAD octets is zero in all cases.

CRC32 (0 or 4 octets; CRC in CLNAP-PDU)
In DQDB this field contains the result of a checksum calculated over the fields between BAsize
and itself. In B-ISDN, this field contains the same checksum over the same fields, however
with the reserved field set to zero. Both in DQDB and B-ISDN this field is optional.

Reserved (1 octet; AL in CPCS-PDU)
Both in DQDB and in B-ISDN these this field has been set to zero (so far).

BEtag (Beginning-End tag; 1 octet; Etag in CPCS-PDU)
The DQDB BEtag field performs the same function as the B-ISDN Etag field.

Length (2 octets; Length in CPCS-PDU)
In DQDB this field contains the length in octets between the BAsize field and the (second)
reserved field. In B-ISDN the field performs the same function if the CPI field indicates that
the counting units for this field are octets.

Note: In B-ISDN an CPCS3/4-PDU contains a PAD field. At first sight, no equivalent field in
DQDB exists for this field. However, if the CPCS user is the CLNAP layer, the CPCS
PAD field disappears: it will always be 0 octets long since a CLNAP-PDU is already 4
octet aligned.
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3.2.2.2 DM·PDU versus SAR3/4·PDU
In figure 3.6 the stroctures of a DM-PDU and a SAR3/4-PDU are given. As can be seen, a DM
PDU consist of a 2 octet header, a 44 octet payload and a 2 octet trailer.

A single IM-PDU is put in one or more DM-PDUs in the same way a CPCS3/4-PDU is put in
one or more SAR3/4-PDUs: it is segmented in blocks of 44 octets (the last block may be shorter)
and each block is put in the payload of a DM-PDU (if a block contains less than 44 octets,
padding octets are added).

The DM-PDU segment_type, sequence_number, MlD, segmentation_unit, payload_length and
payload_CRC field perform the same functions as the SAR3/4-PDU's ST, SN, MlD, payload, LI
and CRC field, respectively.
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,'" ..... I ......

...... "
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~ MlD
~~.------;,--
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Figure 3.6: DM-PDU versus SAR3/4-PDU

3.2.2.3 Levels of interworking for DQDB MAC service and B-ISDN's BCLB over AAL3/4
From the previous sections it can be concluded that interworking between DQDB and B-ISDN
for a connectionless service, can be performed in a more or less easy way, at:

- the DQDB physicallayer/ATM layer;
- the DMlSAR3/4 layer
- the IMlCPCS3/4 layer
- the IM user layer/CLNAP user layer.

In general it holds that the lower the interworking takes place, the more aligned the higher
layer protocols need to beo

3.3 ISO connectionless network layer service
The well-known OSI model originates from ISO. For the network layer of this model, at first
ISO had defined only one mode of transmission: the connection oriented mode. Later, ISO has
added a connectionless mode of transmission.

This section describes the ISO connectionless network layer service. It takes into account the
interface to the user and the protocol used between network layer peer entities. Special
attention will be paid to the address space of the connectionless service: this space is the union
of the address spaces of all existing major networks.
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3.3.1 Address space for ISO connectionless network layer service
The address space for the ISO connectionless network layer service consists of Network layer
Service Access Points (NSAPs). These NSAPs are worldwide unique. The structure of an NSAP
address is given in figure 3.7.

Initial Domain Part
('OP)

Oomain Specilic Part
(DSP)

Authority and
Format Identifier

(AFI)

Initial Domain
Identifier

(101)

Figure 3.7: NSAP address structure

As can be seen, an NSAP address consists of an Initial Domain Part (IDP) and a Domain
Specific Part (QSP). The IDP identifies an initial address space. The DSP identifies an address
within this address space. The way in which this address is identified is a hierarchical one: the
DSP first may point to several subaddress spaces at consecutive levels and then identify an
address within the lowest level subaddress space.

Address spaces that may be identified by the IDP are X.121, ISO DCC, F.69, E.163, E.164 and
ISO 6523-CD. Since NSAP addresses cover the address space of a multitude of networks,
terminals belonging to different networks may be able to communicate using an OSI network
layer protocol.

3.3.2 Connectionless network layer service as provided to the user
From a network layer user's point of view, the connectionless network layer service
(connectionless NS) provides the transfer of objects between NSAPs. These objects may be
discarded, duplicated or changed in order by the network. For sending objects, no
establishment or release of any connection is needed.

Communication between the network layer and the NS user takes place by means of two
primitives: the N-UNITDATArequest primitive and the N-UNITDATAindication primitive.

With the N-UNITDATArequest primitive an NS user requests the transport of a Unitdata
object. At the destination the network Jayer uses the N-UNITDATA.indication primitive to
deliver the Unitdata object. Both primitives have the following parameters:

- Source address;
- Destination address;
- Quality of Service;
- NS-USERDATA

The address parameters are NSAPs. The Quality of Service parameter consists of five sub
parameters: transit delay, protection from unauthorized access, cost determinants, residual
error probability and priority. The NS-USERDATA parameter is a user data block consisting of
at least one and at most 64512 octets.
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3.3.3 180 Connectionless Network Layer Protocol
The protocol used by the connectionless network layer service is the Connectionless Network
Layer Protocol (CLNP). It provides the ISO connectionless Network layer service by making use
of a wide variety of subnetworks.

CLNP assumes an underlying connectionless service. This connectionless service can either he
provided directly (by an actual connectionless mode subnetwork) or indirectly (by a connection
oriented mode subnetwork). In the latter case a Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Function
(SNDCF) that emulates the connectionless service over the subnetwork, is needed.

In certain circumstances, not all functionalities of the CLNP protocol may be needed. For these
cases two subsets of CLNP have been defined: the non-segmenting protocol and the inactive
network layer protocol.

CLNP entities communicate by exchanging N-PDUs. An N-PDU consist of a header and a data
field. Two types of N-PDUs exist: data N-PDUs and report N-PDUs. Data N-PDUs are used to
transfer user data from the N-UNITDATA primitives. Report N-PDUs are created by the
network to report errors.

All N-PDUs are put in SDUs of the subnetwork (SN-SDUs). Each subnetwork must support a
minimal SN-SDU length of 512 octets.

If the maximum length of an SN-SDU is Iess than that of an N-PDU, the N-PDU needs to be
segmented. The segmentation process is such that the data field of the initial N-PDU is carried
in the datafields of a number of derived N-PDUs. All derived N-PDUs have the same header
format as the initial N-PDU. Because of this, N-PDUs belonging to the same initial N-PDU
may take different routes to their destination. Segmented N-PDUs may be segmented further.
Report N-PDUs are not allowed to be segmented.

In figure 3.8 the structure of a data N-PDU is given for the full CLNP. (For the inactive
network layer protocol the header reduces to one octet. This octet contains the network layer
protocol identifier). Important fields in the N-PDU are:

Length indicator
This field gives the length of the header in octets. lts maximum value is 254. The value
255 is reserved for an extension possibility.

Note: Since the maximum header length is 254 octets, the maximum length of an N-PDU is
64512+254=64766 octets. As a result, it is possible to encapsulate any initial N-PDU in
any CPCS-PDU. It is not possible to encapsulate an N-PDU in a single CLNAP-PDU.
This is because a CLNAP-SDU has a maximum length of 9188 octets. Therefore, for
providing CLNP over BCLB, an additional segmentation and reassembly functionality
is needed.

By allowing CLNAP-SDUs with lengths of at least 64766 octets, it will be possible to
put any N-PDU in a single CLNAP-PDU. In this way, no additional segmentation and
reassembly functionality is needed in providing CLNP over CLNAP.

PDU segment length
This field indicates the length of the derived N-PDU.

Segment offset
This field indicates at what place the data field of the derived N-PDU belongs in the
data field of the initial N-PDU.
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Figure 3.8: Structure segmentable data PDU in CLNP

Totallength
This field gives the length of the initial N-PDU.

3.4 Conclusions
As the B-ISDN connectionless service must be able 10 interwork with other connectionless
services, this chapter described some of these services.

At first, services provided by other networks were described. These networks were LANs and
DQDB MANs. The possibility to interwork with the DQDB connectionless MAN service is
generally seen as a feature that is absolutely necessary. Therefore, CCITT has aligned the B
ISDN CLNAP-PDU as much is possible with the DQDB MAC-PDU.

Secondly, the ISO connectionless network layer service was described. It is intended that this
service is provided over a multitude of networks. For B-ISDN, it was shown that PDUs form no
restriction to provide this service over AAL3/4 or over AAL5. However, for the provision over
CLNAP, an additional segmentation and reassembling functionality is needed.
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4 Narrowband ISDN

This report investigates how BCLB can be provided in N-ISDN. Chapters two and three
described the state of this service in B-ISDN. This chapter describes N-ISDN.

This chapter gives a brief overview of the bearer services that are recommended and the
protocols that are used in N-ISDN. Only the most recently defined bearer services - the so
called frame mode services - are described to a more detailed extent. For additional infonnation
about the other services the reader is referred to the Blue Books.

The chapter consists of four sections. In section one the N-ISDN Protocol Reference Model is
given. In section two a recommended set of N-ISDN bearer services is described and the
protocol architecture of each of these services is given. In section three, detailed attention is
paid to several important N-ISDN protocols. Section four is a summary ofthe entire chapter.

4.1 N-ISDN Protocol Reference Model
The Protocol Reference Model (PRM) for N-ISDN is defined in [1.320]. It has been redrawn in
figure 4.1. The model consists of layers and planes. A layer provides services to the layer
directly above it by using services of the layer directly below it. The planes separate several
functions: the user plane handles the transfer of user data, the control plane call control and
the management plane overall system management.

usar plane
management plane

conlrol plane

3

2

physical medium

Figure 4.1: N-ISDN Protocol Reference Model

4.2 N-ISDN bearer services and protocol architectures
For N-ISDN three bearer service categories have been defined: the circuit mode, the packet
mode and the frame mode (see [1.230]).

4.2.1 The circuit mode
The circuit mode provides constant bit rate connection oriented services. At the moment only
bidirectional connections are agreed upon, but in future unidirectional connections may be
defined. Connections are established semi-pennanently or dynamically. In the fonner case
there is no need to establishJrelease a call. In the latter case a call consists of three phases:
establishment, data transfer and release.
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The protocols for establishing and releasing caBs operate in the control plane. The protocols for
data transfer lay in the user plane. Figure 4.2 tabulates the protocols defined at the lower
layers in both planes. Note that, in the user plane, above layer one any protocol may be used.

layer:

3

2

user plane contral plane
(B ehonnel) (D ehannel)

0.931

0.921

1.430/1.431

Figure 4.2: Protocol architecture for circuit mode (at UNI)

4.2.2 The packet mode
The packet mode provides virtual caBs/permanent virtual circuits. Only in the former case
establishment and release of connections is needed.

For the protocol architecture of the on demand packet service, two cases are distinguished: case
A and case B. For case B, two sub-cases exist.

In case A, the packet fiervice is provided by a PSPDN, rather than by the N-ISDN. A user sets
up a circuit switched (0S) B-channel connection to an Access Unit (AU) using Q.931
procedures. Thereafter, X.25 is used over the B-channel for setting up and releasing virtual
packet switched (PS) channels and for transferring user packets.

In case B, the N-ISDN itselfprovides packet switching (PS) via a Packet Handler (PH). A PS
user can use either a B-channel or the D-channel. In either case, signalling associated with a
connection to the PH must be distinguished from signalling needed to set up and release
virtual packet caBs. For a B-channel, the former signalling uses Q.931. The latter signalling
uses X.25 at both the datalink and network layer. X.25 is also used for the transfer of user
packets. For the D-channel, the former signalling is not needed. The latter signalling and the
transfer of user packets both use Q.921 at the datalink layer and X.25 at the network layer.
(The former signalling is not needed since Q.921 provides a permanent datalink connection to a
PH. This connection is indicated by SAPI= 16; see the section about Q.921).

Protocol architectures for packet mode are given in figure 4.3. For the purpose of this report
the packet mode is not of interest: because of their link-by-link error correction, packet mode
services are too slow for applications as interworking with LANs.

user plane control plane
(B channel) (0 channel)

Q.931 (CS)
X.25

Q.921

1.43011.431

Case A

user pJane contro\ pJane
(B channel) (0 channel)

Q.931 (PS)
X.25

Q.921

1.43011.431

Case B (B channel)

user plane
(0 channel)

X.2?
(pocket layer)

Q.921

1.43011.431

Case B (D channel)

Note: establislnnent and release of virtual packet switched connections always takes place in the user plane (using X.25)

Figure 4.3: Protocol architectures for packet mode (at UNI)
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4.2.3 The frame mode
Frame mode bearer services provide bidirectional virtual connections, over which layer two
frames (Service Data Units) can be transferred. Connections can be establishedlreleased either
on demand or semi-permanently but are always point-to-point. Frame mode bearer services can
be provided on both the basic access and the primary rate interface. They can be provided on
any channel (B, D or H). At the UNI multiple virtual caUs to different destinations may be
present at the same time.

Two frame mode bearer services have been defined: the frame relaying bearer service and the
frame switching bearer service. Both services provide the transfer of SDUs from one srr
reference point to another srr reference point without disturbing their order. The difference
between the services is that the frame relaying service may lose or insert entire frames. In the
frame switching service this is prevented by a frame acknowledging mechanism. In either
service the frames are transferred transparently.

The protocol architectures for the frame mode bearer services are given in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Protocol architectures for frame mode (at UNI)

In the control plane, the frame mode uses a different protocol at the network layer than the
other modes. However, this protocol (Q.933), resembles the protocol used in the other modes
(Q.931) very much.

In the user plane the datalink layer is divided in a core sublayer (the lower sublayer) and a
control sublayer (the higher sublayer). In the core sublayer, both frame mode services use a
subset ofQ.922, the Q.922 core protocol. In the control sublayer, the frame mode switching
service uses the rest of Q.922. The protocol for the frame relaying bearer service in the control
sublayer, as weIl as the protocols for aU services in the network layer, can be chosen without
constraints. However, from interworking point of view some protocols may be more suitable
than others (e.g. X.25 in case of interworking with PSPDNs).

4.3 Important N-I8DN protocols
This section describes some important N-ISDN protocols.

4.3.1 The Q.931 protocol
The Q.931 protocol is used in circuit mode and packet mode at the network layer of the control
plane. It controls the setting up and release of connections from a user to another user, an AU
or a PH. The protocol operates across the UNI only (that is, it terminates in the LE). It
assumes the presence of areliabIe datalink layer.

For each caU to be controUed, the protocol defines two state transition diagrams: one at the
user side and one at the network side of the UNI. A caU's states can be changed by primitives
from higher layers (the caU control) , by primitives from the management plane and by
messages from the peer entity (that are delivered by primitives from the lower layer). In this
section the messages from the peer entity will be described into more detail.
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Figure 4.5: General structure of a Q.931 message

A message consists of a number of octets. The general structure of a message is given in figure
4.5. As can be seen, a message consists of a number of information elements. All messages
begin with the following information elements:

Protocol discriminator
This information element distinguishes Q.931 and Q.933 caB control messages from call
control messages coded in other standards (e.g. X.25) and from messages that are not
related to call control. For Q.931 call control messages this field is coded as 00001000.

CaU reference
This information element identifies the call across the UNI the message applies t~. lts
structure is depicted in figure 4.5 as weIl. The call reference consists of a length
indicator, aflag and a call reference value. For the basic access and the primary rate
interface the call reference value has 10 be at least one, respectively two octets long.

The call reference value is assigned by either the network or the user, depending on
where the call appeared first. To prevent a conflicting situation (e.g. the network and
the user assigning the same value to different calls at the same time) the flag is used.
This flag is set to 0 if the message is sent from the side that originated the reference
value and 10 1 otherwise. The reference value is unique within a D-channel layer two
logical link connection.

Message type
This information element identifies the type of the message. The possible message types
are given in table 4.1.

After the message type information element, other information elements may follow. Depending
on the message type some of these will be mandatory and others optional. In the remainder of
this section the elements that are of importance for new services or interworking are
summarized. It is important 10 know that equipment ignores information fields it does not need
or understand.

Bearer capability
This information element is mandatory in all SET UP messages (SET UP messages are
the first messages sent from-user-to-network for outgoing calls and from-network-to
user for incoming calls). The element has a number of subfields, that identify the bearer
service requested frornJdelivered by the network. Some subfields are: transfer mode,
information transfer rate, configuration (e.g. point-to-point), symmetry. These subfields
have in common that some values have been standardized and that all other values are
reserved for future use. For the introduction of new services, CCITT may have to
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Table 4.1: Q.931 messages

circuit packet U8er~UBer global eaU
call establishing mode mode signalling reference

ALERTING y y y
CALL PROCEEDING y y y
CONNECT y y y
CONNECT ACKNOWLEDGE y y y
PROGRESS y y
SET UP y y y
SET UP ACKNOWLEDGE y y

call infonnation phase

RESUME y
RESUME ACKNOWLEDGE y
RESUME REJECT y
SUSPEND y
SUSPEND ACKNOWLEDGE y
SUSPEND REJECT y
USER INFORMATION y y

callclearing

DISCONNECT y y
RELEASE y y y
RELEASE COMPLETE y y y
RESTART y
RESTART ACKNOWLEDGE y

miscellaneous

SEGMENT
CONGESTION CONTROL y y
INFORMATION y y
FACILITY y
NOTIFY y
STATUS y y y y
STATUS ENQUIRY y y y

redefine some of the reserved values.

If the network decides it cannot provide a requested service, it will terminate the call. If
a receiving user decides it is not compatible with the delivered bearer service it can
ignore or terminate the call.

Higher layer capability
This information element is optional in all SET UP messages. It gives information
about protocols used in higher layers Cthe element may for instance indicate
'telephony'). Since the element is transferred transparently through the network, the
receiving user can check whether he is compatible with the sending user.

Lower layer capability
This information element is comparable to the former, but than with regard to the
lower layers. If supported by the network, this element can be used for lower layer
negotiation between users. If the lower layer capability element contradicts the bearer
service element, the receiving user should use the information provided by the bearer
service element. CContradiction may arise in interworking units. The network may
change the bearer capability there. It then will adjust the bearer capability element. It
will not adjust the lower layer capability element, since this element has to be
transferred transparently).
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Progress
This information element indicates if a caB is end-to-end ISDN.

4.3.2 The Q.933 protocol
The Q.933 protocol is used at the network layer in the control plane in the frame mode. It
operates across the UNI only. The protocol resembles the Q.931 protocol very much. Roughly, it
differs in the following two things:

In Q.933 two cases for caB control are distinguished: case A and case B.

In case A, it is assumed that a terminal uses a frame mode bearer service through a remote
frame handIer (RFH). The terminal is connected to this RFH by means of a circuit switched
(CS) connection. The signalling associated with this CS connection takes place as described in
Recommendation Q.931. As both the frame mode signalling and the frame mode user frames,
use the switched circuit, the frame mode signalling takes place in-channel. In case B, frame
mode services can be provided by the LE. A frame mode connection is established through
Q.933 procedures only and no CS connection is required.

In case A, only B- and H-channels can be used by the user plane. In case B, the D-channel may
be used as weIl.

As in Q.931, caB-states (at both the user and the network side ofthe UN!), messages and
information elements are defined in Q.933. Although there is a large overlap with Q.931, some
of these states, messages and information elements, may have been changed slightly. AIso,
states, messages or information elements may have been added or deleted.

Q.933 messages have the same general structure as Q.931 messages. The protocol
discriminator, the call reference and the message type are exactly the same (the message type
only may contain messages existing in Q.933). Important information elements are:

Bearer capability
In this element the transfer mode needs to be set to frame mode. The structure of this
element is changed compared to Q.931. There is a subfield to chose between frame
relaying (FR) and frame switching (FS).

Datalink connection identifier
This new element contains the assigned or preferred data connection identifier that is
used in the user plane at the datalink layer (see Q.922). Some bits are reserved for
congestion control. The control itself still must be defined.

High layer capability
This element is the same as in Q.931.

Link layer core parameters
This element contains values for core parameters, e.g. QOS parameters. The element is
used in parameter negotiation.

Link layer protocol parameters
As the previous element but now for protocol parameters as transmit window size and
retransmission timer.
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Low layer capability
This element is transferred by the network transparently. It can be used by the
receiving user for compatibility checking. This element may be important in using the
ISDN as a transparent network (e.g. for LAN-LAN interconnection).

Packet layer binary parameters and X.213 priority
These elements are used to support OSI Connection Mode (CONS).

4.3.3 The Q.921 protocol (LAPD)
Recommendation Q.921 describes LAPD. This protocol is used in the control plane at the
datalink layer. It operates across the UNI only and therefore terminates in the LE. An
overview of the datalink layer in the control plane is given in figure 4.6. Communication
between the following blocks is needed:

- Datalink peer entities;
- Layer management peer entities;
- Layer 3 entities - datalink entity;
- Layer management entity - datalink entity.

service user
(user side)

service user
(networ1< side)

peer·to-peer

UNI

Figure 4.6: Datalink layer at Ul'J: in N-ISDN control plane

Datalink peer entities communication
The datalink peer entities communicate through virtual channels. In each virtual channel,
communication takes place in frames. A frame may be transferred either in unacknowledged
mode or in acknowledged mode.

In the unacknowledged mode no additional procedures are needed before or after the actual
frame transfer. It is not assured that the frame arrives at the peer entity.

To transfer a frame in acknowledged mode, the acknowledged mode first needs to be
established (within the virtual channel). As soon as this is done, as many frames as needed can
be transferred in this mode. (During this data transfer phase it is still possible to send frames
in unacknowledged mode). If no more frames are to be transferred in the acknowledged mode,
the mode can be released again. In normal circumstances, in acknowledged mode, all frames
arrive exactly once with the order preserved.
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01111110

01111110

opening flag (1 octet)

address (2 odeIs)

conlrol (1 or 2 octels)

informalion field (0 or more octets)

frame check sequence (2 octels)

c10sing lIag (1 octel)

Figure 4.7: Q.921 frame format

The frame format for datalink peer communication is depicted in figure 4.7. It consists of two
flags and several fields. The address field identifies the virtual channel. The control field
distinguishes three types of frames: information (1-), supervisory (S-) and unnumbered
information frames (U-frames). U-frames are used to establish or release the acknowledged
mode and to transfer data in the unacknowledged mode. I-frames carry acknowledged mode
data. S-frames are used as control frames within the acknowledged mode.

Network layer - datalink layer communication
The datalink layer pTt,vides acknowledged and unacknowledged data transport between layer 3
peer entities. Before transport can take place between two of these entities, a layer 2 virtual
channel needs to be established between them. This is done as follows:

Logically, each layer three entity is connected separately to layer two. At layer three,
such a connection is identified by its Connection Endpoint Identifier (CEl). This CEl
consists of two parts: a Service Access Point Identifier (SAPI) and a Connection
Endpoint Suffix (CES). At layer two, such a connection is identified by its Datalink
Connection Identifier (DLCl). This DLCI consists of two parts: the SAPI and a Terminal
Endpoint Identifier (TEl). Since several types of layer three entities exist (e.g.
signalling entities, packet switching entities) and since DLCIs are also used for layer 2
management peer communication, certain groups of DLCI values have been reserved for
specific purposes by reserving certain SAPI values (see table 4.2).

If a layer three entity starts communicating with its peer entity, a TEl must be
associated with it. The reason for this is that at the datalink layer it must be possible
to identify the entity uniquely within all entities having the same SAPI as the entity.
The TEl is provided by the datalink layer. This layer also performs the mapping
TEVCES. Both the TEl and the mapping TEVCES are made invisible to the layer three
entity.

Table 4.2: SAPI values

SAP! value:

o
16
63
127

Reserved for:

Signalling
Packet switching service
Management
Broadcast
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The primitives between the network layer and the datalink layer are: DL_UNITDATA,
DL_ESTABLISH, DL_DATA and DL_RELEASE. With DL_UNITDATA a network layer entity
can send a data block to its peer entity. This data block may be lost: it is placed in a layer 2
frame that is sent in the unacknowledged mode. With the other primitives, a network layer
entity can invoke and release the acknowledged service and send data blocks in this mode. It is
guaranteed that each data block arrives exactly once and in order.

Note: If the network layer invokes a primitive, a TEl mayor may not already have been
assigned. If it is not, the datalink layer will assign one, otherwise it will start executing
the primitive. Both wether a TEl has already been assigned and the assignment itself
are invisible to the network layer.

Layer management· datalink communication and layer management peer
communication
Conceptually, the layer management can be divided in a connection management entity and an
entity containing the remainder of the layer management.

Communication between the management and the data link entity takes place through the
primitives MDL_ASSIGN, MDL_REMOVE, MDL_ERROR, MDL_UNITDATA and MDL_XID.
The first three primitives onty have local implications (that is, at one side of the UND. They
are used to exchange TEl information between the connection management and the datalink
entity. The last two primitives are used for management peer communication.
MDL_UNITDATA is used for general information exchange. MDL_XID is used for connection
management peer communication that handles initialisation. MDL_XID exchanges parameters
as maximum number of outstanding frames, start values for timers, etc.

Data exchange resulting from MDL_UNITDATA or MDL_XID always takes place in U-frames.
U-frames resulting from a MDL_UNITDATA primitive have SAPI set to 63.

Note: From Recommendation Q.921, it is not directly clear if messages transferred via
MDL_XID primitives are related 10 a single datalink connection or to the set of all
datalink connections. In the latter case, XID messages must set their SAPI 10 63. In the
former case, XID frames can set their SAPI 10 the SAPlof the connection they are
related to. Probably, the former case is intended.

4.3.4 The Q.922 protocol (LAPF)
The Q.922 protocol is used at the datalink layer in the user plane in the frame switching mode.
It operates across the UNI only (it terminates in the LE). The protocol resembles Q.921 (LAPD)
very much and is also called LAPF. A subset of Q.922, Q.922 core, is used at the datalink layer
in the user plane in frame relaying (see next section).

The datalink layer in the user plane provides virtual (datalink) channels through which frames
can be transferred. As in LAPD, frames can be transferred either acknowledged (in multiple
frame mode) or unacknowledged. There are three types of frames:

I·frames
I-frames carry layer 3 peer-peer user information. I-frames are always transferred
acknowledged. As a consequence, layer 3 user information carried by I-frames is
transferred in a very reliable manner.

S-frames
S-frames carry information for controlling the multiple frame mode. S-frames are
always transferred unacknowledged. A typical example of an S-frame is an S-frame
requesting the retransmission of certain I-frames.
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U-frames
U-frames fulfil several tasks. In the first place, they can transfer layer 2 management
or layer 3 user peer-peer information. Since U-frames are always transferred in an
unacknowledged manner, this peer-peer data communication may be unreliable.
Secondly, U-frames are used to establish and release the multiple frame mode
operation. (This operation only can be used for layer 3 peer-peer communication).
FinaIly, U-frames are used to exchange peer-peer connection management information.
This information is transferred in U-frames of subtype XlD and is typically exchanged
at initialisation. XlD frames contain parameters as window size, number of outstanding
frames, etc.

The general frame structure is given in figure 4.8. A frame consists of a beginning flag, an
address field, a control field, an information field, a frame check sequence field and a closing
flag. The address field contains the datalink connection identifier (DLCl). This DLCI uniquely
identifies the virtual channel a frame belongs to. Besides this DLCI the address field also
contains bits for congestion notification and a discarding priority. The control field defines the
type of the frame Cl, S or U) as weIl as the specific purpose of the frame within this type. The
information field carries peer-peer information from either layer 3 or the layer management.
The information field may be absent in certain frames.

01111110

01111110

opening flag (1 odet)

address (20dets)

oomrol (1 or 2 odets)

informatien field (0 or more odets)

frame check sequence (2 octets)

closing flag (1 odet)

Figure 4.8: Q.922 frame format

The most important task for the datalink layer is providing a means for peer-peer
communication between layer 2 management peer entities or between layer 3 user peer
entities. To arrive at this a number of primitives has been defined (see table 4.3).

For layer three peer communication, a user and the network first negotiate a DLCI value. This
is done in the control plane at layer 3 by means of Q.933 procedures. These procedures take
care that the DLCI value is known at both sides of the UNI.

At both the network and the user side, the layer 3 control plane chooses a DL_CEl (datalink
endpoint identifier) and associates this DL_CEl with the agreed DLCI. The control plane
passes the DL_CEIIDLCI association to the layer 2 management plane by invoking the
M2N_ASSIGN.request primitive. At its turn, the management plane passes the DL_CEIJDLCI
association to the user plane's datalink layer by MDL_ASSIGN primitives. In this way, a
virtual datalink channel for layer 3 peer communication has been established as soon as the
DL_CEIIDLCI association is known at both sides of the UNI.

At the same time, the control plane invokes the DL_ESTABLISH.request primitive at the
originating side of the UNI. As soon as the layer 2 user plane has received both this primitive
and the DL_CEIIDLCI association, it will establish the multiple frame mode. (This is done by
sending a SABME frame and awaiting a UA frame in the virtual channel identified by the
DLCI. Both SABME and UA are frames of type U). As soon as the multiple frame mode has
been established, layer 3 peer communication can start.
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Table 4.3: Q.922 primitives

primitive types
group name req ind rap con

DL ESTABLISH x x - x
Oayer 3- RELEASE x x x
layer 2) DATA x x

UNITDATA x x -

MDL ASSIGN x x -
Oayer 2 REMOVE x . -
management- ERROR - x x -
layer 2) UNITDATA x x . -

XID x x x x

M2N ASSIGN x -
Oayer 3 contr. REMOVE x -
- layer 2 man.)

use

establishment multiple frame mode
release multiple frame mode
acknowledged layer 3 user data transfer
unacknowledged layer 3 user data transfer

DL_CEIJDLCI association
DL_CEIJDLCI disassociation

unack. layer 2 management data transfer
XID data transfer

passing DL_CEIJDLCI association
passing DL_CEIIDLCI disassociation

The layer 3 peer communication may be invoked at either side of the UNI. It can be invoked by
the primitives DL_UNITDATArequest and DL_DATArequest. With DL_UNITDATA, data is
transferred unacknowledged and may be lost. At the datalink layer, data passed via
DL_UNITDATA always is transferred in UI-frames (this is a frame of type U). With DL_DATA,
data is transferred acknowledged. At the datalink layer this data is transferred in multiple
frame mode (thus in I-frames). At the peer side, data is passed from layer 2 to layer 3 by the
primitives DL_UNITDATAindication and DL_DATAindication.

Release of a frame switched connection is initiated by the layer 3 control plane at either side of
the UNI. To start it, the plane invokes the DL_RELEASE.request and the
M2N_REMOVE.request primitives. In addition, it indicates the release to its peer entity via
Q.933 procedures. As areaction, the peer entity will invoke the M2N_REMOVE.request
primitive as weIl.

Upon receiving the DL_RELEASE primitive, the datalink layer will release the associated
virlual datalink circuit. Ot does this by sending a DISC frame and awaiting a UA frame. Both
DISC and UA are frames of type U). Upon receiving an M2N_REMOVE primitive, the layer 2
management will invoke the MDL_REMOVE.request primitive. This latter primitive will cause
the layer 2 user plane to remove the DL_CEIIDLCI association.

For layer 2 management peer communication, only unacknowledged inforrnation transfer can
be used. The associated primitives are the MDL_UNITDATA and the MDL_XlD primitives.
Information passed to the datalink layer in a MDL_UNITDATA primitive is transferred in UI
frames. These frames must have a DLCI that is reserved for management. Inforrnation passed
in a MDL_XID primitive is transferred in XID frames. XID frames always carry a DLCI of a
datalink connection associated with a layer 3 connection (e.g. XlD frames are in-channel in a
virlual layer 3 channel). Both UI and XlD frames are frames of type U.

An overview of Q.922 and its environment is given in figure 4.9.

Note: In Q.922 XlD frames may be used for congestion control. The mechanism for this is
based on the use of the congestion bits in the address field of a datalink frame and a
continuous adjustment of a multiple frame mode's parameters (e.g. retransmission
timer, maximum number of outstanding frames, maximum length of the inforrnation
field in a datalink frame).

Note: The procedures at layer 3 of the control plane and the DL_CEIIDLCI association are not
needed if the user is subscribed semi-permanently to the frame switching service.
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Figure 4.9: Environment of the Q.922 protocol

4.3.5 The Q.922 core protocol
The Q.922 core protocol is a subset of the Q.922 protocol. It is used in the user plane at the
datalink layer in the frame relaying mode. The core protocol assumes the datalink layer to be
split in a control sublayer and a core sublayer Cthe control sublayer is the higher one). The core
protocol operates across the UNI at the core sublayer.

The protocol provides virtual channels through which frames are transferred across the UNI.
The Q.922 core frame format is the same as the Q.922 format, except for the control field,
which is left out. As a consequence, the core protocol distinguishes virtual channels, but does
not distinguish frame types.

An overview of the core protocol's environment and its primitives are given in figure 4.10 and
table 4.4, respectively.

NETWORK SIDE

layer2
man.

(\
------------- -t---~--------_

~·~vinuaJ channel identified by DLCI

M2N

USER SIDE

laye, 2
man.

Figure 4.10: Environment of the Q.922 core protocol
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Table 4.4: Q.922 core primitives

primitive types
group name req ind rsp con parameters:

M2N ASSIGN x DkCEI, DLCI
(layer 3 contr. REMOVE x - DLCI
-layer 2 man.)

DL_CORE DATA x x - . userdata, congestion bits, discard
(DL-core user eligibility bit, C/R bit

- DL-core)

MDL ASSIGN x . DL_CORE_CEl, DL_CEl
(DL-contr. REMOVE x . DL_CORE_CEI
- layer 2 man.)

MC ASSIGN x x DLCI, DkCORE_CEI
(DL-core - REMOVE x DkCORE_CEI
layer 2 man.)

Note: for the DkCORE_DATA primitive not all parameters are used in each type.

Instead of a DL_CEIJDLCI association, at the user's side of the UNI, now a DL_CEl, a DLCI
and a DL_CaRE_CEl have to be associated. During the caU establishment of a frame relaying
caB, a DLCI value is obtained at layer 3 of the control plane by Q.933 negotiation. This plane
also selects a DL_CEL It passes the DL_CEl and the DLCI to the layer 2 management plane.
This plane selects a DL_CaRE_CEl and passes DL_CEl and DL_CaRE_CEl to the control
sublayer and DL_caRE_CEl and DLCI to the core sublayer.

Note: At the network side of the UNI, strictly spoken, only a DLCI/DL_CaRE_CEI
association is needed. According to the text of Appendix A to Recommendation Q.922, at
the network side, the layer three control plane passes a DLCI/DL_CEI association to
the layer 2 management plane. This latter plane selects a DL_CaRE_CEl and passes a
DL_CaRE_CEIJDLCI association to the core sublayer. What is to be done with the
DLCIIDL_CEI association is not said. This probably depends on the actual
implementation of the LE as weil as on the signalling protocol within the network.

A difference with Q.922 is that the user is connected to the LE up to the core sublayer only.
The control sublayer protocol operates between the end-users. As a protocol for the control
sublayer any suitable protocol agreed between the end-users can be used. This protocol has to
satisfy at least the foUowing conditions:

It must be able to handle the MDL_ASSIGN and DL_CaRE_DATA primitives as defined in
table 4.4.
It must provide primitives for invoking and releasing the core service as weU as primitives for
the sending and receiving of data.

Within the network, frame mode caUs are multiplexed on a statistical basis. Therefore, at a
certain node congestion may occur. 8ince the frame relaying service only has little functionality
in the network, congestion avoidance and recovery are most easily implemented at the edge of
the network: e.g. at the user's equipment. The appendices to Q.922 describe some congestion
avoidance and recovery mechanisms that use this strategy. A mayor disadvantage of these
strategies is that from the network's view it is unsure if the users are willing to cooperate in
this congestion management.
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4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the N-ISDN bearer services were described. For the purpose of this report two
of these may be important: the circuit mode services and the frame mode services.

The frame mode services are split in two: the frame switching and the frame relaying service.
Especially the latter is interesting for connectionless interworking with B-ISDN.

For both modes CCITT has defined detailed protocols for the lower three layers of the control
plane. At layer three, these protocols differ, but still a high extent of alignment exists. At the
other layers, the protocols are the same.

For the user plane, CCITT has defined a protocol for the lowest layer. This protocol is the same
for both bearer services. For the circuit mode, above this layer any protocol may be used. For
the frame mode above layer 2 any protocol may be used. At layer two itself a complete protocol
has been defined for frame switching. For frame relaying only a protocol for the lower part of
this layer has been defined. In this case the protocol for the upper part may be chosen freely.
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Part B:

Provision of BCLB in N-I8DN
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5 Open issues in BCLB

To provide BCLB in N-ISDN, it is necessary to have a good understanding of what issues are
still open in BCLB. It is also convenient to have an idea of the way in which these issues
eventuaIly will be solved. This chapter tries to assist in this. It consists of three parts.

In the first part, open issues that may be important for the provision of BCLB in N-ISDN are
summed up. In the second part, general solutions to these open issue are given. These solutions
consist of a number of modeIs. Each model is assumed to be valid throughout the remainder of
this report. In the third part, conclusions are drawn.

5.1 Open issues in BeLB
B-ISDN and BCLB have many open issues. Issues that are important for the scope of this
report are:

- traffic characteristics;
- congestion control;
- user access speed;
- operation modes of a CLSF;
- differences in speed;
- user access;
- completion of AAL specification;
- login possibilities;
- on demand delivery;
- routing;
- architecture and topology;
- protocol stacks.

5.1.1 Traffic characteristics
BCLB may be used for many new applications. It is hard to predict what traffic characteristics
these applications will cause. Even if one assumes characteristics as on a LAN, the problem
still remains that up till now little on these data is known (see [LELAND]).

5.1.2 Congestion control
Congestion occurs if at a certain moment more packets arrive at a CLSF than the CLSF can
handle. So far, no actions to be taken by a CLSF or the B-ISDN have been defined to prevent
or to recover from congestion. Of course, one reason for this are the unknown traffic
characteristics. It is the author's belief that:

Any congestion control strategy wil! be a mix of the following actions:

- discarding of (connectionless) packets;
- buffering of packets;
- exchanging information with other CLSFs and users.

Discarding of packets
This action basicaIly holds that a CLSF wiIl discard one or more packets, if at a certain
moment too many connectionless packets arrive at it. As a detail of this action, packets may be
assigned a priority. Also partially received or sent packets may be distinguished from entirely
received or sent packets.
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Buffering of packets
This action holds that a packet will be buffered partially or entirely. Typically, this action will
be taken if temporarily no bandwidth is available on an outgoing link. To maintain speed,
buffering should be intended for short term only.

Exchange of information
This action is more complex than the previous ones. Basically, it holds that a CLSF will create
messages on exceeding certain threshold values (e.g. number of packets currently being
handled). These messages are destined for neighbouring CLSFs, for the control or management
plane, or for BCLB users. It is intended that the recipient will take an appropriate action.

For the exchange of information, two things are needed:

- a transfer mechanism;
- a protocol defining the messages to be transferred.

Examples of the contents of possible messages are:

- command to lower offered traffic (to a user or neighbouring CLSF);
- demand for more bandwidth between two CLSFs (to control plane);
- renegotiate ATM connection between a CLSF and a user (to control plane);
- indication that QOS has been lowered.

5.1.3 User access speed
So far, a user's access speed to the network has not explicitly been considered by ccnT. Yet
this speed can influence a packet's delay as it is perceived by two BCLB user's. In the next
subsection, this perceived delay is described. In the subsection thereafter, it is described what
open issues on the user access speed must be filled in.

Influence of user access speed on delay perceived by BCLB users
Consider a BCLB user that sends a connectionless packet to another BCLB user. Assume that
the sending user submits the individual cells of the packet to the ATM network at a fixed rate
of y cells per second. Suppose that the packet consists of n cells and that all cells need some
fixed time of t seconds to arrive at the receiving user. Define delay as the time from the
sending user starting the transmitting process unbl the receiving user having the packet
available completely. Then delay consists of two components: a transmitting delay of n/y
seconds and a (perceived) network propagation delay of t seconds (see figure 5.1). As can be
seen, the access speed (y cells/s) directly influences the (perceived) delay.

ATM eells

sender

time

receiver

trlDsmitting dclay n/y
propegation delay t

pen:eived delay (D/y)+t

Figure 5.1: A packet's delay as perceived by BCLB users
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The following remarks must be made:

1) It was assumed that users perceive the same network propagation delay for all cells. In reality,
this need not be the case due to:

- jitter caused by ATM switches;
- the packet encountering BCLB equipment that is slower than the sending equipment.

The jitter caused by ATM switches hardly will influence the delay experienced by BCLB users.
For, in general, the average cell rate before and after an ATM switch will be equal.

The second cause may occur for instance if the sender is transmitting the packet at a much
higher average bit rate than the maximum bit rate at which the receiver is able to receive a
packet. In this case, somewhere in the network (e.g. a CLSF) more bits of the packet must
arrive than leave at a certain moment. Obviously, parts ofthe packet must be buffered at this
place. Also, the network propagation delay perceived by the users will not be the same for all
cells.

The effects identified here, can be taken into account in the perceived delay simply. Therefore,
its second component must be redefined as the network propagation delay of the final cell of
the packet. 8ince the first component remains the same, a user's access speed still contributes
to the delay perceived by the end-users.

2) A packet's delay as it is perceived by users was measured till the reception of the final cell of
that packet. This can be motivated by the fact that the present primitives for communication
between the CLNAP layer and its user allow a message mode operation only. However, [1.364]
does not exclude that in future primitives that allow streaming will be defined. If such
primitives are defined, several definitions are possible for the end-to-end delay. Each possibility
leads to another influence ofthe access speed on the end-to-end delay. However, it always holds
that delay may decrease, but never increases, if the access speed is made larger.

3) From this consideration, it follows that if end-to-end delay is a Q08 parameter of BCLB, the
access speed could be a subparameter of it.

Open issues on the user access speed
A broadband user is connected to a CL8F via an ATM connection. On establishment of this
connection, the maximum rate at which the user may send cells over this connection is
negotiated. Clearly this number determines the maximum user access speed. Open issues are:

- Will any maximum rate be possible for the ATM connection to the CL8F, or only a
limited number of rates? (This latter restriction may ease the development of a
congestion control strategy).

- Is any access speed variation allowed? (E.g. does a user have to send the cells of a
single packet at equidistant times?)

- Is there any functionality in the user equipment that protects the user from
undeliberately violating his traffic contract with the network? (8uch a functionality is
convenient since the discarding of a single cell by an ATM policing function in the LE
will cause an entire connectionless packet to be lost). If there is, where is it situated?

5.1.4 Operation modes of a CL8F
As described in part A, a CL8F terminates both the CLNAP protocol and the connectionless
protocol between two CL8Fs. These protocols operate at the layer above the AAL. In this
section, this latter layer will be denoted by the 'connectionless' layer.
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Figure 5.2: Operation modes of a CLSF

In a CLSF, two entities of the connectionless layer are involved in the transfer of a single
connectionless packet: a receiving entity and asending entity. CCITT has not yet considered
the communication between these entities explicitly. However, an obvious idea is to define an
interface between these two entities. Similar to the AAL interfaces, this interface can operate
in either streaming or'message mode. The cases are depicted in figure 5.2. In the figure, it is
assumed that all AAL interfaces operate in streaming mode.

In the remainder of this report, CLSFs sometimes wiII be distinguished by the operation mode
of the interface between the receiving and the sending entities in the connectionless layer. If
this interface operates in streaming mode, the CLSF is referred to as a streaming mode CLSF;
if the interface operates in message mode, the CLSF is referred to as a message mode CLSF.
Note that with these definitions the operation modes of the AAL interfaces do not influence a
CLSF's operation mode.

Under the following conditions a streaming mode CLSF cIearly is faster than a message mode
CLSF:

- all AAL interfaces operate in streaming mode;
- a packet consists of more than one ATM cell;
- if cells belonging to a single packet can be processed in parallel at either the AAL or

the connectionless layer, their individual processing time is small compared to their
interarrival time; in effect either one or zero cells are processed at each instant.

Streaming mode CLSFs may be cIassified in several ways. Two criteria may be: the average
processing delay of a packet and the number of buffers needed to guarantee a certain
upperbound for the packet loss probabiIity. It may not always be possible to minimize both
criteria at the same time. The following can be proven:

The processing delay is minimal for streaming mode operation

If all cells passing through a CL8F have the same fixed processing time, the number of buffers
needed in the CL8F is minimal if the CL8F operates in streaming mode and if the interarrival
times of the cells belonging to a single packet are constant.

Note: The definition of streaming and message mode CLSFs may be slightly changed: a CLSF
is called a streaming mode CLSF if all AAL and connectionless layer interfaces operate
in streaming mode. In all other cases, the CLSF is called a message mode CLSF.
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5.1.5 Differences in speed
If the speed of a packet at a certain point is defined as the inverse of the time between the first
cell of a certain packet passing that point and the final cell of the same packet passing that
point, a packet may experience different speeds at different points in the network. These
differences may be caused incidently by CLSFs or ATM switches. Sometimes however, a change
in speed may be explicitly needed (e.g. if the bandwidth on an outgoing link is 100 low 10 keep
the speed of the incoming link; this may occur in case of interworking with N-ISDN or at the
ATM link 10 a destination user).

In general, 10 accomplish a required outgoing speed, a CLSF has the following possibilities:

- discard a packet that is received at another speed;
- buffer a packet that is received at another speed;
- exchange speed requirements with users and other CLSFs;
- allow only one fixed speed in the entire network.

In a mixed ISDN (i.e. the network that arises in joining aB-ISDN and an N-ISDN), the fourth
possibility would reduce the speed of BCLB to the rather low maximum speed in N-ISDN. Also
the first restriction seems to be quite severe. One has to keep in mind however that there will
be situations in which discarding of a packet is unavoidable. Speed control probably will be a
mix of the first three possibilities.

5.1.6 User access
A user accesses BCLB via an ATM connection 10 a CLSF. If the ATM connection is point-1o
point, the bandwidth of this connection is reserved entirely for the user. This is an advantage
of BCLB over other connectionless services as in for instance in a LAN. For, in a LAN the
average bandwidth for a user depends on the activity of the other users. However, one has to
keep in mind that a CLSF may get into trouble if all the users connected to it send at the same
time. This trouble may result from an outgoing link being congested. In effect:

The problem o{ accessing a shared medium in a LAN does not exist in HCLH {or point-to-point
access. However, in return, HCLH may suffer {rom congestion problems at a CLSF.

Note: In future, multipoint access may become possible for BCLB. In this case several BCLB
users share a single ATM connection to a CLSF (the users can be distinguished via the
SAR3/4 MlD field). As a result, a problem of accessing a shared medium arises. This
problem may be solved by a newly introduced functionality in the AAL.

Note: In a single LAN congestion does not occur. However, it may occur in a network of
interconnected LANs.

To reduce the congestion probability in a CLSF, one ofthe following possibilities may be used:

- increase the numbers of buffers in a CLSF;
- increase the bandwidths of the outgoing links;
- introduce a protocol between a user and a CLSF that allows or forbids a user to send

(such a protocol performs a function as a 10ken does in certain LANs).

5.1.7 Completion of AAL specifications
At the moment, the AAL specifications are not complete. This section makes some remarks
about:

- the abort primitives;
- error handling;
- cell loss handling.
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Abort primitives
In AAL3/4, both the CPCS3/4 and the SAR3/4 have abort primitives. Procedures have already
been defined for the occurring of the SAR3/4 abort primitives. For the CPCS3/4, such
procedures have not yet been defined. A possible use of the AAL3/4 abort primitives is depicted
in figure 5.3.

CPCS3/4

SAR3/4 ~
CPCS_U_AbortinVoke ~CPCS_U_AbortSignal

SAR-U-Abortinvoke SAR-U-Abortsignal
,

I

~------------------------~
~

CS_P_Abortsignal

SAR-P-Abon.signal

I,,

sender receiver

Abort invoked by sending CPCS or SAR user

receiver

Abort due to sorne lower layer error

Figure 5.3: Possible procedure for AAL3/4 abort primitives

In this figure, in sending equipment, a CPCS-U-Abort.invoke primitive causes a SAR-U
Abort.invoke primitive. The primitive cannot occur in receiving equipment. Similarly, in
receiving equipment, a SAR-U-Abort.signal or a SAR-P-Abort.signal primitive causes a CPCS
U-Abort.signal or CPCS-P-Abort.signal primitive, respectively. Neither primitive can occur in
sending equipment. Note that

- the coding of a SAR3/4-PDU that indicates the occurrence of a SAR-U-Abort.invoke
primitive has already been defined in [1.363];

- a SAR-U-Abort.invoke primitive does not necessarily lead to a SAR-U-Abort.signal
primitive in the receiving peer equipment, since the SAR3/4-PDU that indicates the
occurrence of such a primitive may be corrupted or lost;

- a CPCS-U-Abort.invoke primitive does not necessarily lead to a CPCS-U-Abort.signal
primitive in the peer equipment since the ATM cell carrying the abort indication may
be corrupted or lost, or since the receiving SAR entity may operate in message mode;
similarly, a CPCS-U-Abort.signal primitive need not necessarily be preceded by a
CPCS-U-Abort.invoke primitive.

For AAL5, abort primitives have been defined for the CPCS only. As aresuIt, the occurrence of
a user requested abort must be indicated to the peer entity via the CPCS5-PDU. A possibility is
to use a bit in the reserved field of the CPCS5 trailer.

Bit error handling
In general, bit error detection takes place in the AAL. Since the connectionless protocol
operates in the layer above the AAL, for BCLB error detection takes place on a link by link
basis. As a result, the probability that the layer above the AAL receives a corrupted packet is
negligible. If an error occurs, an entire packet will be lost.

In AAL3/4, an error may be detected in the receiving CPCS or SAR. If the sublayer that detects
the error, operates in message mode, the entire packet can be ignored. If the sublayer operates
in streaming mode, a CPCS- or SAR-P-Abort.signal primitive can be issued and the remainder
of an incoming packet can be ignored. Note that [1.364] states that BCLB does not use the
AAL3/4 corrupted data delivery option.

In AAL5, errors can be detected by the receiving CPCS only. If the CPCS5 operates in message
mode, it can ignore an entire CPCS5-PDU upon detecting an error. If the CPCS5 operates in
streaming mode, it can issue a CPCS-P-Abort.signal primitive.
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Note that in message mode operation, the link-by-link error detection prevents that bandwidth
is spoilt on corrupted packets in both AAL3/4 and AAL5. In streaming mode operation,
bandwidth can be saved in AAL3/4 as weIl. This is accomplished by not forwarding cells
arriving after a corrupted cell. For AAL5, little or no bandwidth can be saved in streaming
mode. For, an error cannot be detected until the final cell of a packet has been received.

eell 10ss handling
A packet consists of a number of cells. Some cells may be lost. Altematively, cells may be
inserted. In either case, abort primitives can be used. Cell loss!insertion can be discovered via
the ST, SN or MlD field (all in the SAR3/4-PDU) or via the Length field (in the CPCS3/4-PDU
and CPCS5-PDU).

A special case of cell loss occurs if the final ceIl(s) of a packet is(are) lost. The present
specifications of AAL3/4 and AAL5 are such that receiving equipment waits until it receives
these ceIls, or until it can conclude from the reception of other packets that the cells must have
been lost. Obviously, if no other packet follows, the receiver may wait for a long time while
keeping functionalities occupied. As a consequence:

This report recommends to introduce loeal timer functions in both AAL3 /4 and AAL5 as an
extended mechanism to detect cellloss.

5.1.8 Login possibilities
A user has access to BCLB via a CLSF. At the moment, standards do not imply any relation
between a user and the CLSF he is connected to. Yet, such arelation can be important for the
development of a routing protocol (see section 5.1.9). The following extreme two cases can be
distinguished:

- each time a user logs in, he is connected to the same CLSF selected by the network;
- a user is free to select any CLSF.

It is not clear if the flexibility of the latter case offers significant advantages. However, a
disadvantage is that hierarchical routing is not possible. As a consequence, large tables will be
needed in CLSFs. Therefore:

To keep the complexity ofa routing protocol low, a user's login possibilities must be limited.

5.1.9 On demand delivery
So far, it is still open what happens if a CLSF receives a packet for a user that is not logged in.
Two possibilities exist: the CLSF sets up a connection to the user and delivers the packet, or
the CLSF discards the packet. In the first case, the CLSF must buffer the packet temporarily.
Also in this case, it may have advantages if a user is connected to a CLSF uniquely.

A good solution to this problem may be as follows:

- a user is connected to a CLSF uniquely;
- users are subscribed to BCLB semi-permanently or on demand;
- on demand subscribers can subscribe to an 'on demand delivery' option.

5.1.10 Routing
So far, nothing has been decided on routing in BCLB. From considerations in [REIJ] it is most
likely that a dynamic hierarchical routing protocol will be developed for BCLB.
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5.1.11 Architecture and topology
Figure 2.10 gives a good first impression ofthe architecture BCLB is provided over. However,
the figure also leaves open a lot:

- lt is not clear if figure 2.10 represents a B-I8DN belonging to a single administration or
the set of all B-I8DNs in the world.

- lt is not clear where another connectionless network has to be attached to B-I8DN. The
figure may seem to suggest to use a B-UNI or M reference point, but [1.324] defines N
and K reference points for the attachment of other I8DNs and dedicated networks
respectively.

- No routing topology has been defined.

5.1.12 Protocol stacks
[1.364] defines a user plane protocol stack for communication between a user and a CL8F. At
the moment CCITT is studying a similar stack for the communication between CL8Fs. Both
stacks are depicted in figure 5.4. Note that in the new stack the layer above the AAL is called
CLNIP instead of CLNAP (see section 7.1.2). 80 far, no control plane stacks for BCLB have
been adopted or suggested.

CLNAP user CLNIP user

CLNAP CLNIP

AAL AAL

~M ~M

Physical Physical

stack for user/CLSF communicalion staek for CLSF/CLSF communication
(already defined in 1.364) (currenlly being studied by CCITI)

Figure 5.4: User plane protocol stacks for BCLB

5.2 Reference models
In the previous section, open issues in BCLB were described. For the goal of this report, certain
assumptions concerning these issues have to he made. This section does this by presenting
reference modeIs. These models are kept as general as possible. They are assumed to be valid
throughout the remainder of this report.

5.2.1 Splitting of the connectionless network
80me of the open issues from section 5.1 cannot be solved in this report. These issues include
congestion control and user access. For these issues, user equipment and CL8Fs will be
assumed to have:

- a functionality defining and executing actions to be taken by that user or CL8F;
- a mechanism for exchanging information with other users or CL8Fs.

The functionality is assumed to reside in the layer above the AAL (i.e. the CLNAP or CLNIP).
8pecifications of its actions are outside the scope of this report (actions may be buffering,
discarding, speed adaptation, etc.). To stress that the information exchanged differs from user
packets, this information will be referred to as connectionless network control information.

The concept of dividing information to be transferred in user packets and control information is
depicted in figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Conceptual model of the provision of BCLB

BCLB is provided on top of a connection oriented ATM network. This ATM network is split in a
user, a control and a management plane. The connectionless network has to perform the
following functions:

- relaying of user packets;
- establishing and releasing of ATM connections;
- exchanging of control information.

An interesting question is, what functions are performed by what planes. It seems obvious to
have the first two functions performed by the user and the control plane respectively. For the
third function however, any plane could be used (see table 5.1). It is not the intention of this
report to define a mechanism for exchanging control information. This report will only assume
that such a mechanism exists. However, this report places the following remarks:

- the inband exchange of BCLB control information via the user plane, is conceptually
the closest to a LAN: all kinds of information are transported over a single link; on the
other hand use of the control plane provides a conceptual model close to B-I8DN;

- inband exchanging of BCLB control information requires only one transporting
mechanism; the other solutions require two mechanisms; these mechanisms may be
alike in nature (e.g. both having connectionless packets as unity of transport);

- the inband exchanging of BCLB control information allows easy support of 180's CLNP;
this protocol provides inband exchange of routing information;

- it is questionable if the exchange of connectionless control information such as routing
and congestion control is a task of the management plane.

Table 5.1: Possibilities for exchanging BCLB control information

control infonnation
physical conneaions unit of transportlr1Insferred via:

inband: via same ATM
packets

connections as uw packets

uwplane

outband: via oth..- ATM
pockets or other

conneaions than us..- packets

control plane via A1M signalling
pockets or otherconncctions

management plane via 1MN network.
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5.2.2 Routing
In this report it is assumed that connectionless packets are routed hierarchically. The routing
structure that is assumed is depicted in figure 5.6.

In figure 5.6, routing areas are introduced. Each area has been assigned a routing level. An
area of level n (n>=2) consists of a number of areas of level n-l. Each user uniquely belongs to
a level 1 area.

Within an area, packets are routed based on some specific part of the destination's E.164
address. The specific part of the address is determined by the area's routing level. The higher
the level, the more significant the specific part within the E.164 address. A special case form
the level 1 areas. In these areas, routing always is based on the least significant part of the
destination's address.

Routing takes place in such a way that a packet, that is transferred between two users
belonging to some common area, never leaves that common area (regardless of the area's
routing level).

A CLSF belongs to a unique area of a certain level. It routes packets based on the specific
address part corresponding to this level only. In a physical implementation, CLSFs of different
levels may be integrated.

Users always belong ti) a level 1 area uniquely. As a consequence, the most flexible login
possibility is to allow .. user to log into any CLSF within his own level 1 area.

Routing level 3

o CLSF

• user

Figure 5.6: Hierarchical routing topology

5.2.3 Architecture
In this report, both the basic architecture from figure 2.10 and the routing architecture from
figure 5.6 will be assumed. Additionally, the following assumptions are made:

- The B-ISDN in figure 2.10 represents aB-ISDN belonging to one and only one
administration. B-ISDNs are connected to each other via NNIs. B-ISDNs are connected
10 each other at only one routing level. This level is worldwide unique.

- Other providers of BCLB always are connected 10 the B-ISDN via M reference points.
- Interworking with other networks is possible at any level. Another network may

interwork with a B-ISDN at multiple levels, provided that the interworking does
neither disturb the routing architecture, nor confuse the routing protocol(s).

- There exists a unique reference point for the attachment of other networks to B-ISDN.

An overview of this architecture is given in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Routing topology depicted in B-I8DN architecture

5.2.4 Signalling plane
80metimes, in B-I8DN connections need to be established or released for BCLB. This is done in
the signalling plane. In this report, the signalling plane conceptually is thought of as a number
of signalling points. The borders of the plane are B-UNIs, NNIs or P or M reference points (see
figure 5.8).

Uier ••••••• - - - -~~I~~~- - - - - - - - - -""'"
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• B-lJNI '

,
,,,,,,
,

NNI:,

D lip,pom1
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Figure 5.8: Conceptual model of the B-I8DN control plane

5.2.5 Protocol stacks
As described in section 5.1.11, the present state of draft Recommendation 1.364 is not complete
in defining protocol stacks. To complete this issue, the right stack in figure 5.4 is assumed for
user plane communication between two CL8Fs. (Note that this stack is currently being studied
by CCnT). For on demand cases, two possible stacks exist. Both stacks are depicted in figure
5.9. This figure applies to both user/CL8F and CL8F/CL8F communication.

The difference between the stacks in figure 5.9 is as follows. In the left stack, a BCLB user can
send packets without having to worry about the establishment/release of a connection to a
CL8F. The CLNAP/CLNIP layer takes care of this, in such a way that the
establishment/release is invisible to the BCLB user. As a requirement, the CLNAP layer has a
functionality that coordinates establishment/release of connections and packet transfer. This
functionality is represented in the figure by the dotted box. In the right stack, a BCLB user
himself must order the establishment/release of a connection to a CL8F. The user cannot send
packets before he has established such a connection. In effect, the BCLB user himself must
coordinate the user and the control plane.

In this report, the right stack is assumed. The motivations for this choice are:

- the right stack does not disturb the B-I8DN PRM;
- [1.364] neither addresses signalling nor intends to address it in future versions.
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Figure 5.9: Possible control plane protocol stacks for BCLB

5.3 Conclusions
BCLB has many open issues. For this report, the most important open issues were:

- the routing protocol for the routing of connectionless packets;
- other connectionless networks' points of attachment to B-ISDN;
- the establishment and release of on demand connections.

As a consequence, certain assumptions had to be made. The following assumptions were made:

- the presence of a dynamic, hierarchical routing protocol;
- the presence of a clearly defined, unique reference point for connecting other networks

to B-ISDN;
- the presence of a connectionless network control functionality in the layer above the

AAL (this functionality handles for instance congestion);
- the presence of a mechanism that allows the exchange of information between

connectionless control functionalities in CLSFs and in users' equipment;
- a separation between the user and the control plane in the layer above the AAL.

Further, it was noticed that the following issues regarding BCLB need to be completed:

- the definition of QOS parameters;
- the values allowed for the parameters of mer/CLSF and CLSF/CLSF connections;
- the relation between a user and the CLSF he is connected to (login possibilities);
- the delivery of packets to users that do not have a connection to a CLSF (on demand

delivery).
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6 Architectures for the provision of BCLB
in a mixed ISDN

This chapter presents architectures for the provision of BCLB in a mixed ISDN. lt consists of
seven sections.

In the first section, assumptions and conditions are given. In the second section, one of the
assumptions is motivated. In section three, it is investigated what choices can be made in
designing an architecture. In sections four and five several architectures are given. In section
six the architectures are compared. Finally, section seven draws conclusions.

6.1 Starting point
This chapter investigates how BCLB can be provided to N-ISDN users. As a goal, BCLB must
be similar for broadband and narrowband users as much as possible. In particular, it will be
assumed that any connection that constitutes a part of the connectionless network BCLB is
provided over, can be established either on demand or semi-permanently.

To have a clear starting point, the reference models from the previous chapter wiIl be assumed.
I.e., it is assumed that:

- the connectionless layer has a control unit; this unit controls the (virtua1)
connectionless network over which BCLB is provided (the unit may handle congestion
control and dynamic routing for instance);

- there is a mechanism for exchanging control information between the control units of
servers andlor users, as depicted in figure 5.5;

- routing of connectionless packets takes place hierarchicaIly according to the routing
topology offigure 5.6;

- the B-ISDN control plane can be modelled as in figure 5.8.

In addition, it is assumed that the mixed ISDN uses E.164 addresses. This assumption is
rather obvious, since both B-ISDN and N-ISDN use this address space. Further, the mixed
ISDN considered in this chapter is supposed to be administered by a single organisation. A
motivation for this is given in the next section.

6.2 Motivation for examining a mixed ISDN of a single administration
In an evolution from N-ISDN to B-ISDN administrations gradually turn their N-ISDN into
mixed ISDNs. These mixed ISDNs have both narrowband and broadband capabilities.

Within each mixed ISDN, the relative part ofthe B-ISDN will grow slowly. As it grows, a
demand for connecting mixed ISDNs belonging to different administrations wiIl arise. This
need will exist for both narrowband and broadband services. Since the latter have the most
severe requirements, administrations wiIl connect their mixed ISDNs via broadband
connections. Therefore, the problem ofproviding BCLB in N-ISDN exists in a network of a
single provider, rather than at the connecting points to networks of other providers.

A solution for interconnecting the mixed ISDNsof different providers may be an international
broadband backbone. An advantage of this is that each provider can determine its own speed of
evolution.

In figure 6.1 an impression is given ofwhat a backbone may look like for BCLB. According to
the assumptions regarding the routing topology, ISDNs are connected via CLSFs of a certain
level. These CLSFs can be interpreted as national CLSFs handling international traffic only.
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Figure 6.1: Connecting ISDNsvia broadband backbones

Each ISDN in figure 6.1 may be a mixed ISDN, a fully broadband ISDN or a fully N-ISDN. The
latter case occurs if a provider does not (yet) want to start the evolution to B-ISDN, but at the
same time already wants to provide BCLB. In this case the provider has to introduce at least a
national CLSF. His B-ISDN reduces then to this CLSF. The CLSF could for instance be an NA
CLSF (see section 6.4.1).

The ISDNsare connected to each other via NNIs. Because of the hierarchical routing topology,
it is assumed that users can only log into CLSFs belonging to their own network.

6.3 Parameters
In designing an architecture for the provision of BCLB in a mixed ISDN, the following
parameters can be considered:

- adoption ofCLSFs in N-ISDN;
- direct or indirect provision of BCLB in N-ISDN;
- network adaptation.

In each of the next subsections one of these parameters is described.

6.3.1 Adoption of CL8Fs in N·I8DN
To access BCLB, a narrowband user must have a connection to a CLSF. As a solution, he could
be connected to aB-ISDN CLSF. In this case, somewhere in the network interworking must
take place between an ATM connection and an N-ISDN connection. Alternatively, the user
could be attached to newly introduced CLSFs that support N-ISDN connections only. In this
report, these new CLSFs will be called N-CLSFs (narrowband CLSFs).

Since the introduction of N-CLSFs is not economical for few narrowband users, the decision to
develop them, should heavily depend on:

- the coverage area of N-ISDN;
- the relative size of N-ISDN in the mixed ISDN;
- the popularity of BCLB among N-ISDN users.

Further, if N-CLSFs are placed, one must be aware that their placement has to meet the
hierarchical structure of the routing protocol.
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6.3.2 Direct or indirect provision of BCLB in N-I8DN
As in B-ISDN, in N-ISDN a distinction could he made between indirect and direct provision of
BCLB. In this section, such a distinction is made.

The indirect case here is defined as the provision of BCLB in N-ISDN on top of an already
existing bearer service. N-CLSFs and network adaptors are functionally placed outside the N
ISDN. They are connected to the N-ISDN via ordinary UNIs. For on demand use of BCLB, the
user explicitly has to call an N-CLSF. The indirect case's advantage is that no existing N-ISDN
protocols need to be changed. lts drawback is that a user has to know the (E.164) number of a
CLSF.

The direct case here is defined as the case in which the N-CLSFs and the network adaptors are
placed in N-ISDN. Now a user does not have to call a CLSF explicitly. In the signalling
protocols across the UNI, some indication is needed that the service demanded for is BCLB.
This requires the change of Q.931 or Q.933, or the introduction of a new layer 3 signalling
protocol.

6.3.3 Network adaptation
For letting B-ISDN users and N-ISDN users communicate via BCLB, somewhere a network
adaptation functionality is needed. In this report the following two possibilities for a network
adaptor (NA) are considered:

- NA residing in a CLSF;
- NA constituting hybrid connections.

Each of these cases is explained now.

6.3.3.1 NA residing in a CLSF
So far, two kinds of CLSFs have been distinguished: CLSFs residing in B-ISDN and N-CLSFs.
From now on the fonner CLSFs will be called B-CLSFs (Broadband CLSFs).

Each CLSF has connections to users andlor other CLSFs. Per CLSF, these connections are
either ATM connections (if the CLSF is a B-CLSF) or N-ISDN conneetions (if the CLSF is an
N-CLSF).

A way to construct an NA is to join a B-CLSF and an N-CLSF. The result is a CLSF which
supports two types of conneetions (ATM and narrowband). The operation of such an NA is
straight forward. As a packet arrives over a certain incoming link the NA determines a proper
outgoing link. If there is a difference in type between the two links, the NA performs a
translation. Next, the (translated) packet is forwarded over the outgoing link. If no difference
in type exist, the packet is forwarded directly.

A disadvantage of this method is that three kinds of CLSFs may be needed: B-CLSFs, N-CLSFs
and NA-CLSFs (Network Adaptation CLSFs). At first sight, the design of an NA-CLSF takes a
lot of effort. However, if B-CLSFs and N-CLSFs are designed weIl, many parts of these CLSFs
may be used to construct an NA-CLSF. Further, the complexity of an NA-CLSF can be reduced
by not allowing users to log into it.

Another disadvantage of this method is that it may not be clear to what network an NA-CLSF
belongs. It could belong to B-ISDN or N-ISDN. Alternatively, it could belong to neither network
or to both. This disadvantage can eliminated by the clear definition of reference points.

It has to be noticed that an NA-CLSF can belong to any routing level (so far, even if it has no
login capabilities it still can be of level 1).
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6.3.3.2 NA constituting hybrid connections
In the previous section, interworking took place in CLSFs. Another possibility is to let it take
place somewhere between CLSFs or somewhere between a user and a CLSF. This requires the
introduction of a new type of connection: a hybrid connection.

A hybrid connection is a connection between a broadband entity and a narrowband entity.
Therefore, the connection must be partly ATM based and partly N-ISDN based. Also,
interworking between the parts is necessary.

The principle of a hybrid connection is depicted in figure 6.2. The figure consists of a network
adaptor (NA) that has both ATM and N-ISDN connections to other entities. With each
connection of a certain type, the NA associates a connection of the other type. A pair of
associated connections constitutes a hybrid connection.

Network Adaptor (NA)

A1M cormectian

(
hybrid cannectian

N-ISDN cormectian
(e.g. 64 kbit/s)

)

Figui-e 6.2: Principle of an NA constituting hybrid connections

The bandwidths of associated connections must be equal. After establishment of a hybrid
connection, the NA perforrns automatic translation. A requirement for this is that the NA
knows that the hybrid connections are used for BCLB.

The following remarks have to be made:

1) Four kinds of hybrid connections may be distinguished:

- from a narrowband user to a B-CLSF;
- from a broadband user to an N-CLSF;
- from an N-CLSF to a B-CLSF;
- from a B-CLSF to an N-CLSF.

Not all ofthese connections necessarily exist in a mixed ISDN. As an example consider the case
that no N-CLSFs exist. Then only the first kind of connection can be present. Further, note
that the first two kinds of connections allow a user to login into an incompatible type of CLSF.

2) The NA as described here does not account for BCLB control inforrnation, unIess this
inforrnation is transported inband.

6.4 Architectures for the indirect provision of BCLB in N-I8DN
In the previous section three parameters were given for designing architectures for the
provision of BCLB in a mixed ISDN. One of these was a choice between direct and indirect
provision of BCLB in N-ISDN. This section handles indirect provision only. Direct provision is
described in section 6.5.

In the indirect case, N-ISDN is used transparently. No change is made to the current state of
N-ISDN. As a consequence, no changes in or replacement of existing network equipment is
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needed. Further, terminals supporting BCLB may be built using parts of terminals designed for
other N-ISDN services. A drawback ofthe indirect case is that a narrowband BCLB user has to
knowan E.164 number of a device providing BCLB. However, this drawback vanishes if BCLB
is provided via a semi-permanent connection to a connectionless server.

Indirect provision may be preferred to direct provision for economical reasons, if

- there exists already a large amount ofN-ISDN network equipment, or if
- it is expected that N-ISDN equipment will be replaced by B-ISDN equipment soon, or if
- only few narrowband users of BCLB exist.

The latter case may occur ifnarrowband users of BCLB rapidly change their N-UNI to a B
UNI or if it is a network provider's policy not to accept too many narrowband users of BCLB.

In the following two subsections, two architectures for indirect provision are presented: one
using NA-CLSFs and one using hybrid connections. Either case is considered with and without
the use of additional N-CLSFs.

6.4.1 Indirect provision using NA-CL8Fs
A solution for the provision of BCLB in a mixed ISDN is to use NA-CLSFs. These NA-CLSFs
mayor may not have login capabilities. If the NA-CLSFs do not have login capabilities,
additional N-CLSFs are needed. In figures 6.3 and 6.4 both cases are depicted.

Figure 6.3: Indirect provision of BCLB in N-ISDN using NA-CLSFs with login capabilities

Figure 6.4: Indirect provision of BCLB in N-ISDN using NA-CLSFs without login capabilities
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In the following, remarks about figures 6.3 and 6.4 are made.

Architecture
NA-CLSFs reside outside both B-ISDN and N-ISDN. They are connected 10 B-ISDN via M
reference points. The B-ISDN control plane must be able to identify these reference points.
Further, the NA-CLSFs are connected to N-ISDN via N-UNIs. This implies that NA-CLSFs
must have an E.164 number.

Note: As an alternative, NA-CLSFs could be connected to a B-ISDN via another reference
point, e.g. aB-UNI. However, since an NA-CLSF is an extemal device providing BCLB,
an NA-CLSF can be interpreted as a specialized service provider. For this reason, this
report prefers the M reference point to connect NA-CLSFs 10 B-ISDN.

Consequences from hierarchical routing structure
In principle, NA-CLSFs could reside at any routing level (provided that they only have login
capabilities if they are of level 1). Figure 6.5 depicts an architecture with a level 1 NA-CLSF. If
an NA-CLSF is of a level higher than 1, some levellareas may be forced to have narrowband
users only (see figure 6.6). This is a very severe restriction, that may waste E.164 address
space. Therefore, NA-CLSFs usually should be of level 1.

Figure 6.5: Possible routing structure in an indirect NA-CLSF architecture (1)
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Figure 6.6: Possible routing structure in an indirect NA-CLSF architecture (2)
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A consequence of the hierarchical routing structure is that a levellarea that has both
narrowband and broadband BCLB users, must have at least one B-CLSF and at least one NA
CLSF. If the level 1 areas are smalI, in some cases an NA-CLSF may be needed for a single
narrowband user! Obviously, this is very expensive and therefore unattractive. If, despite this,
the architecture is chosen for, it is wise to keep the NA-CLSFs portable.

An alternative to the problem of having an entire NA-CLSF for a single user is to split a
centralised NA-CLSF in several virtual NA-CLSFs. This idea is shown in figure 6.7. lts
drawback is that it is rather complex. On the other hand, less NA-CLSFs will be needed (i.e. it
is prevented that each levellarea must have its own NA-CLSF).

Note that the routing protocol may have more consequences for the architecture. Ifthe routing
protocol for instance requires that all CLSFs in a levell area have full connectivity, no N
CLSFs may be used. All CLSFs not being B-CLSFs must be NA-CLSFs now (see figure 6.8).

Connectionless control network
An issue left open by figures 6.3 and 6.4 is the handling of connectionless network control
information (e.g. routing and congestion information). Clearly, N-ISDN needs a mechanism to
transport this kind of information as weIl.

Figure 6:7: Possible architecture using virtual NA-CLSFs
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Figure 6.8: Routing structure if level 1 areas must have full connectivity
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A solution to this problem is the introduction of a narrowband connectionless control network.
This network is terminated by NA-CLSFs. Since NA-CLSFs also terminate the B-ISDN
connectionless control network, both control networks can have a different nature.

A narrowband connectionless control network can be established by:

- user-to-user signalling associated with a bearer connection used for BCLB;
- another bearer connection apart from the one used for BCLB;
- the use of inband control packets.

The last possibility keeps the user equipment the most simpIe. If in B-ISDN the control
network is also established via inband control packets, B-CLSFs and N-CLSFs willlook quite
similar. In general, the interworking of BCLB with other connectionless networks may take
advantage of inband control information, since only one pair of networks needs to be connected,
instead of two. (Note that the control network must have both links between CLSFs and links
between a user and a CLSF).

Example of a protocol architecture
For the indirect case, it was assumed that no changes are needed in N-I8DN. This leads to
protocol stacks as in figure 6.9. In this figure, it is assumed that BCLB is provided via circuit
switched connections. For the use of other bearer services, only minor changes in the figure are
needed.

B-ISDN

B-use'

N-ISDN
) ( )

NA LE LE : N-use,

N'CLNAP

CONV.

~:PHY

user plane

~PHY .:.

P M N-UNI N-UNI
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AAL AAL

I ATM ATM
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PHY .:_~

Figure 6.9: Possible protocol architecture for indirect provision using NA-CLSFs

The new layers in figure 6.9 must contain the following functionalities:

N-CLNAP layer
This layer must provide the same interface to the narrowband user as the CLNAP layer
provides to a broadband user. It also must create an N-CLNAP-PDU. Theoretically, this
N-CLNAP-PDU can be different from the CLNAP-PDU, but clearly interworking is kept
most simple if the PDUs are equal or resembIe each other as much as possible.

CONV (Convergence layer)
This layer must adapt connectionless packets such that they can be transported via a
circuit switched connection. This functionality may be compared to the AAL in B-ISDN:
the AAL adapts connectionless packets so they fit in ATM cells.
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CalIer identification
If a user logs in10 an N-CL8F or NA-CL8F, the CL8F needs to know the user's identity for
routing, charging, etc. AIso, the CL8F must be able to distinguish between an incoming caU
from a user and one from another CL8F. As a result, in a CL8F a mechanism is needed to
determine a caUer's identity. Clearly, this mechanism must be such that for a user it is
impossible to lie about his identity (e.g. pretending 10 be another user or a CL8F).

A solution to this problem is 10 carry the number of the calling user transparently through the
control plane at eaU set up. The number must be validated by a user's LE. An NA-CL8F must
have a table which states what numbers belong to users and what numbers belong 10 CL8Fs.
With the table a CL8F can determine a caUer's identity. This mechanism, for example, aUows
an NA-CL8F that does not have login capabilities, 10 reject a eaU from a user. Note that for
semi-permanent connections, the identification problem does not exist.

On demand delivery
An indirect architecture that uses NA-CLSFs can support on demand delivery provided that
NA-CL8Fs and/or N-CL8Fs have enough buffer capabilities. The on demand delivery takes
place in a manner similar as in B-I8DN. It may be necessary to carry a special indication
'BCLB' transparently through the network at caU set up. This may be done for instance in the
user-user information element of the layer 3 signalling protocols.

Narrowband subscriber changing to broadband interface
If a user changes from a narrowband UNI to a broadband UNI, he must change his login CL8F
from an N-CL8F or NA-CL8F 10 a B-CL8F in the same level 1 routing area. Tables in N
CL8Fs, NA-CL8Fs and B-CL8Fs may need to be changed. Note that a broadband user always
is logged into a B-CL8F, whereas a narrowband user always is logged into an N-CL8F or NA
CL8F.

Adding N-CLSFs
If BCLB becomes quite popular among narrowband users, a network provider may wish to add
N-CL8Fs. In the network this is easily performed. Of course, an E.164 must be available for
the new N-CL8F. Further, tables in other N-CL8Fs and in NA-CL8Fs must be changed.

Charging
Charging for the use of BCLB in N-I8DN needs further study. Key-issues are how charging
takes place for the narrowband bearer service used and if additional charging is needed.

6.4.2 Indirect provision using NAs
In this section, another architecture for the indirect provision of BCLB in N-I8DN is described.
The architecture is based on NAs that constitute hybrid connections (see section 6.3.3.2). A
basic view of the architecture is shown in figure 6.10.

In the figure, BCLB is provided in N-I8DN via a number of NAs. The NAs provide connections
that are partly narrowband and partly ATM. These hybrid connections are used as access links
for narrowband users to B-CL8Fs. No N-CL8Fs exist.

As soon as the hybrid connection between a narrowband user and a B-CL8F is established, the
user can send and receive connectionless packets. The NA provides for translation between the
ATM connection and the narrowband connection. To let this take place accurately, it is
assumed that both connections have equal bandwidth (measured in user octets per second).
More details are given in the foUowing subsections.
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Figure 6.10: Indirect provision of BCLB using NAs

Points of attachment to N·ISDN and B·ISDN
NAs are connected to N-ISDN via N-UNIs. A motivation for this is that BCLB is provided in N
ISDN indirectly. For B-ISDN there is no obvious connecting point. For, since an NA is neither a
CLSF nor a user, it seems not reasonable to connect an NA to B-ISDN via an M reference point
or B-UNI. Another possibility is to let an NA be aB-ISDN signalling point. Yet, in this case
one can object that, in general, signalling points do not have E.164 addresses. The point of
attachment to B-ISDN is discussed further in chapter 8. For here, note that the point of
attachment actually is a matter of definition. Therefore, each of the solutions indicated here is
possible. Since intuitively none of them is very elegant, a new reference point may be
introduced.

Requirements for signalling protocols
A narrowband user logs in by calling an NA. The NA will not immediately accept the call. It
first will try to set up an ATM connection to a B-CLSF. If this attempt succeeds, the NA
accepts the user's caB. If the attempt fails, the call is rejected.

In logging, a narrowband user must reveal his identity to an NA. Therefore, this user's E.164
number could be carried transparently through the N-ISDN signalling plane at caB setup. To
prevent abuse, the number supplied by an N-user must be validated by the network (e.g. in the
user's LE).

The NA needs a user's identity to check whether the user is permitted to have access to BCLB
and, if so, to select a suitable B-CLSF for him. If the NA finds a suitable B-CLSF, it will try to
set up an ATM connection to this CLSF. In setting up this connection, the signalling protocols
involved must assure that:

- the E.164 number of the calling N-user is revealed to the B-CLSF; it must be
impossible for the N-user to fake this number;

- the B-CLSF handles the ATM connection as an access link rather than as a link from
another connectionless server;

- the NA can ask connection to any B-CLSF by indicating the P or M number of this B
CLSF.

The second requirement is very important since protocols operating on access links may differ
from protocols operating between servers.

Requirements resulting from the connectionless control network
Broadband BCLB users have a mechanism to exchange BCLB control information with CLSFs.
Obviously, such a mechanism is needed in N-ISDN as weIl.

A possible solution is to introduce hybrid connections for the control network as weIl. The
narrowband part then may be realized through:
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- user-to-user signalling associated with the connection used for the transfer of BCLB
packets;

- another bearer connection;
- the use of inband control packets.

The easiest way for realizing a control network is the use of inband control packet in both N
ISDN and B-ISDN. In this way, no additional functionalities are needed in the NA.

Use of centralised NAs
Since NAs are not connectionless servers, no routing level needs 10 be assigned to them. NAs
must however have the intelligence to log a user in10 a CLSF that resides within the correct
level 1 area. This may be achieved by assigning an NA 10 precisely one level 1 area. The NA
then must be able to check whether a calling user belongs to its area. It also must have a list of
B-CLSFs that belong 10 the same area.

A more elegant solution is 10 give the NA the following knowIedge:

- which level 1 areas exist;
- what B-CLSFs belong to what level 1 areas;
- what users belong 10 what level 1 areas.

The NA now can serve narrowband users independently of their level 1 area. Therefore, NAs
can be centralised. Cases as in section 6.4.1, where a single NA-CLSF may be needed for a
single user, are avoided now. Another advantage of centralised NAs is that the E.164 number
necessary for accessing BCLB can be the same for all narrowband users.

Centralised NAs also have a drawback. They imply long access links. To illustrate this,
consider a user in an area far from a centralised NA. Ris access link will run from this area to
the centralised NA and back. An example of a centralised NA is given in figure 6.11.

Level I area

Figure 6.11: Indirect provision of BCLB using centralised NAs

On demand delivery
Two possibilities exist to support on demand delivery of connectionless packets in N-ISDN:

Tables in B-CLSFs
In this case, a B-CLSF keeps a table of the E.164 numbers of the BCLB subscribers
within its own level 1 area. For narrowband users, the table gives the number of a
reference point to a suitable NA as weIl. Alternatively, the B-CLSF can keep only one
number of an NA and can use markers in the table for narrowband users. In either
case, a B-CLSF is made more complex for the convenience of narrowband users only.
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Control plane
In this case, a B-CL8F can set up a connection to any UNI, without knowing the type of
the UNI (e.g. B-UNI or N-UNI). It is the task ofthe control plane to find out a
destination's type of UNI and to route an on demand connection via an NA if necessary.
Clearly, this requires additional functionalities in the control plane.

Note that for the support of on demand delivery in N-I8DN, a choice can be made between
putting complexity in a B-CL8F and putting it in the control plane. The second case is
elaborated further in chapter 8.

Protocol architecture
The protocol architecture for the provision of BCLB via NA-CL8Fs roughly is applicable for the
architecture with NAs as weIl. As explained before, the M reference points must be replaced by
reference points to be agreed in future. Another difference that may be added in figure 6.9 is
that in the NA interworking in the user plane can take place at a lower level. Then no
CLNIP/N-CLNAP layer is needed in the NA.

Reducing complexity by allowing semi-permanent users only
The complexity of NAs can be reduced by aIlowing semi-permanent connections only. In this
case, an NA does not need any signalling functionality. The NA reduces to a translator that
translates continuously between an ATM connection and a narrowband connection. In effect, a
narrowband user has a semi-permanent hybrid access link to a B-CL8F.

Independence of routing architecture
As was shown before, an NA may be centralised. It then can be placed independently of the
routing level 1 areas. This independence can be generalized: an NA may be able to operate
even if the routing architecture for BCLB is non-hierarchical. A condition to be met then, is
that the NA has knowledge of which users may log into which B-CL8Fs.

Growing number of narrowband BCLB users
If the number of narrowband BCLB users grows, additional NAs may be placed. A good
strategy places NAs in areas with a high density of BCLB users. Another way to handle a
growing number of users is the introduction of N-CL8Fs. Narrowband users may be required to
log into N-CL8Fs only. The NAs can be used to establish hybrid connections between B-CL8Fs
and N-CL8Fs instead of between B-CL8Fs and narrowband users. This scenario is shown in
figure 6.12.

Figure 6.12: Adding N-CL8Fs to the NA architecture
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6.5 Architectures for the direct provision of BCLB in N-I8DN
In chapter two, an architecture by CCITT for the direct provision of BCLB in B-ISDN was
given. In this architecture, connectionless servers reside within the B-ISDN by definition.

Note: Intuitively, direct provision may have an additional meaning. It may indicate that a
user's LE knows the service BCLB. In signalling protocols, the user can explicitly ask
for the service BCLB. Throughout this report this additional meaning is assumed.

B-ISDN's architecture for direct provision can be copied in N-ISDN. Then in N-ISDN N-CLSFs
exist and narrowband users' LEs are able to recognize the service BCLB. The resulting
architecture is depicted in figure 6.13. The figure introduces PN and MN reference points. These
are used for the same purposes as the Pand M reference points in B-ISDN: to a PN and MN

reference point an (internal) N-CLSF and a specialized service provider are connected
respectively.

Note: su teXI fOf PNand M N referenee points

Figure 6.13: Direct provision of BCLB in N-ISDN

The direct architectures for B-ISDN and N-ISDN may be connected to each other via NA
CLSFs or NAs. The connecting points of these devices are a matter of definition. However,
since BCLB is provided directly, it is obvious to lay NA-CLSFs at P and PN reference points.
For NAs, the connecting points are not so obvious. One may state that an NA must have
interfaces as between two signalling points, since an NA is involved in the set up and release of
(hybrid) connections. As an objection, one may state that an NA has a translation capability as
weB. Whatever opinion one has, it is more important to agree a unique reference point then to
select a certain (e.g. M or P) reference point.

The direct architecture that foBows from the consideration above is depicted in figure 6.14. This
architecture has an interesting interpretation. To show this, it has been redrawn in figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.14: Direct provision of BCLB in a mixed ISDN
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Figure 6.15: Redrawing the architecture for direct provision in a mixed ISDN

Figure 6.15 considers the B-ISDN and the N-ISDN as a single network. The heart of this
network consists of a set of hybrid connections. These hybrid connections conneet users,
connectionless servers and other networks. At a certain point, a hybrid connection is either
ATM based (B-UNI, P or M reference point) or narrowband based (N-UNI, PN or MN reference
point).

We now define a maximum integration scenario. In this scenario, users, CLSFs and other
networks can ask for connection to any other network or server, without knowing the type of
the destination interface. To achieve this, the control plane provides hybrid connections at eaU
set up. Also, the user plane provides automatic translation in packet transfer.

In figure 6.16 some examples of hybrid connections are given. Amongst others, the figure shows
a broadband user logged into an N-CLSF.

B-UNI

B-UNI ,,,,,,,,,

,
,

mixed
ISDN

NA
ATM connection
N-ISDN connection

Figure 6.16: Examples of connections in a mixed ISDN

Next, requirements, advantages and disadvantages of the direct case are described.

Requirements for the maximum integration scenario
The maximum integration scenario provides hybrid connections. These connections may be
semi-permanent or on demand. For the latter case, the B-ISDN and N-ISDN control planes
must cooperate.

For the cooperation, it is convenient to consider the planes together as a single set of signalling
points. These signalling points set up and release the connections. Therefore they use ATM
connections, narrowband connections and NAs. All signalling points must have knowledge
about the place of these capabilities. In addition, they must know the type of certain reference
points (i.e. ATM or narrowband).
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To set up connections, a routing protocol is needed. It is convenient for this protocol if for each
type of reference point a numbering plan exists. It has advantages if ATM reference points use
the same plan as their counterparts in N-I8DN.

Further, signalling points must distinguish between the following connections:

- user - CL8F;
- other network - CL8F;
- other network - user.

Therefore, it may be convenient if signalling protocols at least carry the following information:

- an indication BCLB;
- type and number of originating interface;
- type and number of destination interface.

Advantages
An advantage of the maximum integration scenario is its transparency. Users and CL8Fs can
set up on demand connections to each other without having to worry about the destination's
type of interface. Also, in sending connectionless packets, no knowledge about the destination's
interface is needed.

A result of the transparency is that any routing protocol may be used in the connectionless
network (thus not necessarily a hierarchical one). As a consequence, in the mixed I8DN any
login possibilities still may be defined. Also, on demand delivery is possible for all users.

The NAs may be integrated in more advanced NAs that provide interworking for other services
as weIl. An example is a connection between an N-user and a B-user for telephony. Clearly,
advanced NAs need to have knowledge of all possible kinds of hybrid connections. They must
have translating capabilities for each kind.

Disadvantages
The major disadvantage of direct provision is that changes in existing N-I8DN equipment are
needed (especially in LEs and signalling points, since N-I8DN signalling protocols require
change). Further, NAs will be rather complicated and therefore expensive. Also, B-I8DN has
been adapted to N-I8DN, rather than being a totally new developed network (provision of
hybrid connections instead of ATM connections).

One may describe the direct case as elegant. However, it is questionable if this elegance is
worth its complexity. The direct case only may be economical if each of the following conditions
is satisfied:

- At a certain moment a stabIe situation exists in the evolution from N-I8DN to B-I8DN.
This situation exists for a long time. The relative part of N-I8DN is considerable.

- BCLB is quite popular among both N-users and B-users.

Note that this situation is very unlikely to occur.

Connection1ess contro1 network
In joining B-I8DN and N-I8DN, a solution for the connectionless control network has to be
found as weIl. The easiest way is to assume inband control packets. In this case, no worry
about interworking for the control network is needed. For other ways, an advanced NA as
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described earlier can be used. In this case, hybrid connections for the connectionless control
network have to be defined.

6.6 Comparing architectures for provision of BCLB in N-ISDN
In sections 6.4 and 6.5 three architectures for the provision of BCLB in N-I8DN were described:
an indirect architecture using NA-CLSFs, an indirect architecture using NAs and a direct
architecture that integrates B-I8DN and N-I8DN to a maximum extent. In this section, the
architectures are compared briefly. Thereafter the most suitable architecture is determined.

6.6.1 Comparing the architectures presented
The architectures are compared in the following aspects:

- complexity;
- connectionless routing protocol and login;
- connectionless control network;
- on demand delivery;
- service provided;
- efficiency.

Complexity
Clearly, the maximum integration scenario is the most complex. For, it requires:

- changes in existing N-I8DN equipment (LEs, signalling points);
- additional equipment (NAs, NA-CL8Fs);
- number plans for reference points.

The indirect architectures are quite simpIe. Each of them requires the development of one new
piece of equipment. At first, the architecture that uses NA-CL8Fs may seem a little more
complex since it has more functionalities (routing in addition to translating). However, one
must realize that, in contrast to NAs, no difficult mapping is needed between ATM and
narrowband I8DN connections. (An example of such a difficulty is the demand for equal
bandwidth). A consequence of these difficulties may be that a store and forward mechanism is
unavoidable in an NA. In this case, the difference between an NA and an NA-CL8F operating
in message mode will become minimal.

Another difference in the architectures for indirect provision results from the hierarchical
routing structure. Per level 1 routing area a single NA-CL8F is needed. This is not necessary
for NAs. The difference can be reduced by using virtual NA-CL8Fs.

Connectionless network routing protocol and login
The maximum integration scenario and the indirect architecture that uses NAs, allow any
routing architecture. The reason for this is that any connectionless server or BCLB user can be
connected to any other server. A requirement for the indirect architecture is that no N-CL8Fs
are added.

The indirect architecture that uses NA-CL8Fs is restricted in adopting a routing protocol, since
not all users can be connected to all servers. Further, it is impossible to have connections
between B-CL8Fs and N-CLSFs.
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Connectionless control network
The exchange of control information requires an additional network or the use of inband control
packets in all architectures. In all cases, inband packets are preferred.

On demand delivery
On demand delivery is possible in all architectures. In the maximum integration scenario, it is
introduced the most easy, since a connectionless server does not need to have knowledge of the
destination's type of interface. In the indirect architecture using NA-CL8Fs, on demand
delivery also is easily introduced, provided the routing protocol assigns to each user a suitable
CL8F. For the indirect architecture using NAs, on demand delivery is more complex. It
requires B-CL8Fs to keep additional data about narrowband users or sophisticated protocols in
the B-I8DN control plane.

Service provided
Clearly, the service provided to narrowband users resembles BCLB the most for the maximum
integration scenario. In the indirect architectures, narrowband users have to knowan E.164
number of an NA-CL8F or NA. If BCLB allows flexible login possibilities and/or on demand
delivery, further differences are unavoidable.

Efficiency
The maximum integration architecture may be the most efficient in providing connections in
the sense that the connections will be shorter. This is caused by a geographic spread of network
functionalities. As aresuIt, delay will be minimal.

Indirect provision via NA-CL8Fs may have longer connections. However, links never will be
extremely long, due to the need for a single NA-CL8F per level 1 area. Indirect provision via
NAs may have extreme long links if NAs are centralised.

6.6.2 Picking an architecture
From the previous section it follows that the maximum integration scenario is most friendly to
users and CL8Fs. The architecture also is very expensive. The changes needed in N-I8DN may
be only worth their costs if B-I8DN and N-I8DN are going to exist for a long time together,
while both having a respectable number of users. This situation is rather unlikely.

The most economical solution to the introduction of BCLB in N-I8DN is to start with an
indirect architecture. If necessary, this architecture still may evolute to the maximum
integration scenario.

Of the two indirect architectures that were described, it is not easy to say which one is better.
Under certain conditions, the differences between both architectures become minimal.

6.7 Conclusions
From the previous sections, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1) The design of an architecture for the provision of BCLB in a mixed I8DN cannot be seen
independently from a number of open issues in BCLB. These issues include:

- the routing protocol;
- login possibilities;
- possibilities for on demand delivery;
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- exchange of control infonnation between connectionless servers;
- possible bandwidths of access links to connectionless servers.

However, in general interworking is made more easy by:

- prohibiting on demand delivery for narrowband users;
- using inband packets for the exchange of control information;
- defining access classes for BCLB of which some are suitable for narrowband users.

2) For providing BCLB in N-ISDN, the following independent choices can be made:

- direct or indirect provision;
- to integrate interworking in a B-CLSF or not (i.e. using NAs or NA-CLSFs);
- to introduce additional N-CLSFs or not.

For economical reasons, indirect provision of BCLB in N-ISDN is preferred to direct provision.
Further, additional N-CLSFs only should be introduced if there is astrong demand for BCLB
among narrowband users.

NAs have as an advantage that any routing architecture is possible for BCLB. This is not the
case for NA-CLSFs. On the other hand, NA-CLSFs allowon demand delivery more easily. Also,
they do not need a difficult mapping of broadband and narrowband parameters.

3) CCITT must define more detailed the purposes of several reference points (M, P, UNI). It then
can be checked if NA-CLSFs and NAs can be connected to B-ISDN via these reference points. If
this is not the case, the definition of existing reference points must be reconsidered or new
reference points must be introduced.

4) Before developing B-ISDN signalling protocols for BCLB, the following open issues must be
cleared:

- the architecture used for the provision of BCLB in N-ISDN;
- the connecting points to B-ISDN and N-ISDN of NA-CLSFs and NAs;
- a user's login possibilities;
- whether on demand delivery is possible for any user, for no user or for B-users only.
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7 User plane interworking

This chapter investigates how connectionless packets actually can be transferred through the
indirect architectures described in the previous chapter. The chapter considers the user plane
only. The control plane is considered in the next chapter.

This chapter consists of four sections. The first three sections respectively study the following
connections:

- ATM connections;
- narrowband connections;
- hybrid connections.

The fourth section draws conclusions.

7.1 ATM connections
The following ATM connections are needed for packet transfer:

- between a B-user and a B-CLSF;
- between two B-CLSFs;
- between a B-user and an NA-CLSF;
- between a B-CLSF and an NA-CLSF;
- between two NA-CLSFs.

Each of the subsequent sections handles one of these ATM connections.

7.1.1 Packet transfer between B-user and B-CL8F
Packet transfer between a broadband user and a B-CLSF was considered in chapter two. It
uses the Connectionless Network Access Protocol (CLNAP). This protocol resides in the layer
above the AAL and is described in [1.364].

For the packet transfer, AAL3/4 or AAL5 may be used. CCITT has standardized the transfer
that uses AAL3/4 to a large extent. The transfer for AAL5 has not been standardized. Yet, this
transfer has some advantages over CCITT's standard (little complexity, few overhead).

7.1.2 Packet transfer between two B-CL8Fs
At the moment, SG XVIII studies the packet transfer between B-CLSFs. As a starting point it
recently has adopted the following model:

- Packet transfer between two B-CLSFs is performed via the CLNIP (Connectionless
Network Interface Protocol). This protocol resides above AAL3/4. The reason for using
AAL3/4 is that CCITT has adopted this AAL type for the packet transfer between a B
user and a B-CLSF as well.

- CLNAP-PDUs can be transferred with or without encapsulation. In the first case, a
CLNAP-PDU is encapsulated in a CLNIP-PDU. In the second case, the CLNIP-PDU
equals a CLNAP-PDU.

The encapsulation process is depicted in figures 7.1 and 7.2. A way to observe it is to interpret
a connectionless packet as a row of ATM cells. The packet is encapsulated by putting an
additional ATM cell in front of the row. This cell has a structure that is similar to the (now)
second cell. The encapsulation process is such that ATM cells can be pipelined: in processing a
cell belonging to a certain packet, no cells arriving after this cell are needed.
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Figure 7.2: Structure of the CLNIP-PDU header

The following remarks apply to the encapsulation process:

- An encapsulated CLNAP-PDU must be distinguished from a non-encapsulated CLNAP
PDU. This is accomplished via the PI field in both the CLNIP-PDU and the CLNAP
PDU.

- Half-encapsulation is convenient in group addressing. For, a CLSF that must send a
connectionless packet to a group address may send copies of the packet to several sub
group addresses. To prevent that a CLNAP-PDU's destination address field must be
changed, this field is copied in an additional cell (the front ceIl). Any CLSF can apply
address resolution reduction by modifying the contents of the additional cello

- Although the encapsulation process allows pipelining, some cells need slight changes.
So must cells carrying a BOM or SSM segment change this segment to a COM or EOM
segment respectively. (This can be accomplished by changing the ST field in the
SAR3/4-PDU. Note that this requires the CRC field to be changed as weIl). Also, cells
carrying SSM or EOM segments must adapt the CPCS3/4 length field they carry.

So far, no protocol that uses AAL5, and which is aligned with [KERKJ, has been proposed for
the packet transfer between two B-CLSFs.
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7.1.3 Packet transfer involving an NA·CL8F
So far, packet transfer involving an NA-CLSF has not been studied. A reason for this is that
the NA-CLSF is specific to this report. However, as aresuIt from chapter 5, this report
recommends to

- use the CLNAP protocol for packet transfer between a B-user and an NA-CLSF;
- use the CLNIP protocol for packet transfer between a B-CLSF and an NA-CLSF or

between two NA-CLSFs.

The motivation behind these choices is that they allow uniform procedures across Pand M
reference points.

7.2 Narrowband connections
The following narrowband connections may be needed in a mixed ISDN:

- between an N-user and an NA-CI.SF;
- between an N-user and an N-CI.SF;
- between an NA-CI.SF and an N-CI.SF;
- between two N-CLSFs.

For consistency with B-ISDN, it is convenient to adopt the CLNAP-PDU for the first two
connections and the CLNIP-PDU for the latter two.

This section assumes protocol stacks as in figure 6.9. It assumes that the N-CLNAP layer has
the same functionalities and the same interfaces to the layers above and below as the CLNAP
layer. A motivation for this assumption now follows.

In chapter 5 it was identified that a control unit is needed in the CLNAP layer. This unit must
have the ability to generate, receive and process connectionless control information. To keep the
control unit uniform for all kind of users, the CLNAP layer must be kept uniform. An
advantage of uniform control units is that these units can communicate without having to
bother about the interface of their peer entities.

The convergence layer in figure 6.9 adapts packets so they can be transferred over a certain
bearer. Therefore this layer can be interpreted as a kind of AAL. In developing the convergence
layer, the common part AAL functions may serve as a guideline:

- segmentation and reassembling;
- error detection;
- multiplexing (AAL3/4 only).

The next subsections investigate how connectionless packets can be transferred using the
following N-ISDN bearer services:

- circuit switching (CS);
- frame relaying (FR);
- frame switching (FS);
- packet switching (PS).

7.2.1 Circuit switched connections
This section investigates how BCLB can be provided in N-ISDN over CS connections. Therefore,
it presents first a protocol architecture. Next, three protocols are described. The difference in
these protocols is in a segmentation functionality. Thereafter the protocols are compared with
regard to delay and a retransmission possibility is added. Finally, some remarks are made.
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Figure 7.3: Protocol architecture for provision of BCLB via CS connections

7.2.1.1 Possible protocol architecture
The protocol architecture assumed here is depicted in figure 7.3. It introduces two new layers:
the N-CLNAP layer and a convergence layer. The N-CLNAP layer is assumed to be identical to
the CLNAP layer in B-ISDN.

7.2.1.2 Segmentation modes
Consider the convergence layer in figure 7.3. Assume that it is receiving an N-CLNAP-PDU
from the N-CLNAP layer in parts and that it wants to transmit this N-CLNAP-PDU to its peer
entity. Then it could use one of the following strategies:

•
- It awaits all p'lrts of the N-CLNAP-PDU and then sends this entire PDU in the

consecutive octets of the CS connection;
- It can transmit the N-CLNAP-PDU in segments. Each segment is put in consecutive

octets of the CS connection. Between segments idle octets may exist. The segments can
have fixed or variabIe size. In either case, it is not necessary to await all parts of the N
CLNAP-PDU first.

The first case is denoted as non-segmenting mode. The second case is referred to as segmenting
mode. If a further distinction is needed in the latter mode, the terms fixed size segmenting and
variabIe size segmenting are used.

Note that in B-ISDN a fixed size segmenting mode is used.

Non-segmenting
In this mode, the convergence layer may encapsulate an entire N-CLNAP-PDU in its own PDU.
This latter PDU is referred to as CONV-PDU. Each CONV-PDU is transported in consecutive
octets of a CS connection.

At the physicallayer, obviously, the following is needed:

- a mechanism to distinguish a packet from the channel being idle;
- a mechanism to delimit packets.

In Q.921 similar requirements exist. They are solved by bit stuffing. For implementation
reasons, here it is more convenient to delimit a packet at octet level. A possible solution is:

- An idle channel is filled with octets coded with a fixed value Z.
- A CONV-PDU starts with an octet coded with the fixed value A that is different from Z.
- Immediately after the opening A-octet of a CONV-PDU, the length of the CONV-PDU is

inserted.
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Figure 7.4: Possible CONV-PDU for a non-segmenting, CS protocol

A possible CONV-PDU is depicted in figure 7.4. The fields have the following functions:

A
This field always contains the same value. It functions as an opening flag for the
CONV-PDU at the physicallayer.

Length
This field indicates the length of the payload field. It must have a fixed length. Two
octets suffice.

Payload
This field contains an entire N-CLNAP-PDU.

Checksum
This field contains an error indicating andJor correcting code. It must have a fixed
length (e.g. 4 octets).

To allow receiving equipment to recover from loss of packet synchronisation, an additional
coding rule must be used. An example of such a rule is to insert an octet of a specific code D
(that is different from Z) after every Z-octet that appears in the CONV-PDU. In addition,
CONV-PDUs are separated by at least one Z-octet. The receiving side must check a CONV
PDU's length after extraction of the D-octets. A disadvantage of the coding rule is that it
increases the amount of bandwidth needed. In more sophisticated coding rules this increment
may be little.

A sending convergence layer cannot start transmitting a packet before it has available the
packet completely. The reason for this is that the packet must be transferred in one piece.
(Another reason is that due to the CONV-PDU structure in figure 7.4, a packet's length must
be known at the begin of its transmission. However, this latter reason can be eliminated by
placing the length field between the payload and the checksum field). Similarly, a receiving
convergence layer cannot check a packet before it has received the packet completely. This
layer should not pipeline a packet, in order to prevent that corrupted address information
causes that the begin of a packet is delivered at the wrong UNI. As a result, in a non
segmenting mode, both the sending and the receiving convergence layer must operate in
message mode.

Fixed size segmenting
In this mode, the convergence layer splits an N-CLNAP-PDU in parts. Each part is put in a
single CONV-PDU or segment. All segments have the same fixed length.

A segment can be transferred to the peer convergence layer by the same protocol as described
for the non-segmenting protocol. However, since it is convenient to distinguish several types of
segments, it is better to define a limited set of opening flags. At the physical layer, segments
now are distinguished from an idle channel as follows:

- An idle channel consists of octets all coded with the fixed value Z.
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- Each segment starts with an octet that contains a value from some fixed small set.
Each element of the set differs from Z.

Again, a coding rule must be introduced to allow quick recovery from synchronisation loss by a
receiver. The same TUle can be used:

- In the segment an octet coded with the value D is inserted after each octet coded with
the value Z. The value D is different from Z.

- After the final octet of each segment, at least one Z octet is inserted.

To investigate what fields are needed in a CONV-PDU, note that the convergence layer
mustlmay perform the following functions:

Providing an upperbound for an N-CLNAP-PDU's length
This function actually is the same as the one that is performed by the BAsize field in
AAL3/4. The function is not strictly needed in N-ISDN. It may be convenient though. If
it is applied, an upperbound only is needed in the first segment of an N-CLNAP-PDU.

Interleaving
Interleaving allows multiplexing of segments belonging to different N-CLNAP-PDUs. It
can be introduced in the convergence layer via a field in the CONV-PDU. This field
then performs a function similar to the SAR3/4's MlD field. This section recommends
not to introduce an interleaving field in the convergence layer. The motivations for this
are:

- In N-ISDN, bandwidth often will be the factor that limits the throughput. Since BCLB
usually will be used by high speed equipment, bandwidth even may be the limiting
factor for a single BCLB user. In this case, interleaving the packets of more users
decreases both the overall throughput and the throughput per user. Also, it increases
the delay per packet. In short, interleaving must be traded for scarce bandwidth.

- An interleaving functionality makes the convergence layer more complex. The
functionality may not be worth the complexity for economical reasons if a mixed ISDN
is going to exist for a short time only or if only few narrowband BCLB users exist.

- Even in B-ISDN, interleaving is not always possible. For, in AAL3/4 it is not possible if
at call set up it is agreed to use only one value for the MlD field, and in AAL5 it is not
possible at all. It does not make sense to provide functionalities in N-ISDN that B-users
cannot always use.

- Packets still can be multiplexed at a higher layer. The only difference with interleaving
is that the packets are sent after each other instead of in an interleaved way.

Bit error detection
Error detection can take pIace either per segment or per N-CLNAP-PDU. In the first
case, each segment contains a field for a checksurn. This causes a lot of overhead. In the
second case only the final segment contains a checksurn. This causes less overhead, but
also has a disadvantage. For, address information cannot be checked until the final
segment has been received. Therefore, no pipelining is possible at the receiver.

A solution that combines the advantages of both cases is to use two checksums: one
after the address information and one at the end of the CLNAP-PDU. In effect, an
additional segmentation functionality is introduced in the upper part of the convergence
layer. This functionality is similar to the functionality [KERK] propose to use in the
SSCS5 for the provision of BCLB via AAL5. Note that all segments can be pipelined,
but that of all segments belonging to a packet, only the contents of the first segment
certainly is correct.
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Checking a packet's length
Since segments may be lost entirely, it is necessary to check a packet's length. Two
possibilities exist:

- the introduction of a sequence number field in each segment;
- the introduction of a length field in the final segment.

The first solution has more overhead. On the other hand this solution can prevent that
segments after a lost segment are unnecessarily forwarded. Since bandwidth may be
the limiting factor in N-ISDN, this report recommends to use the second solution.

Aligning the N-CLNAP-PDU
Since each N-CLNAP-PDU is put in fixed sized segments, padding octets may be
needed in the final segment belonging to a packet. Alternatively, the final segment can
be allowed to have any length not exceeding the (fixed) size of the other segments. An
advantage of this alternative is that it saves bandwidth.

Payload
CONV-PDUs must transfer N-CLNAP-PDUs. Therefore a payload is needed. This field
must have a fixed length. To ease interworking with B-ISDN, it is wise to take the
payload field's length equal to the number of user octets in the SAR: 44 for AAL3/4 or
48 for AAL5.

Possible segmentation structures that take into account these functions are in figures 7.5 and
7.6.

bits:
octets: 2 variabIe o

4 4
2

N·CLNAP·PDU

~Ichecksum I

octelS: 1 44 46 per segment

~~E~~~r~hecksum I

4*n
(n=1,2•..•11)

Figure 7.5: Possible CS fixed size segmentation structure (aligned with AAL3/4)

The segmentation structure in figure 7.5 has been aligned with AAL3/4 to a large extent. Each
segment corresponds to one ATM cell. To save bandwidth, the final segment of a connectionless
packet may be shorter than the other segments. The fields in the figure have the following
meaning:

Opening flag
This field distinguishes between 4 kinds of segments:

- segments that carry the begin but not the length of an N-CLNAP-PDU;
- segments that carry some middle part of an N-CLNAP-PDU;
- segments that carry the length but not the begin of an N-CLNAP-PDU;
- segments that carry an entire N-CLNAP-PDU plus its length.

Checksum
This field contains a checksum over an entire segment, except for the field itself.
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Payload
This field contains a part of an N-CLNAP-PDU or fields associated with the entire PDU
(e.g. the BAsize or length field).

Btag, BAsize, Etag, Length, PAD
These fields are the same as in the CPCS3/4-PDU. Note that the PAD field is always
empty, since the CLNAP-PDU is 4-octet aligned.

Reserved
This field is introduced for alignment with the CPCS3/4. In the CPCS3/4-PDU this field
is called CPI. It there indicates the counting unit for the length field. Here it will he
assumed that the counting unit in N-ISDN is one octet.

Res
This field is introduced for alignment with the CPCS3/4 100. In the CPCS3/4 these hits
are part of the AL field. This AL field is used only 10 arrive at a4-octet alignment of
the CPCS3/4-PDU trailer.

LFS (Length of Final Segment; 4 hits)
This field indicates the length of the payload of the final segment of a connectionless
packet. Since the N-CLNAP-PDU is 4-octet aligned, this length only can take the values
4, 8, ..., 44 octets. As a consequence, four hits suffice for the LFS field. Note that the
hits of the LFS field correspond to the AL field of the CPCS3/4-PDU.

N-CLNAP·PDU
This field contains an entire N-CLNAP-PDU. Since the N-CLNAP-PDU is assumed to
he equal to the CLNAP-PDU, the length of any N-CLNAP-PDU is an integral multiple
of four octets.

Note that hy choosing another (fixed) length for the segments, overhead can he traded for
pipelining speed. For, if the segments hecome twice as long, only half the numher of segment
headers and trailers is needed. On the other hand, the receiving time of a segment takes ahout
twice as long. Therefore, segments cannot he pipelined as early as they used 10. For optimal
alignment with B-ISDN, segment lengths should he such that the segment's payload consist of
an integral multiple of 44 octets (except for the final segment of a packet). Another segment
size may require the LFS field to he extended.

Also note that the fixed size segmenting protocol as descrihed here may change the
interpretation of the SAR3/4-Abort primitives. For, in a pure B-ISDN, the occurrence of an
ahort primitive may indicate that a packet must he discarded although the part that has
already heen received is completely correct. The errored part of the packet has already heen
discarded hy the sender or some other equipment. In a mixed ISDN using NA-CLSFs, an ahort
primitive also indicates that an error has occurred. However, this error can he present in either
the part of the packet that has already heen received or in the part that has already heen
discarded hy the sender. (For details, see appendix A). The interpretation of the ahort
primitives can he aligned hy introducing a sequence numher field in the CONV-PDU. This will
increase overhead in N-ISDN. On the other hand, it may save handwidth in B-ISDN since only
parts of a packet are forwarded that neither contain errors nor are out of sequence.

The segmentation structure in figure 7.6 has heen aligned with AAL5. Again each segment
corresponds 10 one ATM cello The fields have the following meaning:

Opening tlags
These fields are used to distinguish a packet from an idle channel at the physical layer.
Four different flags are needed. These indicate that the current segment is:
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Figure 7.6: Possible CS, fixed size segmentation structure (aligned with AAL5)

- the first (but not the final) segment associated with an N-CLNAP-PDU;
- the final (but not the first) segment associated with an N-CLNAP-PDU;
- the first and final segment associated with an N-CLNAP-PDU;
- any other segment associated with an N-CLNAP-PDU.

Address information
This field contains the first part of an N-CLNAP-PDU. If the N-CLNAP-PDU is short, it
can contain the entire N-CLNAP-PDU. In this case, no other segments exist.

PAD
This field aligns the address information or remaining info field with 48 octets. Note
that for AAL5 it is better not to remove the PAD field in N-ISDN, since the one-on-one
relation between segments and ATM ceIls may be disturbed. This is caused by the fact
that the PAD field remains somewhere in the middle ofthe CPCS5-PDU.

Reserved
These fields are added for alignment with AAL5.

Length
This field indicates the length of the address information or remaining info field.

Checksum
This field contains an error indicating code over the PAD, reserved and length field as
weIl as over either the address info field or the remaining info field.

Note that a change in the interpretation of the abort primitives does not exist for AAL5. The
reason for this is that AAL5 does not have sequence numbers.

VariabIe size segmenting
The non-segmenting protocol's drawback is that it has to assembIe a complete N-CLNAP-PDU
before it can start transmitting it. The fixed size segmenting protocol's drawback is that it
introduces quite some overhead. A solution that tries to eliminate both disadvantages is to
aIlow variabIe size segments.

A protocol that aIlows variabIe size segments, may be convenient if a packet arrives at an NA
CLSF over a high speed ATM link and if it must be forwarded over a low speed CS connection.
Upon arrival of the first ATM ceIl associated with the packet, the NA-CLSF creates the begin
of a segment and starts transmitting it over the CS connection. If before the finishing of this
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transmission more cells arrive, the transmission does not need to be ended and the newly
arrived cells can be transmitted in the same segment. If no cells have arrived, the segment is
closed. The segments can be transported using the protocol described for non-segmenting and
fixed size segmenting.

The functions that mustlmay be perforrned by the convergence layer are:

Providing an upperbound for an N-CLNAP-PDU's length
This function is the same as described at the fixed size segmenting protocol.

Interleaving
This function is the same as described at the fixed size segmenting protocol. Again it is
recommended not to introduce this function in N-ISDN.

Bit error detection
Error detection can take place either per segment or per N-CLNAP-PDU. For either
possibility, situations exist where the possibility is preferred.

Indicating a segment's length
Since segments have variabIe length, in each segment its length must be indicated. The
only place to do this is in the segment's trailer, because at the begin of the segment's
transmission,;its length is not necessarily known.

Delimiting packets
A receiver of a segment must know what part of an N-CLNAP-PDU the segment
carries. Therefore, two opening flags must be introduced: one that indicates that a
segment carries the begin of an N-CLNAP-PDU and one that indicates that the
segment carries a part of an N-CLNAP-PDU which begin must have been received
before. Also, two closing flags are needed: one that indicates that more segments
associated with the same N-CLNAP-PDU will followand one that indicates that the
current segment is the final segment associated with an N-CLNAP-PDU.

Checking a packet's length
Since segments may be lost entirely, it is necessary to check a packet's length. Again,
two solutions exist: the introduction of sequence numbers or a length field in the final
segment of a packet. In this report, the second solution is recommended since it has
fewer overhead.

Payload
The convergence layer must provide the transfer of a (part of an) N-CLNAP-PDU.

A possible segmentation structure is given in figure 7.7. The fields have the following meaning:

Hl, H2 Cl octet each)
Hl and H2 are not fields, but rather codings of a single opening field. The field is used
to distinguish between the first segment associated with a certain packet and the
remaining segments associated with that packet.

Upperbound (2 octets)
This field contains an upperbound for a packet's length. It perforrns a function similar
to the BAsize field in the CPCS3/4-PDU.
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Figure 7.7: Possible CONV-PDU for a variabIe size segmenting, CS protocol

Payload (variabIe number of octets)
This fields contains an entire or a part of a connectionless packet.

Length (2 octets)
This field contains the actual length of a connectionless packet. If the field binary codes
the packet's length in octets, two octets suffice for this field. The length field only is
present in the final segment associated with a packet. The length field is necessary to
detect lost segments.

Checksum (4 octets)
This field contains an error indicating or error recovery code over a segment. If only
small segments are allowed, less octets for this field may suffice.

Tl, 1'2 (1 octet each)
As Hl and H2, Tl and T2 are codings of the same field. They are used to distinguish
the final segment associated with a packet from all other segments associated with that
packet. It is necessary to distinguish between these segments, since the convergence
layer may start transmitting a segment without knowing in advance when it ends. In
particular, upon starting a segment's transmission, the final part ofthe segment may
not even have been received from the N-CLNAP layer.

The following remaTks can be made:

- The convergence layer detennines when segments are closed. It can be wise to close a
segment if more parts of the N-CLNAP-PDU currently being transmitted are still
available. For, this allows earlier pipelining at the receiver.

- The segmentation strocture depicted in figure 7.7 can be aligned more with B-ISDN.
This has been done in figure 7.8 fOT AAL3/4 and in figure 7.9 for AAL5. Each segment
corresponds to an integral number of ATM cells (except for the final segment of a
packet in the AAL3/4 case). Compared to the fixed size segmentation stTucture,
overhead is reduced if the segments are large. Note that for AAL5 the first segment has
a fixed length.

- FOT AAL3/4, a similar change in the interpretation of the abort primitives holds as was
described for the fixed size segmenting protocol. The LFS field is used in a slightly
different way as in the fixed size segmenting protocol. The field now must carry the
value m mod 11 Uf (m mod 11)<>0) or the value 11 (if (m mod 11)=0), where m is
defined by figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: Possible variabIe size segmentation structure (aligned with AAL3/4)
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Figure 7.9: Possible variabIe size segmentation structure (aligned with AAL5)

7.2.1.3 Influence of segmentation on delay
In the previous section, three protocols were introduced. In the current section the delay of the
protocols is compared. Therefore, the delay of a packet is considered for three cases:

- the packet is transferred from an N-user to a B-user;
- the packet is transferred from an N-user to another N-user;
- the packet is transferred from a B-user to an N-user.

For each case, the time that passes between the originating user sending the first bit of a
packet and the destination user receiving the final bit of the packet, is considered. It is
assumed that the interface between the (N-)CLNAP layer and the layer above it operates in
message mode. In reality this need not necessarily be the case. Yet, it often will be. As an
example consider two LANs that are connected via BCLB. 8ince LAN packets are not
segmented, it is likely that the sending (N)-CLNAP user operates in message mode. For the
receiving (N-)CLNAP layer it is mandatory to operate in message mode.

In comparing the protocols, the following parameters are used:

- l: the length of a (N-)CLNAP-PDU (bit);
- y: link speed in N-I8DN (bitis);
- x: link speed in B-I8DN (bitis);
- p: a fixed size segment's payload length (bit);
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- °1:
- °2:
- °3:
- di:

overhead of a packet in the non-segmenting protocol (bit);
overhead per segment in the fixed size segmenting protocol (bit);
overhead per segment in the variabIe size segmenting protocol (bit);
propagation delay of a certain link i (seconds).

Note: In comparing, the effect of additional coding TUles is not taken into account. One might
interpret each link speed as a nett link speed.

From N-user to B-user
A reference model for this situation is given in figure 7.10. From this figure, it follows that:

- a packet's delay for the non-segmenting protocol equals dl + ([+Ol)/Y + d 2 + ([+Ol)/X
seconds;

- a packet's delay for the fixed size segmenting protocol equals dl + (P+02)/Y + d 2 +
{(lIP)*(P+02))ly seconds.

A packet's delay for the variabIe sized segmenting protocol depends on the actual segmentation.
If the address information is segmented separately, the delay will be about the same as for the
fixed size segmenting protocol. The delay can never become less than dl + d 2 + (lIy).

The terms in the first two delays respectively reflect (see figure 7.11):

- the propagation delay of a bit sent from the N-user to the NA-CL8F;
- the time needed at the NA-CLSF's convergence layer to receive and assembIe an entire

N-CLNAP-PDU (for the non-segmenting protocol) or to receive the first segment of an
N-CLNAP-PDU (for the fixed size segmenting protocol);

- the propagation delay of a bit sent from the NA-CLSF to the B-user;
- the time needed at the B-user to receive and assembIe the CLNAP-PDU.

If the sum of the propagation delays is very large, a packet's delay will be determined by these
delays mostly. In this case, the choice of a segmenting protocol hardly influences the delay.
From an N-user's point of view, the non-segmenting protocol is to be preferred because ofits
simplicity. .

Now assume that the propagation delays are small compared to the other delays. As an
example, take x=10 Mbitls, y=64 kbitls, l=32 kbit and 0 1=7 octets. The total delay minus the
propagation delay for the non-segmenting protocol then is 503.3 ms. Even if the packet is
optimally pipelined using segmentation, the delay still is 1/y=500 ms. Clearly the benefit of
segmentation is very little.

8f---------:-
1
-----l

propagation delay

f---------:-
2
----,8

Figure 7.10: Reference model for delay calculation between N-user and B-user
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Figure 7.11: Delay components in packet transfer from N-user to B-user

An effect that may take place is that the fixed size segmenting protocol is slower than the non
segmenting protocol due to its large overhead. For, take p=48 octets and O2=2 octets in the
previous example. The total delay minus the propagation delays for the fixed size segmenting
protocol then is 527.1 ms, 23.8 ms more than the non-segmenting protocol's delay. Two notes
must be placed however:

- In case the sending BCLB user can operate in streaming mode, the segmenting
protocols may become considerably faster than the non-segmenting protocol. The
maximum advantage will be lIy seconds. A requirement for this is that the BCLB user
is relatively slow. It is very unlikely that this occurs, since equipment using BCLB
usually will be broadband equipment.
Normally, x will be much larger than y. The non-segmenting protocol takes advantage
of this. However, if the difference between x and y is smalI, the advantage disappears.
As aresuIt the non-segmenting protocol's delay will be about lIy larger than the
segmenting protocol's delays.

As a conclusion, in some cases the segmenting protocols are significantly faster than the non
segmenting protocol. However, in typical cases the differences in delay of the protocols are
negligible. In these cases it even is possible that the non-segmenting protocol is the fastest.

Of all protocols that allow pipelining, and that thus require segmentation, the one with the
least overhead is the variabIe size segmenting protocol that satisfies the following conditions:

- The first CONV-PDU has a short fixed length. It only contains an opening flag and a
field for error detection.

- All other CONV-PDU may have any length. They are closed as soon as no
untransmitted parts of the packet are available at the convergence layer.

The following remarks have to be made:

- Since a CONV-PDU is closed only if no parts of a packet are available, a sequence
number can be added in the CONV-PDU's trailer, without wasting bandwidth.

- As a possible difference with a pure B-ISDN, packet parts that are forwarded by a
CLSF are not necessarily error free (if the forwarded parts of a packet must be error
free, a sequence number field should be introduced in the CONV-PDU of any
segmenting protocol).
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From N-user to N·user
A reference model for this situation is depicted in figure 7.12. For the non-segmenting protocol,
a packet's delay is about dl + Cl+OI)/y + d2 + Cl+OI)/x + d3 + Cl+OI)/y seconds; for the fixed size
segmenting protocol about dl + (P+02)/Y + d2 + (P+02)/X + {(l/P)*(P+02)]ly seconds. These delays
are illustrated in figure 7.13.

/ . 7==:: link speed I

8.user y @jA, x ~A'Y N------j CLSF CLSF ·user
dl d2 d3

propagltion delay~------~

Figure 7.12: Reference model for delay calculation between two N-users
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Figure 7.13: Delay components in packet transfer from N-user to N-user

If the propagation delays dl' d2 and d3 are large, the choice of a protocol again hardly
influences a packet's delay. For the N-users, the non-segmenting protocol is to be preferred
because of its simplicity.

If the propagation delays are smalI, the fixed segmenting protocol is considerably faster than
the non-segmenting protocol. lts gain is somewhere between lIy and 3*(lIy) seconds. The gain,
or difference in delay, is about lIy seconds ifthe following conditions both are satisfied:

- x is much larger than y;
- the interface between BCLB user and N-CLNAP layer operates in message mode.

For each of these conditions that is not satisfied, the gain increases by lIy seconds. As was
explained before, usually both conditions will be satisfied. Therefore the gain of a segmenting
protocol with regard to a non-segmenting protocol usually yáll be about lIy seconds.
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From B-user to N-user
For this situation, the same reference model as for the first case can be used. The non
segrnenting protocol has a delay of about d2 + l/x + dl + ([+Ol)/Y seconds; the fixed size
segrnenting protocol will have a delay of about d2 + (8*48)/x + dl + ((l/P)*(P+02)}/Y seconds. (The
second term in the latter expression denotes the time to receive one ATM cell)o In general, x
will be much larger than y. As a consequence, the fixed size segrnenting protocol is a little
slower than the non-segrnenting protocol due to its larger overhead. Because of this and its
simplicity, the non-segrnenting protocol is to be preferred.

7.2.1.4 Taking into account the bit error probability
In the previous sections, three protocols were presented to transfer connectionless packets
through N-ISDN over CS connections. Corrupted packets were detected via checksum fields.
This section considers the probability that a packet is corrupted.

Consider aB-ISDN. Suppose its ATM connections have a cell loss probability of 10.8 (this
assumption is based on [PRYCK] page 215). For simplicity, assume that celllosses occur in a
completely random way. The probability that a packet of 9232 octets (the maximum length of a
connectionless packet) is lost then is

P [packet is lost] "" 1 - P [packet is not lost] "" 1 - (l -10 -8 )1(9232 +8)/441 "" 2.1* 10 -6 •

,
In this formula, it is a~sumed that AAL3/4 is used for BCLB (the term 44 relates to the length
of the SAR3/4-PDV payload field; the term 8 relates to the header and trailer of the CPCS3/4
PDV). Since in the transfer of one packet more ATM links are involved, BCLB users will
experience a packet loss probability of about 10.5.

Bit error probabilities in N-ISDN are assumed to be much higher than in B-ISDN. For an
international 64 kbitls connection of 25,000 km, CCITT defines the following requirements for
the transfer of unrestricted digital information in one direction (see [G.82l]):

1) Less than 10% of all one-minute-intervals have a bit error rate that is worse than 10.6
•

2) Less than 0.2% of all one-second-intervals have a bit error rate that is worse than 10.3
•

3) Less than 8% of all one-second-intervals contain an error.

No explicit bit error probability is given. The reason for this is that in practice bit errors turn
out to occur in bursts. For convenience, in the remainder of this section, it is assumed that bit
errors occur in a completely random way.

Suppose the bit error probability in N-ISDN is 10.6
• The probability that a connectionless

packet of 9232 octets with a convergence layer overhead of 10 octets, is lost then is:

P[packetis lost] "" 1- P[packet is notlost] "" 1- (1_10-6)8.(9232+10) "" 7.1.10-2.

Since this probability is very high compared to B-ISDN, one may try to decrease it. A
possibility to do this is to introduce a retransmission functionality in the convergence layer.

In the remainder of this section, the introduction of a retransmission functionality is compared
to taking the high packet loss rate for granted. Arguments in favour of this latter possibility
are:

- The convergence layer protocol is kept simple.
- The delay is kept as short as possible.
- The higher loss probability can be interpreted as a lower quality of service a
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narrowband user cannot avoid.
- The packet error probability in N-ISDN will be less than 7.1*10-2, since bit errors occur

in bursts, since the average packet length will be smaller than 9232 octets (e.g. using
the same formula, a packet of 1500 respectively 10 octets experiences a loss probability
of 1.2*10'2 respectively 1.6*10'4) and since the CS connections used will be shorter than
25,000 km. (The last reason holds because a user can log into a connectionless server
that belongs to his own provider only).

Arguments in favour of the introduction of a retransmission functionality are:

- The packet loss probability is kept low.
- The packet loss probability can be made about the same as in B-ISDN. As aresuIt,

applications that use BCLB have to be optimized for one packet loss probability only.

Next, it is investigated how protocols described in section 7.2.1.2 can be extended with a
retransmission feature.

Non·segmenting protocol
In a non-segmenting protocol, a connectionless packet is transferred in a single part. A single
bit error within the packet requires that the complete packet is retransmitted.

To allow retransmission, asender temporarily must keep a copy of each packet it sends. Also,
feedback is needed from the receiver (e.g. a request to retransmit a packet or an
acknowledgement of its correct receipt). Further, packets must be assigned a sequence number.

The above can be accomplished by distinguishing two kinds of CONV-PDUs: user-CONV-PDUs
and control-CONV-PDUs. The former are exclusively used for the transfer of connectionless
packets; the latter are reserved for transferring feedback information. Figure 7.14 depiets a
possible format for either type of CONV-PDU. The fields have the following meaning:

Opening flags CA and B; 1 octet each)
These fields are used as opening flags. They delimit CONV-PDUs at the physicallayer.
In addition, they determine the type of a CONV-PDU: A is used for user-CONV-PDUs
and B for control-CONV-PDUs.

Sequence number
This field assigns a sequence number to a user-CONV-PDU. In a control-CONV-PDU,
this field refers to a user-CONV-PDU that was received earlier in an uncorrupted state
over the opposite link of the connection.

CRC8/CRC32
These fields contain an error check over the entire CONV-PDU they belong to, except
for the fields themselves.

octets:

user-CONv-PDU

2 variabie

payload

4

control-CONv-PDU

octets:

openmg sequenee
nag B number CRC8

Figure 7.14: Possible CONV-PDUs for a non-segmenting protocol that allows
retransmission (CS case)
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Length, payload
These fields are the same as in the non-segmenting protocol described in section 7.2.1.2.

A possible procedure for packet transfer now is given by the following rules:

1) Peer convergence layers have a constant max that represents the maximum number of packets
that asending convergence layer must be able to buffer. Max must be smaller than 2"-1, where
n is the number of bits the sequence number field consists of. Max could be a universal
constant or could be obtained by negotiation at call set up.

2) Asending convergence layer must keep a variabie send_seq that can contain a sequence
number. In addition, it must keep max binary variables. These binary variables indicate which
ofthe user-CONV-PDUs with sequence numbers in the range [send_seq-max+1,send_seq] have
been acknowledged. Asending convergence layer may only accept a connectionless packet from
the N-CLNAP layer ifthe binary variabie that refers to the user-CONV-PDU with sequence
number send_seq-max+1 indicates that the user-CONV-PDU has been acknowledged.

The sending convergence layer encapsulates packets that it has accepted from the N-CLNAP
layer, in user-CONV-PDUs. For each accepted packet, the send_seq variabIe is increased by
one. Thereafter, the value of send_seq is copied in the sequence number field ofthe user-CONV
PDU that is going to carry the packet. User-CONV-PDUs are buffered as long as their
sequence number is within the range [send_seq-max+1,send_seq].

For each buffered user-CONV-PDU that has not yet been acknowledged, the sending
convergence layer keeps a timer. This timer is started as soon as the final bit ofthe user
CONV-PDU has been (re)transmitted. Ifthe sender receives an acknowledgement for the user
CONV-PDU before the timer expires, the timer is stopped and released. The corresponding
binary variabie is updated. If the timer expires, the sender scans the CS link that runs from
the receiver to the sender until

- the link is empty; or until
- it encounters an uncorrupted control-CONV-PDU that acknowledges the user-CONV-

PDU; or until
- it has detected both the begin and the end of an uncorrupted user-CONV-PDU.

In the second case, the timer is released and the corresponding binary variabie is updated. In
the other cases, the user-CONV-PDU is retransmitted. (As an option, the number of attempts
to transmit a certain user-CONV-PDU can be limited).

3) A receiving convergence layer ignores user-CONV-PDUs whose CRC32 checksum fails. It
acknowledges each user-CONV-PDU whose CRC32 checksum is correct by sending a control
CONV-PDU to the sender. The sequence number field ofthis control-CONV-PDU must be a
copy of the sequence number field ofthe user-CONV-PDU. (It is possible that an uncorrupted
user-CONV-PDU has been received in an uncorrupted state before. Note that according to the
rule, the user-CONV-PDU is acknowledged again in this case).

A receiving convergence layer must keep max binary variables and one variabIe rec_seq that
contains a sequence number. The binary variables indicate whether at least one correct copy of
each of the max user-CONV-PDUs with a sequence number ranging from rec_seq-max+1 to
rec_seq has been received. If an uncorrupted user-CONV-PDU with a sequence number outside
the range [rec_seq-max+ 1,seq] is received, the rec_seq variabie is set to the value of this
sequence number and the binary variables are updated.

If a receiving convergence layer receives an uncorrupted user-CONV-PDU, this CONV-PDU is
always acknowledged. Ifthe user-CONV-PDU has a sequence number in the range
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[recseq-max+1,seq] and if the corresponding binary variabIe indicates that the user-CONV
PDU has been received uncorruptedly before, nothing else happens. In all other cases, the
packet contained in the user-CONV-PDU is passed to the N-CLNAP layer. In addition, the
rec_seq and the binary variables are updated.

4) To optimize the timer functions, a convergence layer that has both user- and control-CONV
PDUs ready for transmission must transmit the control-CONV-PDUs first. Timers should be
initialized such that they equal at least twice the propagation delay dl between the sender and
the receiver plus the processing time needed to create and interpret a control-CONV-PDU.

For these mIes, the following remarks hold:

- Sequence integrity of connectionless packets is not guaranteed.
- A sender must be able to buffer at least max connectionless packets. A receiver only

needs to buffer one connectionless packet (to receive it).
- Even if max equals one, sequence number fields are necessary. The reason for this is

that not only user-CONV-PDUs may be lost but control-CONV-PDUs as weIl.

Note: At the moment, CCITT does not explicitly state whether BCLB must assure sequence
integrity of connectionless packets. If CCITT decides in future that BCLB has to assure
sequence integrity, the above protocol cannot be used. However, the protocol can be
easily adapted so it assures sequence integrity. Then buffer space to buffer at least max
connectionless packets is needed at the receiver.

Next, delay and throughput are investigated.

Delay
In general, a packet that is accepted by the convergence layer will have the following delay
components:

- An access delay in the sending convergence layer (caused by user- and control-CONV
PDUs being or queued to be (re)transmitted).

- A transmission and a propagation delay as described in section 7.2.1.3.
- A retransmission delay for each time the packet must be retransmitted.

The last component, the retransmission delay, consists of the following sub-components:

1) A processing time to create a control-CONV-PDU in the receiver.
2) An access delay in the receiving convergence layer for control-CONV-PDUs that must

be transferred to the sender. This access delay is caused by a user-CONV-PDU that is
currently being transmitted to the sender andJor by one or more control-PDUs that
were created earlier than the control-CONV-PDU under consideration but that have not
yet been transmitted (completely).

3) A transmitting delay of 24/y seconds, where 24 is the number of bits a control-CONV-
PDU consists of and y is the bit rate of the physical channel.

4) A propagation delay of dl seconds.
5) A processing time at the sender to interpret an incoming control-CONV-PDU.
6) An access delay in the sending convergence layer (caused by a packet being

retransmitted or waiting to be retransmitted).
7) A second propagation delay of dl seconds.
8) A transmitting delay of lIy seconds, where 1 is the length of the user-CONV-PDU the

packet is carried in (in bit) and y is the bit rate of the physical channel.

Note that the timers are started and stopped such that in deterrnining suitable starting values
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for the timers the components 2, 3, 6 and 8 need not be taken into account.

Clearly, if a user is sending and receiving only few packets, the delay of a packet becomes:

!- + dl + n·(t proc + t
acce

•• + 2d l + 1+24 J (seconds).
y y

Here n is the average number of retransmissions. t proc and tacee•• reflect the processing delays 1)
and 5) and the access delays 2) and 6) respectively. Note that, if a packet is received
uncorruptedly the first time, its delay does not differ from the delay in the non-segmenting
protocol without a retransmission feature. The average delay can be calculated from the
probability that a packet is lost. For, if this probability is P, the average of n is given by
E[n ]=(lJP)-l.

For a heavy user, a packet's delay is harder to deterrnine. In any case, the following
parameters and subjects play an important role:

- the distribution of the lengths of the packets transmitted;
- the dependence of a packet's error probability on its length;
- the number of bits that is present on a certain link at any moment.

Throughput
In the non-segmenting protocol with the retransmission feature, the following situation may
take place:

- Asending layer has buffered max user-CONV-PDUs.
- The buffered user-CONV-PDU with the lowest sequence number has to be

retransmitted several times while all other buffered user-CONV-PDUs have already
been acknowledged.

This situation is very uncomfortable, since the sender is not allowed to do anything during the
running of the timer associated with the unacknowledged user-CONV-PDU. As aresuIt,
bandwidth will be wasted. Fortunately, if max is large enough this situation will occur seldom.
It even can be prevented by assigning a packet a maximum number of retransmissions. As an
example suppose that the probability that a packet is lost is 0.1 and that the maximum
number of retransmissions allowed for a single packet is four. Assume further that at any
moment a maximum of n packets can be present on a unidirectionallink. The probability that
a packet is lost then is (0.1)5=10.5. This is comparable to the packet loss probability in B-I8DN.
During the time it took to finish one transmission and to let expire one timer, the sender could
have sent a maximum of 2n connectionless packets. 8ince four retransmissions were allowed,
between the first and the final attempt, IOn packets could have been sent. As a consequence,
max must be at least IOn.

To show the influence of the retransmission on the throughput, consider that an N-user and an
NA-CL8F transmit as much packets to each other as possible. Assume that the situation
described above does not occur. If all user-CONV-PDUs have the same length of Loctets and if
the packet loss probability is P, the average number of octets needed to transmit a single
packet is (L+3)/(I-P). (The number 3 depicts the number of octets a control-CONV-PDU consists
of). 8ince for a non-segmenting protocol that does not allow retransmission the number of octets
needed to transmit a packet is L, retransmission reduces the throughput by a factor
l-L*(l-P)/(L+3). For L»3 this reduction factor is about 100*P%.
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Segmenting protocol
In a segmenting protocol, each connectionless packet is transferred in one or more CONV-
PDUs. Therefore, retransmission can take place based on a part of a connectionless packet. It is
first shown that for a fixed bit error probability an optimal CONV-PDU length exists.

Suppose that a connectionless packet consists of I bits. Assume that the packet is transferred in
CONV-PDUs that each carry n bits ofthis packet and that each have a bits overhead. Further,
assume that bit errors occur completely random with a bit error probability p. Then the
probability that a CONV-PDU is received correctly is

P[CONV-PDU is received correctly] =(l-p )"'IJ.

Suppose that errored CONV-PDUs are retransmitted. The number oftransmissions needed for
a CONV-PDU then has a geometrie distribution. The mathematically expected or average
number oftransmissions for a CONV-PDU is:

E[number of transmissions] =__1__
(l-p )"+IJ

Let ren) be the number of bits on the medium that are averagely needed for the correct
transmission of a single connectionless packet. Then ren) is given by:

I 1f(n) = -' '(n +a).
n (l-p)"'IJ

The first derative of ren) is:

iJf= -I .(~+n+a'ln(l-p)}.
i) n (l - p ) " 'IJ n 2 n

Equalling this derative to zero yields:

n =
-a + Ja'- 4a

- ln(l-p)

2

Since ren) goes to infinity if n goes to zero or infinity, ren) is minimal for the positive value (i.e.
the value with the '+' sign). Now note that for small p holds:

ln(l-p) '" -p (O<p<l).

As a result, ren) is minimal for

n'"
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Table 7.1: Optimallength of a user-CONV-PDU as a function of its overhead

overhead per user-CONV-PDU
optimal number of user information

per user-CONV-PDU ifp=1OE-6

octets i bits bits octets

5 40 6305 788
6 48 6904 863
7 56 7455 932
8 64 7968 996
9 72 8449 1056

10 80 8904 1113

Table 7.1 gives the optimal n for several values of a. In the tabIe, p is assumed to be 10-6
•

As in the non-segmenting protocol, retransmission may be accomplished by distinguishing two
kinds ofCONV-PDUs: user-CONV-PDUs and control-CONV-PDUs. This time, a user-CONV
PDU (re)transmits a part of a connectionless packet. A control-CONV-PDU acknowledges the
error-free reception of a certain user-CONV-PDU. In asending convergence layer, a timer is
needed for each user-CONV-PDU that has not yet been acknowledged. To maximize the
throughput, asending convergence layer must be allowed to process a connectionless packet
while waiting for the ucknowledgement of another connectionless packet. Possible formats for
the CONV-PDUs are given in figure 7.15. The meaning of the fields is as follows:

Opening flags
In a control-CONV-PDU, this field is the same as for the non-segmenting protocol. In a
user-CONV-PDU, this field serves not only as a delimiting flag at the physical layer,
but distinguishes the following types of user-CONV·PDUs as weIl:

- the first (but not the only) user-CONV-PDU related to a certain packet;
- the final (but not the only) user-CONV-PDU related to a certain packet;
- the only user-CONV-PDU related to a certain packet;
- any other user-CONV-PDU related to a certain packet.

Analogously to SAR3/4, these user-CONV-PDUs will be referred to as BOM, EOM, SSM
and COM user-CONV-PDUs respectively.

octets:

user-CONV-PDU opening flag
(4 types possible)

variabIe

payload

4

eontrol-CONV-PDU

oetets:

opening flag MlD sequence CRCS
number

Figure 7.15: Possible CONV-PDUs for a segmenting retransmission protocol
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Sequence number
This field contains a sequence number. It identifies a specific part of a connectionless
packet. It does not identify the connectionless packet itself.

MID
This field identifies a connectionless packet. It is used to allow the sender to process
several packets at the same time.

CRCS, CRC32, payload
These fields are the same as in the non-segmenting protocol.

The following remarks have to be made:

- Compared to the non-segmenting protocol, a MlD field has been introduced. This is
necessary, since for retransmission not only a connectionless packet has to be identified,
but a specific part within that packet as weIl. Note that the MlD field actually
introduces an interleaving functionality in N-ISDN.

- Again, it was assumed that BCLB does not have to guarantee sequence integrity of
connectionless packets. If BCLB has to guarantee sequence integrity, a receiver must
have buffer capabilities as weIl. On the contrary, no MlD field will be needed.

- The rules for buffering and retransmitting user-CONV-PDUs can be analogous to the
mIes described for the non-segmenting protocol.

To arrive at a segmentation stmcture that is aligned with AAL3/4, assume the CONV-PDUs of
figure 7.15. According to table 7.1, the optimallength for a user-CONV-PDU then is 932 octets.
This equals the payload of about 21 SAR3/4-PDUs (21*44=924). As a result, a good choice for
interworking between N-ISDN and B-ISDN with regard to BCLB is to relate one user-CONV
PDU to 21 ATM cells. A segmentation structure that is based on this relation is depicted in
figure 7.16. Note that SSM and EOM user-CONV-PDUs may relate to fewer ATM cells. Their
length can be determined indirectly via the length field that corresponds to the CPCS3/4 length
field. The AL field is the same as in the CPCS3/4-PDU.

octets: 2

lreserved IB~ BAsize

. .

~ Iseq.~flag MlD I no. payload CRe

<E-------3>
n x 44 oclets

(n fixed)

variabie 0 1 2

payload [PAD] AL~ length

......

...... .

~[~b~
~

o x 44 octets
(0 fixed)

.......
...................

~~~. \ paY10~~
~

m
(m<=n·44)

Figure 7.16: Possible segmentation structure for a retransmission protocol over CS
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To estimate the reduction in throughput caused by the segmentation and retransmission
consider a block of 924 octets that is transferred via a single user-CONV-PDU. Suppose that a
control-CONV-PDU consists of 4 octets and that a user-CONV-PDU has 8 octets overhead.
Then the average number of transmissions needed for the user-CONV-PDU is Cl_p)"S*(924+S+4l. For
p=10·6, this equals 1.0075. The average number of bits needed on the medium to transfer
correctlya single bit now is 1.0075*(924+8+4)/924=1.021. This means that the segmentation
and retransmission together cause a decrease in throughput of about 2.1%.

Remarks
The following remarks can be made about the protocols that allow retransmission:

- The non-segmenting protocol has a lower complexity than the segmenting protocol.
- The segmenting protocol implicitly allows interleaving.
- If the average packet length is large, the segmenting protocol allows a higher

throughput than the non-segmenting protocol.
- A segmenting protocol that allows retransmission still allows pipelining with the B

ISDN. However, care must be taken that the order ofthe user-CONV-PDUs is not
disturbed.

- As for the protocols that do not allow retransmission, pipelining only has areasonabIe
gain if a packet is transferred between two N-users. The reason for this is that
equipment that operates in a message mode, can change a packet's speed.

7.2.1.5 Final remarks
At the end of this section, some remarks are made. These regard to:

- the account for bandwidth differences in N-ISDN and B-ISDN;
- advantages and disadvantages of CS connections;
- the complexity of an NA-CLSF;
- the decision whether or not to adopt a segmentation functionality in N-ISDN.

Account for bandwidth differences in N·ISDN and B·ISDN
Problems in bandwidth differences between B-ISDN and N-ISDN implicitly are solved by the
(N-)CLNAP layer. As was explained in chapter five, this does not make the layer more complex.
For, differences in bandwidth are not specific to the border between N-ISDN and B-ISDN. Even
if slow users will not exist in B-ISDN, the bandwidth problem between N-ISDN and B-ISDN
can be solved the same way as congestion is solved in B-ISDN (see chapter 5).

Advantages and disadvantages of CS connections
An advantage of CS connections is that packets of any length can be transported. Further, any
B or H channel may be used. Additional functionalities (e.g. multiplexing) can be added easily
by the introduction of new fields in the CONV-PDU. A drawback of CS connections is that an
entire channel is needed, even for occasional users. This drawback especially counts for semi
permanent connections. Further note that at present only CS connections are defined in N
ISDN that are bidirectional symmetric. This is different from B-ISDN, where unidirectional
connections are defined between B-users and B-CLSFs.

Complexity of an NA-CLSF
The protocol stack offigure 7.3 suggests that an NA-CLSF can be constructed by only slightly
changing a B-CLSF. However, since BCLB allows pipelining, a B-CLSF can be constructed in
such a way that it operates on individual ATM cells. In effect, the server will be close to an
updated ATM switch. As aresuIt, it may not be so easy to change a B-CLSF into an NA-CLSF.
(lf for instance a non-segmenting protocol is used in N-ISDN, the NA-CLSF must perform
operations on an entire packet as weIl).
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If NA-CLSFs are used, a choice can be made between the following two objectives:

- As an objective, the N-user's equipment is kept as simpIe as possible. In this case, a
non-segmenting protocol must be used in N-ISDN. In the NA-CLSFs convergence layer,
a segmentation functionality is implemented. Because of this, the NA-CLSF becomes
relatively complex.

- As an objective, the NA-CLSF is kept as close as possible to the updated ATM switch.
In this case a variabIe size segmenting protocol that is aligned with the AAL adopted in
B-ISDN should be used. The NA-CLSF's convergence layer only performs simple
functions. On the other hand, user equipment will be more complex.

The choice actually determines whether complexity is put in the network (NA-CLSF) or in the
N-user's equipment.

Decision 10 adopt a retransmission protocol
The question whether a retransmission protocol must be introduced in N-ISDN is not easy to
answer. An argument in favour of adopting a retransmission protocol, is that the packet loss
probability will decrease. Arguments against it are that retransmission causes additional
complexity and delay. Also, retransmission may be performed at a higher layer.

To investigate the latter argument, consider an N-user and a B-user that communicate with
each other via BCLB. Assume that they use a higher layer protocol to establish a reliable link.
Two cases can be distinguished:

Retransmission takes place via a higher layer protocol only
In this case, no retransmission is performed by the N-ISDN convergence layer. As a
result, the higher layer protocol experiences a high packet loss rate but a short delay.

Retransmission takes place in both the convergence layer and a higher layer
In this case, the convergence layer performs retransmission as weIl. The higher layer
protocol experiences a low packet loss rate, but a large delay.

Suppose that the higher layer protocol uses a selective repeat scheme with a window of N
packets. To arrive at areasonabIe throughput, N must be quite large in either case. For, in the
first case, it must be prevented that a window is full while having only one unacknowledged
packet. In the second case, the number of packets that is on the link at a certain moment can
be quite large. Clearly, in determinating which case is the better, the following parameters play
an important role:

- the average length of a connectionless packet;
- the distance between the N-user and the NA as weIl as the distance between the NA

and the B-user (these distances are important in determining the number
connectionless packets that are being transferred at a certain moment (that is, the
number of packets that is on its way at a certain moment».

Since many values are possible for these parameters,

this report recommends to study the influence of a retransmission functionality in the N-ISDN
convergence layer on a retransmission protocol that is possibly used above HCLE.

Summarizing, one may state that a retransmission protocol should be adopted if a low loss
probability is required (this may be the case for instance in group addressing). If a short delay
is required, such a protocol should not be adopted. Since applications may arise in future for
either application, a solution may be to let a narrowband BCLB user choose a protocol.

This report proposes to give narrowband HCLH users a choice between a low packet loss
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probability and a short delay. The choice can may made at connection set up or per CLNAP
Snu. In the latter case the choice can be revealed to the CLNAP layer via the CLNAP QOS
parameter.

7.2.2 Frame relayed connections
This section investigates the use of frame relayed connections for the indirect provision of
BCLB in N-ISDN. Therefore, first a protocol stack is presented. Next several protocols are
described and compared. No retransmission is assumed. Finally, it is investigated how a
retransmission feature can be added and remarks are made.

7.2.2.1 Possible protocol architecture
Figure 7.17 depicts the protocol stack that is assumed in this section. It is similar to the CS
protocol stack. Only a core layer has been added.

CLNAP CLNA~~CLNAP N-CLNAP
AAL AAL CONV CONV

ATM ATM Q.mcoRE Q.mcoRE

PHY PHY 1.430/431 1.430/431

B-user NA-CLSF N-user

Figure 7.17: Protocol architecture for provision of BCLB via FR connections

7.2.2.2 Segmentation modes
As in CS, an N-user could use one of the following three strategies to send a connectionless
packet:

- a packet is sent in exactly one FR frame;
- a packet is split in fixed size segments; each segment is put in a separate FR frame;
- a packet is split in variabIe size segments; each segment is put in a separate FR frame.

Only the segmentation cases allow pipelining.

No segmentation
In the non-segmenting case, an entire N-CLNAP-PDU must be carried in a single core frame.
Therefore, the N-CLNAP-PDU can be encapsulated in a CONV-PDU. This latter PDU is sent to
the core layer in a single piece. Now first attention is paid to the question what frame lengths
are needed. Thereafter, it is investigated what fields a CONV-PDU must have.

Frame lengths needed
FR frames must be long enough to carry a single connectionless packet. At present, such a
packet has a maximum length of 9232 octets at the B-UN!. The maximum length at B-NNI is
9280 octets.

Since default FR frames have a maximum user information field of 262 octets, these frames
cannot be used without a segmentation and reassembling functionality in the convergence
layer. Fortunately, for FR it is possible to negotiate the maximum length of the user
inforrnation field at connection set up. This is done via Q.933 procedures in a sub-field of the
Link Layer Core Parameters inforrnation element. This sub-field is binary encoded and gives
the maximum length in octets. Since the sub-field has 14 bits, the maximum negotiated length
possible is 214=16384 octets. This maximum length is sufficient to carry a single connectionless
packet. However, two remarks have to be made:
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- CCITT is studying the use of longer BCLB packets. Therefore, in future even FR frames
with a user information field of 16384 octets may be too short to carry an entire packet.

- Not all N-ISDNs will support user information fields of 16384 octets. The reason for
this is that CCITT leaves it to the network provider what frame lengths higher than
the default value are supported. However, CCITT strongly recommends the support of
frames with a user information field of at least 1600 octets.

Fields of a CONV-PDU
Since Q.922 core frames have a frame check sequence field, a CONV-PDU could consist of a
payload field only. However, the length of the frame check sequence field (two octets) may be
too small for error detection in long packets (e.g. 8000 octets). Therefore, it is better to include
an additional checksum in the CONV-PDU. Further, a length field can be added. A possible
CONV-PDU is pictured in figure 7.18. In contrast to the CS case, no opening flag is needed.

octets: 2

length

variabIe

(N-)CLNAP-PDU

4

checksum

Figure 7.18: Possible CONV-PDU for a non-segmenting, FR protocol

Fixed size segmenting
In fixed size segmenting, a CLNAP-PDU is segmented in fixed size parts. Each part is sent
separately to the core layer. There it is sent in a single core frame.

For fixed size segmenting over FR, the same PDU structures as over CS can be used (figures
7.5 and 7.6). For AAL3/4, the checksum fields may be left out, provided that the payload field
of the segments is not taken extremely long. The reason for this is that FR frames have a
checksum field themselves. This checksum consists of two octets only, which may be too short
for extreme long frames (e.g. frames with a payload of 8000 octets). For AAL5, the checksum
cannot easily be removed without disturbing the alignment. For neither AAL type, the opening
flags may be removed. For, with this field the receiver must distinguish several types of
segments (e.g. the first or final segment of a packet).

An advantage of fixed size segmenting over non-segmenting is that default frame sizes can be
used (at least if the fixed size segments are kept small enough). Another advantage is that the
technique is future proof: if in future longer connectionless packets are allowed, it is not
necessary to introduce longer core frames.

Variabie size segmenting
The nature of variabIe size segmenting in using FR connections may take two forms. These
forms depend on the actual implementation of the interface between the convergence layer and
the core layer.

Suppose that the core layer expects octet streams from the layer above. It puts each octet
stream in the payload of a separate FR frame. If the convergence layer may start an octet
stream without knowing in advance when it ends, the interface to the core layer operates in a
streaming mode. It then operates similarly as the interface between the convergence layer and
the physical layer in the variabIe size segmenting protocol using CS. As a result, the nature of
variabIe segmenting in FR is the same as in CS.

On the other hand, assume that the interface to the core layer operates in message mode. Now
the convergence layer only can send segments that it already has received completely. If the
sending BCLB user is fast and pipelines, a typical effect will be that an N-CLNAP-PDU is sent
in exactly two FR frames.
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Interface to core layer in streaming mode
Suppose the interface between the convergence layer and the core layer operates in streaming
mode. Then the convergence layer can start sending a segment without knowing in advance
when it ends. This is similar to the variable size segmenting case for CS. As aresult, the same
CONV-PDU structure can be used as for CS (figures 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9). Note that the opening
flags cannot be omitted, since several types of segments have to be distinguished. One might
argue that the opening and closing flag could be joint in a single closing field. However, this is
not wise. For, at the receiver it is convenient if the type of an incoming segment is determined
as soon as possible. This allows that the interface between the convergence layer and the N
CLNAP layer operates in streaming mode. For the segmentation structures in figures 7.7 and
7.8, the checksum fields may be left out if frames are never extremely long. The reason for this
is the same as for the fixed size segmenting protocol.

Interface to core layer in message mode
If the interface between the convergence layer and the core layer operates in message mode, a
convergence layer's PDU still needs the same fields as in streaming mode. However, the fields
can be placed in either the header or the trailer. Further, different fields may be combined in a
single field. Yet, this report recommends to keep the same CONV-PDU structure. This will
leave open the possibility to implement a fast core layer at the receiver.

7.2.2.3 Comparing tIle segmentation modes in delay
In all segmentation mudes, the core layer performs a function that is similar to the functions of
the octet stuffing rules in CS. As aresult, for FR, the same consideration about delay as in
section 7.2.1.3 can be made. In particular, segmenting protocols do not really have advantage
above non-segmenting protocols if:

a packet is transferred between a B-user and an N-user; and if
the sending BCLB user submits a packet to the N-CLNAP layer at much higher
average bit rate than the convergence layer can submit the packet to the core layer.

Note that segmenting protocols may have advantage if communication takes place between two
N-users. One has to realize that at a certain moment in future or in certain networks, FR
frames may be too short to carry an entire connectionless packet. In this case, the adoption of a
segmenting protocol is unavoidable. The best choice then is a variabIe size segmenting protocol
that has been aligned with the AAL type used in B-ISDN (see figures 7.8 and 7.9).

7.2.2.4 Taking into account a retransmission feature
As in CS, in FR long packets may experience a high packet loss probability. To decrease this
probability, protocols can be extended with a retransmission feature. Since FR only differs from
CS in the way a (segment of a) packet is delimited at the physical layer, the same protocols as
described for CS can be used. These protocols can be summarized as follows:

- A choice can be made between segmenting a packet or not. In the first case,
retransmission takes place per segment (that is, per part of a connectionless packet); in
the second case retransmission takes place per connectionless packet.

- Retransmission per segment is more complex than retransmission per entire packet.
However, for long packets, the segment length can be optimized with regard to
bandwidth. As aresult, retransmission per segment needs less bandwidth and can be
faster than retransmission per packet.

Note that for a segmenting protocol, a checksum field in the CONV-PDUs again can be avoided
if the length of the CONV-PDU is restricted.
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7.2.2.5 Final remarks
The remarks in section 7.2.1.4 about the solving ofthe difference in bandwidth between B
ISDN and N-ISDN, about an NA-CLSF's complexity and about the decision to adopt a
retransmission protocol also hold for FR. This leaves one remark about the advantages and
disadvantages of using FR for the provision of BCLB in N-ISDN.

Advantages and disadvantages of FR
A drawback of using FR connections for the provision of BCLB in N-ISDN, is that it will not
always be possible to carry an entire connectionless packet in a single frame. As a result,
segmentation cannot be avoided. Compared to the non-segrnenting CS protocol, the complexity
of N-user's equipment always will be high. Another disadvantage of FR is that it may not be so
wide spread as CS. This may cause relatively large propagation delays.

On the other hand, FR does not occupy an entire channel. This is an advantage for an
occasional user.

7.2.3 Frame switched connections
This section investigates how FS connections can be used to provide BCLB in N-ISDN.
Therefore first a protocol architecture is given. Next a possible protocol is described. Finally
some remarks are made.

7.2.3.1 Possible protocol architecture
A possible protocol architecture for the provision of BCLB over FS connections is given in figure
7.19. The architecture is similar to those given for CS and FR.

CLNAP CLNAP~ IWA-CLNAP I N-CLNAP
AAL AAL CONV CONV

ATM ATM Q.m (full) Q.922 (full)

PHY PHY 1.430/431 1.430/431

B-user NA-CLSF N-user

Figure 7.19: Protocol architecture for provision of BCLB via FS connections

7.2.3.2 Possible protocol
In contrast to CS and FR, FS has a retransmission feature. This feature could be used per
connectionless packet or per part of a connectionless packet. In the latter case, the convergence
layer must have a segmentation functionality. Possible CONV-PDUs are given in figures 7.20
and 7.21. The non-segrnenting protocol has a length field and a checksum field for the same
reason as the non-segrnenting protocol over FR connections (see section 7.2.2.2). It is assumed
that the segrnenting protocol creates short fixed size CONV-PDUs. For this protocol it further
is assumed that the length of a CONV-PDU is such that error detection can be performed in a
reliable way by the two octet frame check sequence field of the Q.922 frame. Note that the
functions performed by the MlD, sequence number and CRC8/32 fields as described in section
7.2.1.4 all are perforrned by the Q.922Iayer. The following remarks can be made:

- The function of the MlD field is performed indirectly, since Q.922 guarantees sequence
integrity of Q.922 frames. (Note that a retransmission protocol that guarantees
sequence integrity of connectionless packets has a larger average delay than a
retransmission protocol that does not guarantee sequence integrity).

- Since FS is provided over CS connections, there is a Q.922 frame length that optimizes
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throughput (see section 7.2.1.4). If a segmenting protocol is adopted in the convergence
layer, segments should have this optimal length as much as possible. Further, the
segments should be aligned with the AAL type used in B-ISDN to a large extent.

- Since FS aIlows Q.922 frames to be transferred in an unacknowledged mode as weIl,
the convergence layer can provide two qualities of service to the N-CLNAP layer. As an
example, the foIlowing strategy can be used:

- QOSI transfers an entire connectionless packet in one piece. No retransmission
is applied to this packet.

- QOS2 transfers each connectionless packet in one or more segments.
Retransmission is performed per segment.

Note: The convergence layer should communicate with the datalink layer via the
DL_UNITDATA primitives for a packet (to be) transferred with QOSI and via
the DL_DATA primitives for a packet (to be) transferred with QOS2'

- FS can be interpreted as if it is provided over FR. As a result, the maximum length
allowed for FS frames equals the maximum length aIlowed for FR frames minus two
octets. For remarks about the frame lengths needed, the reader is referred to section
7.2.2.2.

CLNAP-PDU

~g_th---,--I__p_aY_loa_d_------l~

N-CLNAP-PDU
(N-CLNAP layer)

CONV-PDU
(convergence layer)

user infounation
Q.922 frame
(Q.922 layer)

Figure 7.20: Possible CONV-PDU (FS, non-segmenting)

CLNAP·PDU

~L,,------,_p_aY_lo_ad__~I_~ Etag !Iength I

N-CLNAP-PDU
(N-CLNAP layer)

[ ]
.~ payloadl
L.::::J (var. SlZe) .

CONV-PDUs
(convergence layer)

........ ..... ....•....
"'. ",

I 0111 I addr I Clr'l userjfr. chk 01111110 . . info seq. 1110
Q.922 frames
(Q.922 layer)

Figure 7.21: Possible CONV-PDU (FS, segmenting)

7.2.3.3 ltelD1Urlts
For using FS connections for the provision of BCLB in N-ISDN, similar remarks as for using
FR connections apply. Further, note that FR connections cause a shorter average delay if
sequence integrity is not mandatory for CLNAP-PDUs. FR connections further may cause a
shorter delay because retransmission is performed end-to-end. In FS retransmission is
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performed link-by-link. In general this will not be needed. For, the most unreliable parts of a
narrowband connection usually are the parts across the narrowband UNIs.

An advantage of FS connections over FR connections is that FS connections make better use of
existing protocols. Further, FS can let a narrowband BCLB user choose for retransmission
optionally. In this case, the N-CLNAP layer should transmit an N-CLNAP-PDU per
DL_UNITDATA.request primitive(s) (no retransmission) or per DL_DATA.request primitive(s)
(retransmission if necessary), depending on the QOS parameter supplied with the CLNAP-SDU
by the BCLB user.

7.2.4 Packet switched connections
In this report, packet switched connections are not considered for the provision of BCLB in N
ISDN. The reason for this is that these connections have much lower bandwidth than FS
connections, while performing similar functions. As a result, in general, the use of FS
connections is preferred over the use of PS connections. If one wants to use PS connections
despite this, similar protocols as described for FS can be used.

7.3 Hybrid connections
This section handles hybrid connections. It will show that NAs can use the same techniques
and protocols as NA-CLSFs. Therefore, first the following aspects are considered:

- the place ofhybrid connections;
- the transfer modes used in hybrid connections;
- bandwidth equality;
- protocol architectures in N-ISDN;
- segmentation modes of an NA;
- adoption of a retransmission functionality to decrease the packet loss probability.

Thereafter, some remarks are placed.

7.3.1 Place of hybrid connections
Hybrid connections are necessary between:

- an N-user and a B-CLSF;
- an N-CLSF and a B-CLSF;
- a B-user and an N-CLSF.

7.3.2 Transfer modes used in hybrid connections
The broadband part of a hybrid connection is either an AAL or an ATM connection. The
narrowband part of such a connection theoretically can be a

circuit switched connection;
frame relayed connection;
frame switched connection;
packet switched connection.

For the same reasons as for architectures using NA-CLSFs, only the first three kind of
connections are considered. For FR and FS, the problem of the frame lengths that must be
supported is not repeated here. For more information about this issue the reader is referred to
section 7.2.2.2 and section 7.2.3.2. Here, it will be assumed that FR and FS frames are long
enough to carry any CLNAP-PDU.
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7.3.3 Bandwidth equality
A hybrid connection between an N-user and a B-CLSF is constituted by four unidirectional
connections:

- a narrowband connection from the N-user to the NA;
- an ATM connection from the NA to the B-CLSF;
- an ATM connection from the B-CLSF to the NA;
- a narrowband connection from the NA to the N-user.

For an NA, the first two links and the last two links must have equal (average) bandwidths as
much as possible. In general, exact equality will not be possible. To prevent loss of packets, it is
recommended to

- assign more bandwidth to the second link than to the first;
- assign more bandwidth to the fourth link than to the third.

This idea is illustrated in figure 7.22. As a result, a hybrid connection consists of at least one
asymmetrical connection.

Another problem concerning bandwidth is the mapping of ATM parameters (e.g. peak cell rate,
average cell rate) and N-ISDN parameters (e.g. CIR, EIR). This report leaves this issue as a
point for further study.

BI NI N-ISDN connection

8 : 8:-: .......";.: .. ---:_::8 ATM connectiOD

-- ... --;:- BI, B2, NI, N2: baodwidths

B2 N2 BI> NI ; N2 >B2

Figure 7.22: Connections needed to constitute a hybrid connection

7.3.4 Protocol architecture in N-user equipment
As section 7.2, this section assumes a connectionless layer in the N-user's equipment. This
layer is referred to as N-CLNAP or CLNAP. It has the same functionality as the CLNAP layer
in B-ISDN. For NAs, the same protocol architectures as for NA-CLSFs could be used. However,
since (N-)CLNAP layers in NAs do not much else then relaying (parts of) (N-)CLNAP-PDUs,
the architectures can be redrawn as in figure 7.23.

Since an NA does not end the connectionless protocol, interworking even can take place at a
lower layer. For AAL3/4 for instance, IW may take place at the CPCS. An example ofthis is
given in figure 7.24. (The example uses CS connections in N-ISDN. Use of FR or FS
connections give similar stacks). Interworking below the CPCS3/4 is not recommended. For,
this would require that the convergence layer operates on a per cell basis. This obviously
introduces a lot of overhead (e.g. a checksum per cell, delimiting per 44 octets, etc.).
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CLNAP CLNAP

AAL AAL
CONV CONV

ATM ATM

PIIY PIIY 1.4_31 1.4_31

CLNAP CLNAP

AAL AAL CONV CONV
ATM ATM

0.922 .... 0.922 ....
PIIY PIIY 1.4_31 1.4_31

CLNAP CLNAP

AAL AAL CONV CONV

ATM ATM Q.922 (full) (2.922 (full)

PHY PHY 1.4_31 1.4_31

(CS)

(FR)

(PS)

B-CLSF NA N-user

Figure 7.23: Possible protocol stacks for architectures involving NAs

CLNAP CLNAP

CPCS3/4 CPCS3/4

SAR3/4 SAR3/4
CONV CONV

ATM ATM

PHY PHY I.43<M31 I.43<M31

B-CL5F NA

Figure 7.24: Example of interworking at CPCS3/4

N-user

If AAL5 is used in B-ISDN, it may have advantages to interwork at the CPCS5 layer. For, in
this case, the CONV-PDU can be chosen equal to the CPCS5-PDU. As a result, error detection
can take place between the N-user and the B-CLSF instead ofboth between the N-user and the
NA and between the NA and the B-CLSF. Note however that in this case it is not possible to
introduce a retransmission feature on the N-ISDN link. Also, the N-user must have an SSCS5
layer. The resulting protocol architecture, is depicted in figure 7.25. Again interworking below
the CPCS is not recommended since the convergence layer would have to operate on a per cen
basis.

CLNAP CLNAP

SSCS5 SSCS5

CPCS5 CPCS5

SAR5 SAR5
CONV CONV

ATM ATM

PHY PHY I.43<M31 I.43<M31

B-CL5F NA

Figure 7.25: Example of interworking at CPCS5
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7.3.5 Segmentation modes of an NA
An NA could forward a packet by pipelining parts of it. As an alternative the NA first could
assemble all parts belonging to the same packet. As with the NA-CLSFs, these cases are
referred to as segmenting and non-segmenting respectively.

The following remarks that were made for NA-CLSFs hold for NAs as weIl:

- Segmentation is always necessary. Non-segmenting protocols put the segmentation
functionality in the NA. Segmenting protocols put the functionality in the N-user's
equipment. Therefore, a choice between segmenting or not can be interpreted as a
choice where to put complexity.

- Since segmentation requires additional overhead, segmenting protocols decrease the
throughput a little.

Next, the influence of segmentation on delay is investigated.

As was shown in section 7.2, segmentation allows pipelining. In typical cases, pipelining did
not lead to a decrease in delay. The reason for this was that a non-segmenting protocol allows a
packet to have a higher average speed in B-ISDN than in N-ISDN. A similar reasoning holds
for NAs. However, a little difference has to be noted.

An NA constitutes hybrid connections. These connections have equal bandwidth in B-ISDN and
N-ISDN as much as possible. If a segmenting protocol is used in N-ISDN, the NA can pipeline.
It then passes segments to the B-ISDN at a more or less constant rate. As aresult, the ATM
connection that is needed in B-ISDN must have a more or less constant cell rate. If a non
segmenting protocol is used in N-ISDN, an NA operates in message mode. It will pass data to
the B-ISDN in bursts: each time a packet has been received entirely, the entire packet is
passed to the B-ISDN at once. As a result, the ATM connection that is preferred in B-ISDN has
a peak cell rate that is much higher than its average cell rate.

The ATM connection that has just been described can be provided via the ATM average and
peak cell rate parameters. If a B-ISDN does not (yet) support ATM connections that allow non
constant cell rates, the following solution can be applied:

- Between NAs and B-CLSFs VPCs are established. Each VPC has a fixed bandwidth (i.e.
the VPC accepts a fixed number of cells in a fixed time-interval). The ATM network
assigns bandwidth to the VPC. It does not divide the bandwidth over VCCs within the
VPC.

- Hybrid connections are established via VCCs within a VPC. VCCs are monitored by
NAs.

7.3.6 Retransmission feature for decreasing packet loss probability
As was shown in section 7.2.1.4, the probability that a packet is lost in N-ISDN is quite high.
The probability can be decreased by adopting a protocol in N-ISDN that allows retransmission.
Such a protocol also increases delay and complexity. In general, it is impossible to say whether
a protocol that allows retransmission is to be preferred or not. For, some applications that use
BCLB may prefer a short delay while other may prefer a low packet loss probability. Important
issues for choosing a protocol are:

- Does BCLB require sequence integrity?
- Is it worth to perform retransmission end-to-end, above the CLNAP layer?

A good solution may be to provide retransmission to the narrowband BCLB user as an option
on a per packet basis (see section 7.2.1.5).
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7.3.7 Remarks
From the previous sections can be concluded that an NA differs from an NA-CLSF in the
following aspects:

- preference of an AAL type;
- network architecture;
- ATM connections needed 10 acquire a change in a packet's speed.

Preference of an AAL type
For segmenting protocols, NAs may prefer the use of AAL5 in B-ISDN to the use of AAL3/4.
This is since error correction can be performed between B-CLSF and N-user. This decreases a
packet's delay and an NA's complexity.

Network architecture
An NA actually is an access or interworking unit. Therefore two different network elements
exist: connectionless servers and access units. Each has its own clearly defined, specific task. In
contrast, NA-CLSFs require different network elements that perforrn similar functions.

ATM connections needed to acquire a change in a packet's speed
As was explained in section 7.3.5, an NA that uses a non-segmenting protocol can decrease a
packet's delay by using ATM connections that have a peak cell rate that is different from the
average cell rate. If the B-ISDN does not support both these parameters, an NA may use a
VPC to the B-CLSF.

7.4 Conclusions
From the previous sections, the following can be concluded:

General
1) Compared to a B-user, an N-user of BCLB:

- cannot avoid a relatively low transmission speed;
- necessarily experiences a higher packet loss rate unless he trades the packet loss

probability for an even larger delay.

The low transmission speed leads to a large transmission delay. Consider for example a packet
of 1500 octets. On a 64 kbitls narrowband connection, this packet has a transmission delay of
187.5 ms. On a 10 Mbitls broadband connection, the packet's transmission delay only would
have been 1.2 ms. For a maximum sized connectionless packet (9232 octets) the difference in
transmission delay even is worse: 1.154 s for the 64 kbitls connection versus 7.4 ms for the 10
Mbitls connection.

Bit error probability in N-ISDN
2) Without further protection, packet loss rates in N-ISDN will vary from 7.1*10'2 for very long

packets (e.g. 9000 octets) to 1.6*10'4 for very short packets (e.g. 10 octets).

3) Packet loss probability in N-ISDN can be reduced by applying retransmission. A retransmission
protocol:
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- increases the average packet delay considerably;
- increases complexity very much;
- can be kept relatively simple if BCLB does not have to guarantee sequence integrity;
- can, to a certain extent, trade complexity for throughput (a non-segmenting protocol is

less complex but has a lower throughput than a segmenting protocol).

From these remarks results that

- given a bit error probability in N-ISDN of 10'6, the optimal segment length for a
retransmission protocol is in the order of 800-1000 octets;

- CCITT should clear the issue whether BCLB must guarantee sequence integrity.

4) A retransmission protocol in N-ISDN is not always preferred. Iffor instance a retransmission
protocol above BCLB is used, this protocol may be able to solve the high packet loss rate in N
ISDN as weIl. Since no retransmission protocol needs to be applied in N-ISDN, complexity can
be saved.

A good idea may be to provide retransmission in N-ISDN as a QOS parameter. With this
parameter, an N-user can trade delay for packet loss on a per connectionless packet basis.

Segmentation and pipelining
5) Unlike B-ISDN, N-ISDN still has the freedom to transfer a connectionless packet in a single

piece or in segments. A non-segmenting protocol keeps overhead and user equipment
complexity low. A segmenting protocol allows pipelining and has a higher throughput if
retransmission is applied.

6) The choice between a non-segmenting and a segmenting protocol does not influence the total
complexity needed to provide BCLB to N-users. For, a non-segmenting protocol still requires a
segmentation function in some network element (NA-CLSF or NA).

7) A pipelined packet is not necessarily faster than a non-segmented packet due to larger
overhead, end-users operating in message mode or consecutive links having large speed
differences. In general holds: the longer a packet and the lower the speed difference, the more
profit a segmenting protocol has.

8) Good segmenting protocols are aligned with the AAL type used in B-ISDN and allow variable
segment lengths. A question regarding alignment is whether a narrowband entity may pipeline
parts of a packet to AAL3/4 without knowing for sure if the parts are error free (if they are not,
the narrowband entity will find this out later and issue a U-Abort.request primitive). If this is
allowed, AAL3/4 may transfer corrupted parts of a connectionless packet without knowing this.
This effect only is possible if a narrowband entity is involved.

Transmission mode used
9) For the provision of BCLB in N-ISDN, CS, FR and FS connections can be used. Use of CS

connections is the safest with regard to future packet lengths and geographic spread. For some
networks, the present FR and FS frame lengths may be too small to carry an entire
connectionless packet in a single frame.

On the other hand, FR and FS connections waste less bandwidth for occasional users. Also they
make better use of existing equipment. An extra advantage of FS is that it can perform
retransmission as an option.
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10) In choosing a transmission mode, a difference should be taken into account between the
transmission mode provided by the network and the transmission mode as experienced by the
higher layers (e.g. an FR connection used by higher layers can be both an FR connection
provided by the network and a CS connection provided by the network above which the FR
protocol is performed end-to-end).

NA-CLSF versus NA
11) For NA-CLSFs and NAs, in the user plane basically the same pro1ocols can be used. If B

CLSFs are augmented ATM switches, NA-CLSFs are not easily constructed by changing B
CLSFs slightly. In this case NAs are 10 be preferred since:

- both an NA-CLSF and an NA have to be developed completely; NAs are easier 10
develop since they have Iess functionality;

- NAs provide a clearer network overview by defining two different network element each
with their own specific task; architectures introducing NA-CLSFs define two different
network elements with similar tasks;

- NAs can be used independently from the connectionless routing protocol to be adopted
(see chapter 6).
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8 Control plane interworking

This chapter investigates interworking between the N-ISDN and B-ISDN control planes. It
focuses on the architectures for indirect provision of BCLB in N-ISDN as described in chapter
6. The chapter consists of 4 sections.

The first section summarizes the current state of the B-ISDN signalling. Since it turns out that
the development of B-ISDN signalling is in a very early stage, the second section derives
requirements for this signalling with regard to BCLB. In section three, it is described what
signalling procedures may be applied in a mixed ISDN. Section four draws the conclusions.

8.1 State of B-ISDN signalling
The B-ISDN signalling is standardized in three releases. Each release forms a complete
signalling standard.

At the moment, CCITT is standardizing the signalling for release 1. Protocol architectures for
this release are depicted in figure 8.1 (see [SGXI]). The Q.93B protocol is derived from Q.931
and Q.933. The B-ISUP protocol is an enhancement to ISUP as defined in [Q.700J.

UNI signalling protocol
based on Q.93B

S-AAL

ATM

Physical

Access signalling protocol stack

NNI signalling protocol based on
ISUP enhancements (B-ISUP)

Network layer MTP-3

S-AAL

ATM

Physical

Network signalling protocol stack

Figure 8.1: B-ISDN signalling stack at UNI and NNI

The development of the other releases is in a very early stage. A discussion is taking place
about the level of compatibility with release 1. However, it is clear that in the control plane a
separation will be made between bearer control and caU control. The former is related to a
single connection, whereas the latter can be related to a caU (i.e. a set of associated
connections). An example is a multimedia caU that consists of two connections: one for speech
and one for video. Bearer control takes place for speech and video separately; caU control is
related to the caU as a whoIe.

Each release defines the signalling for a number of services. It is intended not to change the
signalling associated with these services in a later release. The signalling for BCLB is
scheduled for release 2. As a result, in release 1, BCLB is provided via semi-permanent
connections only ([SGXIJ, page 22). Since the development of release 2 is in a very early stage,
at the moment BCLB's signalling is completely open.
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a·ISDN

Figure 8.2: Connections needed in B-ISDN control plane

8.2 Signalling requirements for BCLB
Since BCLB's signalling is completely open, it is hard to say something about interworking
between the B-ISDN and N-ISDN control planes. However, from the assumptions made in
chapter 5, signalling requirements can be derived for the provision of BCLB in B-ISDN. Based
on these requirements it is possible to say something about interworking between the N-ISDN
and B-ISDN control planes.

In figure 8.2, signalling points communicate with each other and with signalling entities in
user equipment or CLSFs. To maintain generality, it is assumed that the interfaces across
which the communication takes pIace are explicitly visible. In an implementation however, a
signalling point and a CLSF belonging to B-ISDN may be integrated in the same equipment.
As aresuIt, no P reference point wiIl be visible.

On demand connections are set up by inforrnation exchange between signalling entities in
signalling points, user equipment and CLSFs. Note that different pieces of inforrnation may
have different originators and recipients. As an example, signalling point 1 in figure 8.2 may
create a piece of inforrnation that is destined for signalling point 3. AIso, the B-user may create
inforrnation that is important for signalling point 1 only (this information has local significance
only, i.e. across the B-UNI only). Both pieces of inforrnation are related to a certain connection
that runs from the B-user to the internal CLSF.

To exchange information, protocols are needed between:

- a B-user and a signalling point (crossing aB-UNI);
- a signalling point and an internal CLSF (crossing a P reference point);
- a signalling point and an external CLSF (crossing an M reference point);
- two signalling points within the B-ISDN of a single provider;
- two signalling points in separate B-ISDNs (crossing an NNI).

Note: Often, the interface the fourth protocol operates across, wiIl be an NNI as weIl.

The connections to be set up by these protocols are:

- between aB-UNI and a P reference point;
- between two P reference points;
- between a Pand an M reference point;
- between aB-UNI and an M reference point;
- between two M reference points.
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Note that for each connection, at least two protocols are needed. In signalling points,
translation between signalling protocols may be needed. In general the translation is kept
easier if the protocols are more aligned.

As stated before, no signalling for BCLB has been developed so faro Yet, it is possible to say
something about the following topics that relate to this signalling:

- the addressing of connectionless servers;
- identification of BCLB user;
- infonnation to be transferred.

8.2.1 Addressing of connectionless servers
For the control plane, several possibilities exist to set up AAIJATM connections for the user
plane.

A first possibility is to establish a connection between a B-user and a B-CL8F via the
management plane at subscription time. The connection could be semi-permanent. Another
possibility is to allow the traffic parameters of the connection to be renegotiated. In this case, a
user can set the bandwidth of the connection to some low value, or even to zero. As soon as he
wants to use BCLB, he must renegotiate the parameters. The advantage of this method is that,
CL8Fs and users do not need to worry about each other's position. Further, identification of a
BCLB user is only necessary at subscription time. Disadvantages of this solution are:

- The connections are neither reallyon demand nor really semi-permanent. It may even
be impossible to negotiate the parameters of a semi-pennanent connection. Connections
never can be released completely.

- Renegotiation may not be possible in all signalling releases.
- No flexible login possibilities can be implemented.

A second possibility defines numbering plans for Pand M reference points. The introduction of
new numbering plans may be interpreted as a disadvantage. However, it also has a number of
advantages:

- ReaIon demand connections between any pair of servers or between any server and B
user are possible.

- The numbering plans can be used by a B-user to ask for connection to a certain
connectionless server. In this way, flexible login possibilities are realized. Also, a B-user
is able to choose between servers of different providers.

- The numbering plans allow dynamic routing protocols between servers to be
implemented easily. Upon increase of connectionless traffic, a server can set up a
connection to an appropriate other CL8F. Also changes in topology are easily
accomplished by instructing a server locally to set up a connection to a certain other
server.

Further, it may be possible to adopt an existing numbering plan. To prevent that users must
know the number of a P or M reference point, a default number can be assumed in a user's LE.

This report proposes to adopt number plans (or Pand M re(erence points.

8.2.2 Identification of BCLB user
A CL8F that just has been called must know the caller's identity for validating the source
address in connectionless packets, routing, subscription checking, charging, etc. Also it must
know whether the caller is a user or a server, because both may use different protocols for
transferring packets in the user plane. Therefore, the callers identity must be carried end-to-
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end through the control plane (passing one or more signalling points).

Obviously, it must be impossible for calling users and calling CL8Fs that do not belong to B
I8DN, to lie about their identity. To achieve this, two solutions exist. In either solution, the
signalling point at the other side of a B-UNI or M reference point must know the physical
number of this interface. In figure 8.2 for example, signalling point 1 and 2 must know the
physical number of the B-UNI and M reference point respectively.

The first solution uses an indication 'BCLB' in the signalling protocols operating across the
caller's B-UNI or across an M reference point. The B-I8DN automatically adds the (physical)
address of the caller to the (end-to-end) signalling information. An advantage of this method is
that a terminal does not necessarily have to know its own number. It therefore can be plugged
into another place easily.

In the second solution, the calling user provides an identification himself. This identification is
validated by the signalling point involved. The result of the validation (e.g. user included
identification is correct/wrong) is added to the signalling inforrnation. The disadvantage of this
method is that terminals are not interchangeable. On the other hand, this procedure is more
aligned with the calling party number inforrnation element in Q.931 and Q.933. It therefore
may be more aligned with signalling procedures for other services.

A solution to the validation problem is as follows:

- A caller provièes an indication 'BCLB' in the signalling protocol across the B-UNI or M
reference point.

- The caller optionally provides his number in the protocol. The number consists of an
interface type (B-UNI or M) and a number within this type. If the caller provides a
number, the signalling point involved screens the number and adds the result to the
signalling information. The signalling point does not modify the number provided. If the
caller does not provide a number, the signalling point adds the correct number to the
signalling information as weIl as an indication that the number has been provided by
the network.

This report proposes to give a screening possibility to signalling points that can communicate
with signalling entities that remain outside B-I8DN. Therefore it is necessary that these
signalling points have knowledge about the type (B-UNI or M reference point) and the number of
the interfaces involved. For alignment, this rule mayalso be applied to P reference points.

Note: In this section it was implicitly assumed that a user can be identified uniquely by a
physical point of connection to B-I8DN. For UPT this is impossible. For this case, other
protocols must be used across the interfaces to B-I8DN (e.g. protocols involving
passwords). The B-I8DN then does not need the number of the physical interface for
user identification.

8.2.3 Information to he carried
As explained before, signalling protocols must carry several inforrnation. In certain cases the
following inforrnation must be carried:

- an indication 'BCLB';
- parameters of the connection requested;
- the CL8F or called user;
- the calling user or CL8F;
- the routing level of a CL8F.
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Indication BCLB
An indication 'BCLB' is needed in all signalling protocols across a B-UN!. If equipment
different from CLSFs can be connected to Pand M reference points as weIl, the indication also
is needed in the signalling protocols across the Pand M reference points. The indication
indicates to both the network and the called B-user/B-CLSF that the service requested is
BCLB. To align all protocols, it is wise to adopt the indication in any signalling protocol.

Parameters
As was explained in chapter 5, it has not yet been decided what bandwidths the AAL and ATM
connections used for BCLB will have. Since it is likely that BCLB will be used by different
equipment, a limited set of possible bandwidths may be adopted.

Information about the AAL and ATM connection requested must be present in all signalling
entities related to the connection. Therefore, this inforrnation must be carried end-to-end at call
set up (that is, all signalling protocols involved must carry this information). Several
possibilities exist:

- each piece of information explicitly is present in all signalling protocols;
- the information implicitly is present by referring to a member of a limited set of

possible bandwidths and other parameters.

Further, in the first signalling point default values can be assumed.

Called address
For routing, the address of the user or CLSF being called is needed in the caller's signalling
entity as weIl as in all signalling points. It is not needed in the called signalling equipment.
However, for alignment of all protocols, it is convenient to put the called address in any
signalling protocol.

Calling address
As explained before, in a CLSF, the address of the caller is needed to determine whether the
caller is a user or a CLSF. It also is needed for charging and updating of routing tables. For
incoming calls at a B-user, this inforrnation may not be needed. However, for alignment it is
convenient to provide this information in any protocol.

Routing level
This information is needed for connections between CLSFs only. To prevent that the routing
hierarchy is disturbed, a server must know whether it is allowed to accept an incoming call
from another server.

Summarizing
This report proposes to let all signalling protocols involved in a certain connection that is used
for the provision of BCLB, carry the following information:

- an indication 'BCLB';
- the (traffic) parameters of the connection;
- the number of the caller;
- the number of the. called user / CL8F.

For connections between connectionless servers, the routing level of the calling server should be
added to this list.
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8.3 Signalling in a mixed N-ISDN
SO far, it has been described what signalling for BCLB may look like in B-ISDN. In this section
it is investigated what changes are needed if the provision of BCLB is extended to N-ISDN.
Architectures using NA-CLSFs and NAs are treated separately. Thereafter, architectures
involving N-CLSFs are considered.

8.3.1 Signalling in a mixed ISDN that uses NA-CLSFs
An architecture for the provision of BCLB in N-ISDN via NA-CLSFs was given in figure 6.3.
NA-CLSFs are attached to B-ISDN via M reference points. (This was motivated by the notion
that NA-CLSFs are connectionless servers as weIl).

Since NA-CLSFs handle broadband and narrowband connections separately, signalling in N
ISDN and B-ISDN can be completely independent. As a result, no interworking in the control
plane is needed. A question that remains is how the current narrowband signalling protocols
can handle the functions identified in the previous section.

Identification of BCLB user
This function is necessary so an NA-CLSF can identify a calling user. The function can be
performed by the 'Calling party number information element' (figure 8.3; for more details see
[Q.931J and [Q.933]). Since this information element exists in both Q.931 and Q.933, it can be
used for the provision of BCLB over CS, FR or FS connections.

CaUing party number

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0

lnfonnation element identifier

Lenglh of caUing party number contents

0/1 Type of number
I

Numbering plan
ext identification

1 Presentation I 0 0 0 I Screening
ext indicator Spare indicator

0 Number digits

Figure 8.3: Calling party number information element

The inforrnation element can be used in two manners. In the first manner, the calling number
automatically is inserted by a caller's LE. In this case, the caller must set the presentation
indicator to '00 Presentation allowed'. As an alternative, he can be subscribed to an automatic
calling number inclusion. The network adds the caller's number to the signalling information.
At the called N-UNI, the screening indicator is set to'11 Network provided' and the 'Number
digits' field contains the number of the caller.

In the second manner, the caller inserts the calling number himself. In this case, he sets the
presentation indicator to '00 Presentation allowed'. The network screens the address and sets
the screening indicator at the called side to either '01 User provided, verified and passed' or to
'10 User provided, failed and passed'.

Note that regardless of the manner used, an NA-CLSF that is being called may only accept
calls for which the screening indicator (at its own side), is set to either '01 User provided
verified and passed' or to'11 Network provided'. It may not accept calls where no screening
indicator is present or where the indicator is present but has another value. As an implication,
all LEs in N-ISDN must support the screening function.
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Indication 'BCLB'
For caUs from a user to an NA-CLSF, an indication BCLB is not necessarily needed (it can be
implicitly assumed that each incoming call at an NA-CLSF originates from a BCLB user).
However, for on demand delivery such an indication is necessary to aUow an N-user to
distinguish BCLB from other services. Also, the indication may be convenient for N-users
accidentally calling the NA-CLSF. The indication can be implemented in two ways:

- via the user-user information element;
- via the lower layer compatibility information element.

The former case does not require changes to Q.931 or Q.933. However, the risk remains that a
terminal that does not support BCLB will accept an incoming caB because it does not
understand the information in the user-user information element. The second case requires
changes to Q.931 or Q.933. This case does not leave a risk of letting incompatible terminals
communicate. However, it requires a slight extension to Q.931 or Q.933.

The low layer compatibility information element is different for circuit switched (CS) and frame
mode (FR, FS) connections. However, for both cases the information element has the sub-fields
'User information layer 2 protocol' and 'User information layer 3 protocol'. The indication BCLB
can be realized by using one or more of the reserved codings for (one of) these fields. Tables 8.1,
8.2 and 8.3 give an example of the way in which a caUer must code the low layer compatibility
information element. The structure of the low layer compatibility element can be found in
Q.931 (for CS) or Q.933 (for FR and FS).

Table 8.1: Example of coding 'Low layer compatibility' information element (CS)

Field within Q.931 'Low layer Coding Meaningcompatibility' information element

Coding standard 00 CCIlT coding standard

Information transfer capability 01000 Unrestricted digital information

Negotiation indicator 0 Outband negotiation not possible

Transfer mode 00 Circuit mode

Information transfer rate Dependent on channel used (B or H)

User infonnation layer 2 protocol Reserved value indicating 'convergence protocol for BCLB'

User infonnation layer 3 protocol Reserved value indicating 'N-CLNAP'

Table 8.2: Example of coding 'Low layer compatibility' information element (FR)

Field wilhin Q.933 '!.ow layer
Coding Meaningcompatibility' information element

Coding standard 00 CCITT coding standard

Infonnation transfer capability 0100 Umeslrict.ed digital infonnation

Negotiation indicator 0 OUlband negotiation Dot possible

Transfer mode Ol Frame mode

User infonnatioD layer 2 protocol Reserved value indicating 'conv. prol {or BCLB over Q.922 core'

User infonnation layer 3 protocol Reserved value indicating 'N-CLNAP'
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Table 8.3: Example of coding 'Low layer compatibility' information element (FS)

Field within Q.933 'Low layer
Coding Meaningcompalibility' infonoalion element

Coding standard 00 ccnT coding standard

Infonnalion transfer capability 0100
I

Umestrieted digitaI information

Negotialion indicator 0 Outbond negolialion not possible

Transfer mode 01 Frame mode

User infonoalion Jayer 2 protocol Reserved value indieating 'conv. protocol for BCLB over Q.922'

User infonoalion layer 3 protocol Reserved value indicating 'N-CLNAP'
I

An advantage of using the low layer compatibility information element is that equipment that
was designed before the introduction of BCLB still can be used (on the condition that the
existing equipment ignores caBs with lower layer requirements it cannot understand).

In an evolution scenario, BCLB first may be introduced in N-ISDN without an on demand
delivery possibility (e.g. by aBowing semi-permanent connections only). If BCLB becomes
popular among N-users, the on demand delivery option can be easily added without changing
Q.931 or Q.933 but introducing a risk ofincompatibility. Later this risk can be removed by
extending Q.931 or Q.933.

Connection parameters
For CS, parameters as bandwidth are implied by the Q.931 bearer capability information
element. An example of a possible coding for this information element is given in table 8.4.

Table 8.4: Coding of bearer capability information element (CS)

Field within Q.931 'bearer Coding Meaningcapability' informalion element

Coding standard 00 CClTT coding standard

Informalion transfer capability 01000 Unrestricted digitaI infonoalion

Transfer mode 00 Circuit mode

Informalion transfer rale dependent on pbysical cbannel used (B, H)

For FR and FS, parameters as bandwidth are implied by the Q.933 bearer information element
and link layer core parameters information element. The bearer information element must be
coded according 10 table 8.5 (FR) or table 8.6 (FS). The link layer core parameters must be
coded according 10 the bandwidth required. To prevent loss of connectionless packets, the
sending equipment should not exceed the throughput and/or committed burst size as was
negotiated at caB set up. Further, the excess burst size can be set to zero.

Table 8.5: Coding of bearer capability information element (FR)

Field within Q.933 'bearer
Coding Meaningcapability' infonnalion element

Coding standard 00 CClTT coding standard

Infonnation transfer capability 01000 Unrestricted digitaI information

Transfer mode 01 Frame mode

User information layer 2 protocol 01111 Core aspeelS of frame mode
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Table 8.6: Coding of bearer capability information element (FS)

Field within Q.933 'bearer
Coding Meaningcapability' information element

Coding stanOOd ()() ccm coding stanood

Information transfer capability 01000 Unrestrieted digital information

Transfer mode Ol Frame mode

User information layer 2 protocol 01110 ccm Recommendation Q.922

N·user or NA-CLSF being called
The called user or NA-CLSF is indicated via the called party number information element. This
element is the same for CS and FR (in Q.931 and Q.933 respectively). It is depicted in figure
8.4.

Called party number

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Information element identifier

Length of called pany number contents

1 Type of number
I

Numbering plan
ext identification

0 Number digits

Figure 8.4: Called party number information element

Calling N-user or CLSF
The calling N-user or NA-CLSF is revealed using the calling party number information element
as described under identification. The information element is the same for CS (which uses
Q.931) and FRIFS (that both use Q.933). For proper identification of the caller, all callers' LEs
must perform a screening function.

Routing level of a CLSF
This function is described in section 8.3.3.

8.3.2 SignalIing in a mixed ISDN that uses NAs
Figure 6.10 depicted an architecture for the provision of BCLB in a mixed ISDN via NAs. Since
NAs constitute hybrid links, it is convenient for an N-user or B-CLSF to experience only one
signalling procedure. As a requirement, an NA must map the broadband and narrowband
signalling on each other (see figure 8.5).

The B-ISDN and N-ISDN signalling protocols again must provide a function that verifies a
caller's identity and again must carry the following information:

- an indication 'BCLB';
- parameters of the connection requested;
- the CLSF or user being called;
- the calling user or CLSF;
- the routing level of a CLSF.
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Figure 8.5: Principle of control mapping

Indication BCLB
This indication can be provided in N-I8DN in the same way as described for NA-CL8Fs. The
NA must map indications used in N-I8DN and in B-I8DN onto each other.

A drawback of an indication in N-I8DN is that either Q.931 or Q.933 has to be slightly
extended. As an alternative, the indication can be len. Then no change to Q.931 or Q.933 is
required. However, a risk exists that incompatible terminals eaU each other.

Connection parameters
The parameters of the narrowband part of a hybrid connection can be provided in the same
way as was described for NA-CL8Fs (via the bearer capability information element). The NA
must map the parameters on the B-I8DN AAL and ATM parameters and v.v.

Routing level of a CL8F
A way to transport this information is described in section 8.3.3.

Calling or called user/CL8F
In hybrid connections, confusion may arise about the term 'caUer'. If an N-user wants to log
into a B-CL8F for instanee, the N-user must eaU an NA. This NA eaUs the B-CL8F. Both the
N-user and the NA can be interpreted as the 'caUer'. 8imilarly, confusion may arise about the
term 'caUed party'.

In N-I8DN, the problem is easily solved by using the user-user information element. In the
element the P or M number of the calling or caUed CL8F is transferred. It is intended that the
foUowing always holds:

CaU from an NA to an N-user
- the calling party number information element is coded with the NA's E.164 number;
- the caUed party number information element is coded with the N-user's E.164 number;
- the user-user information element carries the number of a CLSF that initiated the eaU;

the CL8F lays either at a P or at an M reference point.

CaU from an N-user to an NA
- the calling party number information element is coded with the N-user's E.164 number;
- the caUed party number information element is coded with the NA's E.164 number;
- the user-user information element carries the number of a CLSF that lays at a P or M

reference point.
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For calls initiated by an N-user, additional codings for the user-user information element can
be introduced. Examples of the interpretation of such codes are 'any CLSF is suitable' or
'default CLSF'. The codes require NAs to keep a table of (default) numbers of CLSFs.

In B-ISDN, the problem can also be solved. Since the B-ISDN signalling is still open
completely, several possibilities exist. These actually differ in selecting an NA's point of
connection to B-ISDN. The following possibilities are addressed:

- the NA is connected to B-ISDN via an Sa or TB reference point;
- the NA is connected to B-ISDN via an M reference point;
- the NA is aB-ISDN signalling point;
- the NA is connected to B-ISDN via a newly introduced reference point.

Attachment of an NA via SB or TB reference point
If an NA is attached to B-ISDN via an SB or TB reference point, the B-ISDN 'sees' the NA as a
B-user. Without giving the B-ISDN additional knowIedge, the B-ISDN will treat the NA as a B
user. This must be prevented since the source address validation of connectionless packets may
fail because it is not clear whether an NA or an N-user is the BCLB user. Similarly, the
routing protocol may fail for packets to be transferred to an N-user.

To allow attachment of NAs via the SB or TB reference point, at least the following is needed:

- An LE that communicates with an entity on the other side of aB-UNI, somehow must
know whether that entity is a B-user or an NA This is necessary to prevent that a B
user pretends he is an NA

- The signalling protocol across the B-UNI must distinguish between a B-user and an
NA For, in the former case, only one address needs to be carried (the address of the
calling or called B-user), in the latter case two (the addresses of the NA and the calling
or called N-user).

- For on demand delivery, a B-CLSF must know for each N-user the address of the N
user and the address of a suitable NA

As aresuIt, this attachment requires only one signalling protocol across the B-UNI. Vet, this
report does not recommend to connect NAs to B-ISDN via Sa or TB reference points. The
motivation for this is that the signalling protocol is quite complex. It actually consists of two
sub-protocols.

Attachment of an NA via an M reference point
So far, CCITT has not clearly defined the purpose of the M reference point. Throughout this
report, it is assumed that the M reference point is used for connecting external B-CLSFs to the
B-ISDN. If NAs are connected to the B-ISDN via M reference points as weIl, this (simpIe)
definition must be modified.

In the signalling protocols across an Minterface, two extra fields can be introduced: an address
field and an address tag field. This latter field consists of 1 bit only. On demand connections
between a CLSF and an N-user now take place as follows:

Call from N-user to B-CLSF
- call control in N-ISDN takes place as described before;
- the NA calls the B-CLSF indicated in the N-ISDN user-user information element (if no

B-CLSF is indicated, a default B-CLSF is used); in the B-ISDN signalling the NA refers
to itself as the calIer;

- the NA copies the contents of the N-ISDN calling party number information element in
the extra address field;

- the NA uses the extra address tag field to indicate that the device at the other side of
the M reference point is an NA rather than a B-CLSF.
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Call from B-CLSF to N-user
- the B-CLSF calls an NA (it knows that this NA is suitable for setting up a connection

to the N-user);
- the B-CLSF sets the extra address field to the N-user's E.164 number;
- the B-CLSF uses the extra address tag field to indicate that it asks connection to an

NA rather than to an external B-CLSF;
- the NA maps the extra address field, the B-ISDN calling party number and its own

E.164 number on the N-ISDN called party number, the N-ISDN user-user and the N
ISDN calling party number inforrnation element, respectively.

This method has the following disadvantages:

- It must be impossible for CLSFs connected at M reference points to pretend to be a
certain N-user. Therefore, the screening functionality in signalling points handling M
reference points must be extended. The signalling points now must also know whether
the device across the interface is a CLSF or an NA. To check if the device lies, a
signalling point must screen the extra address tag field.

- A CLSF must keep the type of a user's UNI. If a user's UNI is a narrowband UNI, the
CLSF must keep a number (at an M interface) of a suitable NA as weIl.

The NA is aB-ISDN signalling point
In this case, an NA is a specialized signalling point of the B-ISDN. (It is specialized since it
also has a narrowband E.164 UNI). A drawback of this case is that it is not clear to what
extent the NA belongs to B-ISDN.

On the other hand, a CLSF does not have to bother about a user's type of UNI. In particular, it
does not have to keep a table that associates N-users with the number of a suitable M
interface.

A call from an N-user to a CLSF is easily established:

- the N-user calls the NA as described before;
- the NA maps the contents of the N-ISDN user-user and calling party number

inforrnation elements on the B-ISDN called party number and calling party number
indications respectively;

- the NA does not use the contents of the N-ISDN called party number inforrnation
element.

A call from a B-CLSF to an N-user is more complicated. It requires that the B-ISDN control
plane somehow finds out thetype ofthe interface ofthe user that is called. If the user has a
narrowband interface, the plane must direct the call via a suitable signalling point that is also
an NA. Possibilities to find out the type of a user's UNI are:

- The first signalling point that receives the request to establish the call consults a
database. The database returns the type of UNI. If the UNI was narrowband, it also
indicates a combined signalling pointJNA via which the call has to be routed.

- The control plane tries to route the call to the called user through B-ISDN completely.
If the routing fails somewhere, the caU is redirected to a signalling pointJNA. The
signalling point initiating the redirection does not necessarily have to know the address
of a signalling pointJNA. If it does not, it can inforrn at neighbouring signalling points
or at a database.

This solution requires that the control plane knows the type of the UNI of each user and that it
knows where to find NAs. This may seem a disadvantage. However, the problem of deterrnining
a user's type of UNI and, if necessary, redirecting a caU via an lW-unit, is not unique to BCLB.
It also exists for other services as for example telephony or frame relaying. Therefore:
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This report proposes to give the B-I8DN control plane a mechanism to find out the type of any
UNI and to give it knowledge about the places of several kinds of lW-units. B-I8DN signalling
points must be able to redirect a connection via a suitable lW-unit (e.g. one for BCLB). The B
I8DN signalling protocols must have (ields to perform this redirecting function. As a result, a
calling user does not have to bother about a called user's type of interface. For BCLB, CL8Fs do
not have to know whether a user is a broadband or narrowband user.

A caB from a B-CLSF to an N-user now takes place as foBows:

- The CL8F caBs the N-user as if he were a B-user. No special actions are taken by the
CL8F.

- The control plane somehow finds out that the caBed user's UNI is a narrowband UNI.
Upon detecting this, it directs the caB via a B-18DN signalling point that has NA
functionality. CA suitable signalling point can be chosen on basis of the BCLB indication
and the caBed party number in the B-18DN signalling protocols).

- The NA maps the B-18DN calling and caBed party number on the N-18DN user-user
and called party number information elements, respectively. It puts its own E.164
number in the calling party number inforrnation element.

- Call control in N-18DN takes place as described before.

Introduction of a new reference point
This solution is almost the same as the previous one. It tries to eliminate the question to what
extent an NA belongs to B-18DN by defining a new reference point. This reference point will be
denoted by XB•

The definition of the XB reference point is 'the connecting point to B-18DN of lW-units that
provide interworking with the N-18DN of the same provider'. As UNIs and M reference points,
XB points forrn the border of B-18DN. Also a number plan exists for these points. At none of the
sides of an XB reference point screening takes place.

The XB reference point may be interpreted as a reference point resulting from splitting an NA
that is also a B-18DN signalling point, in two. The signalling functionalities lay at one side of
the reference point. This side belongs to B-18DN. The NA functionalities reside at the other
side of the reference point. This side remains outside B-18DN.

The foBowing remarks have to be made:

- Across an XB reference point the same protocols can operate as across the interface
between two B-18DN signaBing points. The reference point is introduced only to have a
sharp border of B-18DN.

- It is for further study whether the XB reference point can be an N or K reference point
as defined in [1.324].

As an example consider figure 8.6. The CL8F wants to set up aconnection to the N-user. At
first, the B-18DN control plane tries to set up a fuBy broadband connection to the N-user. This
is done via the signaBing points 1 to 4. At signalling point 4, the control plane discovers that
the user is a narrowband user. The call is directed backwards via signalling point 3, until a
signaBing point is reached that knows an XB reference point to which an NA is attached. This
signaBing point can for instanee be signalling point 2. This signalling point directs the caB to
the NA. The NA checks if the caB can be supported in N-18DN. If not, it tries to negotiate the
caB's parameters. Alternatively, it can reject the caB. As soon as parameters are agreed that
can be met by N-18DN, the NA reserves translating capabilities and tries to set up a
connection to the narrowband user. The broadband connection is not confirrned until the N-user
has accepted the narrowband caB.
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N-ISDN

Figure 8.6: Example of setting up a connection across an ~ reference point

Note that to speed up signalling, signalling protocols across a P or M reference point may have
an optional field with the address of an NA. This field never should be mandatory in order not
to bother any CL8F with the details of interworking. 8ince this fourth solution is superior to
the other three:

This report recommends to introduce a reference point for IW between B-ISDN and N-ISDN.

8.3.3 8ignalling in architectures that use N-CL8Fs
For architectures that use N-CL8Fs, a called NA-CL8F, NA or N-CL8F must know whether the
caller is an N-user or not. (In the latter case the caller is an NA, NA-CL8F or an N-CLSF). It
must be impossible for any caller to deceive the NA, NA-CL8F or N-CL8F being called.

In B-18DN a similar requirement exist. It was solved by carrying the calling party number
through the control plane and by screening this number in the signalling point across the M
interface. 8ince N-18DN is used transparently, in N-18DN this is not possible. As a result, NA,
NA-CL8Fs and N-CLSFs must keep tables that contain the E.164 numbers of other NA, NA
CL8Fs and N-CL8Fs. The tables must be updated each time an NA, NA-CL8F or N-CL8F is
added or removed. In effect, the screening function takes place at the called party, rather than
at the place where the call enters the N-18DN.

An issue that has not yet been addressed is how NCA)-CL8Fs can reveal their routing level to
other NCA)-CL8Fs or NAs. Again, the N-18DN user-user information element can be used.
8ince in communicating with an NA, this information element is also used for indicating the P
or M number of a B-CL8F, some syntax has to he agreed for the coding of the element.

8.4 Conclusions
From the previous sections, the following can be concluded:

A Signalling in B-ISDN
1) The international standardization of signalling for B-18DN is in an early stage. No

contributions about signalling for BCLB have been submitted to CCITI or ETSI so faro

2) This report recommends the following with regard to the B-18DN signalling:

- To distinguish the signalling protocols identified in section 8.2 and to align all these
protocols as much as possible. (This keeps protocol translation as minimal as possible).

- To leave it to the B-18DN control plane Crather than to calling user/B-CL8F) to route a
call via suitable lW-units if necessary. (This general solution is preferred since the
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interworking problem is a general problem: it exists for many services).
- To give signalling points able to communicate with devices outside B-ISDN a screening

function. (This prevents abuse).
- To define XB reference points for interworking with N-ISDN. (This results in a clear

distinction between N-ISDN, B-ISDN and IW-units).
- To number Pand M reference points. (This eases routing and allows selection of a

service provider).

3) This report recommends the following with regard to signalling for BCLB:

- To carry in any signalling protocol the calling party, the called party, the traffic
parameters and an indication 'BCLB'.

- To carry the CLSFs' routing levels in any protocol involved in call control between two
CLSFs.

- To keep the address (P or M number) of a default B-CLSF in any signalling point
communicating across aB-UNI.

B Signalling in N-ISDN
1) In architectures that use NA-CLSFs, signalling in B-ISDN and N-ISDN are independent.

2) In architectures that use NAs, knowledge about the type of a user's interface and about the
places of NAs, can be put in the control plane or in the connectionless servers. The fonner is
preferred, since the knowledge is part of a general interworking problem that holds for many
services (see conclusion A2, second issue).

3) In both architectures using NA-CLSFs and architectures using NAs, the calling party, called
party and traffic parameters can be carried without changing existing N-ISDN signalling
protocols. Architectures using NAs impose requirements on the B-ISDN signalling;
architectures using NA-CLSFs do not.

4) Without slightly changing an existing network layer signalling protocol, it cannot be prevented
in N-ISDN that a non-BCLB terminal is accidently connected to a B-CLSF. Neither it is
possible to introduce an on demand delivery option. A sufficient change to Q.931 or Q.933 that
eliminates these disadvantages, is to standardize a number of the reserved codings of the 'low
layer compatibility' infonnation element. This resel'vation does not require existing equipment
to be changed and is recommended by this report.

5) Architectures that use N-CLSFs make signalling within N-ISDN more complex. This is caused
by the necessity to introduce tables in NA-CLSFs and NAs. The tables indicate what E.164
numbers are assigned to N-CLSFs, NA-CLSFs or NAs. The tables actually perfonn a screening
function. Since N-ISDN is used transparently, this function cannot be perfonned by the
network itself without changing existing N-ISDN signalling protocols.
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9 Example of provision of BCLB in a mixed ISDN

This chapter contains an example of a mixed ISDN that provides BCLB. It consists of five
sections. In section one to four, the subjects of chapters five to eight are dealt with. These
sections respectively

- make choices for open issues of BCLB;
- pick a mixed ISDN architecture;
- choose a protocol for user plane interworking between N-ISDN and B-ISDN;
- describe signalling requirements.

The fifth section draws the conclusions.

9.1 Filling in open issues related to the provision of BCLB in B·ISDN
This section gives an example of what the provision of BCLB in B-ISDN finally may look like.
It pays attention to:

- architecture, routing topology and login possibilities;
- on demand delivery;
- AAL type used;
- protocol stacks;
- congestion control and differences in speed;
- operation mode of a B-CLSF;
- user access and user access speed.

9.1.1 Architecture, routing topology and login possibilities
In a single B-ISDN, BCLB is provided via a number of B-CLSFs. Each B-CLSF either remains
inside or outside the B-ISDN. In the former case the B-CLSF lays at a P reference point. In the
latter case the B-CLSF is connected to the B-ISDN via an M reference point. Extemal B-CLSFs
may be administered by another organization than the B-ISDN.

To fill in the open issues about the architecture, it will be assumed that B-CLSFs constitute a
hierarchical routing structure. As a result, organizations providing BCLB must be assigned a
part of the E.164 address space. If a user subscribes to BCLB provided by a certain
organization, this organization assigns him an E.164 number. As a consequence, a user
subscribed to BCLB provided by an external organization, must have two E.164 numbers: one
assigned by the administrator of the B-ISDN and one assigned by the external organization.
The former address is important in accessing BCLB; the latter address is used for routing
connectionless packets.

Note: The procedure described here serves as an example only. It shows however that
provision of BCLB by more providers is not so easy. For, if each BCLB user has one
E.164 number only and if a user can login to any B-CLSF, no hierarchical routing of
connectionless packets is possible (consider for instance an incoming packet destined for
a certain user that is logged to a server in another country). On the other hand,
assigning users more than one address allows hierarchical routing, but wastes address
space.

It will be assumed that a user logs into a B-CLSF by asking the network for the service BCLB.
In the signalling protocols across the B-UNI, the B-user puts the P or M number of the B-CLSF
he wants to be connected to. The B-user optionally provides his own E.164 number (this
number was assigned to him by the B-ISDN's administrator). The network verifies the E.164
number or adds it to the signalling information ifit was not provided by the B-user. The B-
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CLSF checks whether the B-user is a subscriber of it. If this is the case, the B-user is logged in.
In login, external B-CLSFs must associate the B-user's E.164 addresses via some tabIe.

Charging is not addressed here. It should be noted however that, in some cases, three parties
must be involved in charging: an administrator of a B-ISDN, a BCLB user and an external
provider of BCLB.

9.1.2 On demand delivery
In this chapter, it will be assumed that providers of BCLB can offer their clients the possibility
to subscribe to an on demand delivery option. This option is activated if a B-CLSF receives a
connectionless packet that is destined for one of its subscribers. If no connection to the
subscriber exist, the B-CLSF buffers the packet and caUs the subscriber.

9.1.3 AAL type used
In this chapter, it will be assumed that B-ISDN uses AAL3/4 for the provision of BCLB. The
reason for this is that the provision of BCLB over AAL3/4 has been standardized to a large
extent. Further, it will be assumed that AAL3/4 has a timer function. In this way, loss of
SAR3/4 EOM segments can be detected.

9.1.4 Protocol stacks
Two protocol architectures will be assumed: an access architecture for communication between
a B-user and a B-CLSF and a network architecture for communication between two B-CLSFs.
These protocol architectures are depicted in figure 9.1.

CLNAP

AAL3/4

ATM

PHY

Protocol architecture for communication
between a B-user and a B-CLSF

CLNIP

AAL3/4

ATM

PHY

Protocol architecture for communication
between two B-CLSFs

Figure 9.1: B-ISDN protocol architecture of example network

9.1.5 Congestion control and differences in speed
Congestion control and differences in speed are handled by the CLNAP/CLNIP layer. Tools a B
CLSF can use are discarding of packets, buffering of packets and requesting B-users and/or
other B-CLSFs to lower their traffic. When to use what tooI is left as a matter local to a B
CLSF.

9.1.6 Operation mode of a B·CLSF
The operation mode of a B-CLSF is left as a local matter.

9.1.7 User access and user access speed
The user access speed is negotiated between a B-user and the B-CLSF at call set up. Any
access speed is allowed. To protect B-user's from high packet 10ss rates during periods of
congestion, a B-user and a B-CLSF exchange control packets. Such packets can request a B-
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user to lower his traftic. If the user does not react, his packets wiIl experience an increased
discard probability.

9.2 Picking an architecture for the provision of BCLB in a mixed ISDN
As a result of chapter 6, the foIlowing choices can be made:

- indirect or direct provision of BCLB in N-ISDN;
- use of NA-CLSFs or NAs;
- whether or not to introduce N-CLSFs.

Since indirect provision does not demand changes in existing network equipment, this section
chooses an indirect architecture for the example network.

In general, an indirect architecture can use either NA-CLSFs or NAs. For the foIlowing
reasons, this section chooses 10 use NAs in the example network:

- NAs do not impose requirements on the routing structure of the connectionless packets.
- The architecture that uses NAs is more general. Architectures using NA-CLSFs can be

derived from it by putting NAs and B-CLSFs in the same equipment.

In order 10 give the connectionless routing protocol a maximum degree of freedom, it is nlrther
assumed that no N-CLSFs exist.

For connecting NAs to the B-ISDN, a newly introduced XB reference point wiIl be assumed. The
motivation for introducing this new reference point is that it serves a very clear and general
function: it is used as a point of connection 10 B-ISDN for lW-units that provide interworking
with N-ISDN. An lW-unit and aB-ISDN signalling point may be integrated in the same
equipment. Note that this wiIl make disappear the sharp borders between B-ISDN and the IW
unit.

The resulting architecture for the provision of BCLB in a mixed ISDN is depicted in figure 9.2.

Figure 9.2: Architecture of example network

9.3 Transport of connectionless packets
In chapter 7 it was described that in developing a protocol for the transfer of connectionless
packets through N-ISDN, a number of choices must be made:

- the N-ISDN bearer service 10 be used (CS, FR, FS);
- whether or not 10 provide retransmission of corrupted packets;
- whether or not 10 introduce segmentation.
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9.3.1 Allowing more than one type of bearer for the provision of BCLB
A flexible protocol architecture for both the N-user's and NA's equipment is depicted in figure
9.3. Note that this architecture does not state whether the bearer connection between the N
user and the NA is a CS, FR or FS connection. For, if N-ISDN provides a CS connection, the
Q.922 core protocol and the protocols above it operate end-to-end. Similarly, ifN-ISDN provides
an FR bearer connection, the Q.922 core protocol operates locally (i.e. between the end-user and
the network), while the protocols above it operate end-to-end (see figure 9.4).

N-CLNAP

CONV

Q.922 (upper part)

Q.922 (core)

I.43<M31

Figure 9.3: N-ISDN protocol architecture of example network
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N·CLNAP N-CLNAP
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CONV ./. , CONV
'. ...-

Q.922 upper part Q.922 U.p. Q.922 U.p. Q.922 upper part

Q.922 core Q.922 core Q.922 core Q.922 core

1.43<M31 1.43<M31 1.43<M31 I.43<M31

I I I I I

circuit switched
bearer service

frame relayed
bearer service

frame switched
bearer service

Figure 9.4: Idea of allowing several N-ISDN bearers in example network

The flexibility of the protocol architecture of figure 9.3 lays in the following:

- An N-user can choose any bearer service for BCLB. Ifhe does not want to use an entire
channel, he can use the frame mode bearer service. If his equipment does not support
segmentation, he can use the CS bearer service.

- Since the Q.922 protocol can transmit frames in both an acknowledged and an
unacknowledged way, a narrowband BCLB user can choose for either a low loss
probability or a short delay on a per packet basis.
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Next the packet transfer in the example network is described if BCLB is provided over a CS or
FM bearer connection.

9.3.1.1 Circuit switched bearer connections
If a CS bearer connection is used, each connectionless packet is transported in a single piece.
Therefore, each N-CLNAP-PDU is put in a single CONV-PDU. This CONV-PDU consists of a
payload, a length field and a checksum field. The payload contains an entire N-CLNAP-PDU.
The length field contains the length ofthe N-CLNAP-PDU. The checksum field contains a
checksum over the payload and the length field. Both the length field and the checksum field
are used to perform error detection at the receiver.

At the datalink layer, each CONV-PDU is put in a single Q.922 frame. The address field of this
frame is always set to some fixed, standardized value. Note that the datalink layer performs
error detection as weIl. However, use of this detection may be insufficient for long packets. The
reason for this is that the frame check sequence field consists of two octets only.

An overview of the encapsulation process for CS is given in figure 9.5.

I N-CLNAP-PDU I N-CLNAP layer

. .----- ---._--_. -- .._----- _.. _ _. -------.-,. ---_. __~._ .._---------- _-- -------~.- ._--------.-- .-_ -------------- -- ---- ---- ----_. ..- _-_ -. -------- ---------- _-

I
length I, payload I check- I

.,,--_-----L. sum I
--------------- .. ------------ ---- _-_ ,: .._--------_. -_._------- ---------_ _---- _-- .._-

convergencelayer
(CONV-PDU)

datalink layer
(Q.922 frame)

Figure 9.5: Encapsulation process in the example network for provision of BCLB over CS

The following should be noted:

- The length and coding of a frame's control field depend on the Q.922 primitive that was used to
pass a CONV-PDU to the datalink layer. Ifthis primitive was DL_UNITDATArequest
primitive, the CONV-PDU is transferred in unacknowledged mode. The corresponding frame in
this case is an UI-frame. This frame has a 1 octet control field that is coded 'OOOP 0001', where
the P bit is set to zero for the unacknowledged layer 3 information transfer. If the primitive
that passed the CONV-PDU to the datalink layer was a DL_DATArequest primitive, the
CONV-PDU is transferred in acknowledged mode. In this case, the CONV-PDU is put in an I
frame. This frame has a 2 octet control field that contains sequence numbers.

- It needs nIrther study whether the length field cao be removed from the CONV-PDU. The field
may not be necessary for error detection. Vet, it may be useful for the reservation of enough
buffer space at the receiver.

- Since the bearer provided by the N-ISDN is a CS connection, the lengths ofthe Q.922 frames
that are transferred over this connection are not limited by the network. As the Q.922 protocol
cao support frames that are long enough to carry a maximum sized connectionless packet (see
section 7.2.2.2), any connectionless packet can be transferred.

- If provided over a CS bearer connection, the Q.922 protocol should assume some default values
for parameters related to retransmission (e.g. maximum window size). It is for further study if
these parameters cao be renegotiated via XID frames at any moment. If this is the case, the
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default window value should be low (e.g. one). For, this minimizes buffering requirements and
thus complexity in the N-user's equipment.

- The N-CLNAP layer is a little different from the CLNAP layer defined in [1.364], since the QOS
parameter of its primitives must be passed to the convergence layer. The reason for this is that
the convergence layer must choose between unacknowledged and acknowledged datalink peer
communication based on this QOS parameter.

9.3.1.2 Frame mode bearer connections
In this case it may not always be possible to transfer a connectionless packet in a single piece.
The reason for this is that the bearer provided by the network (FR or FS) does not necessarily
allow frames that are long enough to carry a maximum sized connectionless packet. As a
consequence, it is wise to adopt a segmenting protocol in the convergence layer.

A possible segmentation structure for the convergence layer is depicted in figure 9.6. Each
segment consists of an opening flag and a payload. The opening flag performs the same
function as the ST field in the SAR3/4-PDU. It allows a receiving convergence layer to detect
packets within a stream of segments via 'BOM', 'CaM, 'EüM' and 'SSM' indications. Error
detection is performed per segment by the frame check sequence field of the Q.922 frame. As a
requirement, the fixed size ofthe segments may not be too large. Note that the convergence
layer will never experience segment loss for packets that have been transferred with the
retransmission optioll activated. Segments belonging to packets that are transferred with the
retransmission option; deactivated may be lost however. A receiving convergence layer can
detect the loss indirectJy via the length, Btag and Etag fields.

CLNAP·PDU

~LB_As_ize---,L,.1 _~p_aY_IO_ad-,-~~.
.......... . .

., .....

N·CLNAP·PDU
(N-CLNAP layer)

[ ] [
-_ ] ~ paylo~d····1

.~ (var. SlZe)
CONV·PDUs
(convergence layer)

[I controt·1 user infonnationl

~iLàJ,----=~-=;~,-----,~[

., .

]
. .

] I Oll1llUS~1110 addr. LJI1f~

Q.922 frames

Figure 9.6: Encapsulation process in the example network for provision of BCLB over FM

The following remarks must be made:

- The address field of the Q.922 frames must be set to the value obtained via signalling
procedures at connection set up.

- Segments of packets that have the retransmission function activated are passed from the
convergence layer to the datalink layer via DL_DATA.request primitives. Segments of packets
that have the retransmission function deactivated are passed via DL_UNITDATA.request
primitives.

- The N-CLNAP layer must be a little different from the CLNAP layer for the same reason as in
using a CS bearer service.

- The length and coding of the control field again depends on the question if (a segment of) a
packet is allowed to be retransmitted or not.
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- For an FR bearer connection, default retransmission parameters can be introduced.
Alternatively, the parameters may be negotiated between the NA and the N-user at call set up.
For an FS bearer connection, retransmission parameters are always negotiated between the
network (the N-ISDN) and the N-user at call set up.

- It is left to the convergence layer not to exceed the maximum information field length agreed at
call set up.

- A difference between an FR and an FS bearer connection is that in the former retransmission
takes place end-to-end, whereas in the latter retransmission takes place link-by-link.

9.3.2 General remarks
The following remarks can be made about the previous section:

1) A major advantage of the NA described in the previous section, is that it can handle several
bearers, while using the same equipment. As a consequence, N-users have a certain flexibility.
The following relation exists:

- CS\non-segmenting protocol\use of a complete channel\simple user equipment\
pipelining impossible;

- FR or FS\segmenting protocol\use of any bandwidth \more complex user
equipment\ pipelining possible.

2) In general, an N-user will prefer an FR bearer over an FS bearer. The reason for this is that
the former is faster. This is caused by the end-to-end retransmission instead of the link-by-link
retransmission. Link-by-link retransmission only has advantages over end-to-end
retransmission if the packet loss probability on each individual link is extremely high.

3) The NA described here uses Q.922 as a retransmission protocol. Of course other retransmission
protocols could be used on top of the core layer. In this case no FS bearer can be requested from
the network. A major difference between a new protocol and Q.922 is that a new protocol may
not provide sequence integrity of connectionless packets.

9.4 Signalling in tbe example network
In this section, it is described what signalling in the example network may look like.

9.4.1 Signalling in B-ISDN
Signalling in B-ISDN can be performed as described in chapter 8 and section 9.1.1.

9.4.2 Signalling in N-ISDN
Signalling in N-ISDN can be performed roughly as described in section 8.3.2. According to this
section, an NA or N-user communicates with the N-ISDN via Q.931 or Q.933. The following
information elements are important:

Bearer capability
This information element selects the bearer to be provided by the N-ISDN. This can be
CS, FR or FS. (In practice FS hardly will be used).

Calling party
This information element contains the address of the calling party (the N-user's or NA's
E.164 address).

Called party
This information element contains the E.164 address of the N-user or NA that is being
called.
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Low layer compatibility
This information element contains an indication that the end-1o-end protocol between
an N-user and an NA is N-CLNAP. The element further indicates that the protocols
that are used below BCLB depend on the bearer connection used. These protocols are:

- a non-segrnenting convergence protocol on top of Q.922 if the bearer service is
CS (both these protocols operate end-1o-end);

- a segrnenting convergence protocol on top of Q.922 if the bearer service is FR or
FS (for FR the convergence protocol and the upper part of Q.922 operate end-1o
end; for FS only the convergence protocoloperates end-to-end).

User-user information
This information element contains the number of a B-CLSF according 10 some
standardized coding. The B-CLSF may remain either inside or outside the B-ISDN.

A special case may occur if an N-user wants 10 use BCLB via a frame mode bearer. If the N
user's LE does not support frame mode bearer services, the N-user must take the following
actions:

- The N-user calls an RFH (Remote Frame HandIer) via Q.931 procedures. A CS
connection will be set up between the N-user and the RFH.

- Via Q.933 procedures within the CS connection 10 the RFH, the N-user requests a
frame mode connection to an NA The user must code the Q.933 information elements
as described above.

- If the NA accepts the frame mode call, the N-user can start sending packets within the
frame mode connection.

Note that in this special case, the N-user must know the following numbers:

- an E.164 address of an RFH;
- an E.164 address of an NA;
- an address of a B-CLSF.

The last number may be omitted if the NA contains a default B-CLSF address for each N-user.

9.4.3 Translation in NA
The NA must map the B-ISDN and the N-ISDN signalling. Since a non-segrnenting protocol
implies message mode operation, the NA should associate a CS connection with an ATM
connection that has a much higher peak cell rate than average cell rate (see section 7.3.5).
Similarly, the NA should associate frame mode connections with ATM connections that have a
peak cell rate that equals the average cell rate. The reason for this is that FR connections allow
pipelining.

For communication between the NA and the B-ISDN, no new pro1ocols need 10 be developed.
For, the following protocols can be used across an Xs reference point:

- the same protocol as between two B-ISDN signalling points (control plane);
- the same protocol as across aB-UNI (user plane).
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9.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, an example was given of how BCLB could be provided in a mixed ISDN. The
example used universal NAs that support multiple types of bearer connection. As a result, N
users have a large flexibility. The complexity of the NAs was kept low by using similar protocol
architectures for all types of bearer connection.

The flexibility for the N-users consists in the first place of the possibility to choose a QOS per
connectionless packet. Secondly, an N-user can choose between a non-segmenting and a
segmenting protocol. For a non-segmenting protocol, an entire CS channel is necessary. No
pipelining is possible. On the other hand, the convergence layer can be kept quite simpIe. For a
segmenting protocol, any amount of bandwidth can be requested. Pipelining is possible. As a
drawback, the convergence layer is rather complex.
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10 Conclusions and recommendations

This report investigated how BCLB can be provided in N-ISDN. Therefore it was necessary to
investigate the current state of BCLB first. This chapter draws conclusions with regard to both
these subjects.

10.1 Current state BCLB
BCLB is a connectionless service to be provided by a B-ISDN. At the moment it is being
standardized by CCITT. It has a rather clear and solid base:

- Connectionless packets are transferred via a network of connectionless servers that are
interconnected via ATM connections.

- Connectionless servers either remain within or directly outside the B-ISDN.
- All functions related to BCLB reside in a connectionless layer directly above the AAL.

At the same time, the current state of BCLB leaves open many issues, as for instance:

- where and how to connect other networks providing connectionless services to the B-
ISDN (architecture);

- how to route connectionless packets (routing protocol);
- in what servers a broadband user is allowed to login (login possibilities).
- how login takes place (signalling);
- if connectionless servers provide on demand delivery (signalling, service description);
- if the connectionless layer handles congestion and if it controls a packet's speed

(functionalities in connectionless layer).

The problem ofproviding BCLB in N-ISDN cannot be seen independently from these open
issues. With regard to them, this report recommends:

- to define a reference point for (generaD interworking with N-ISDN;
- to give the B-ISDN control plane a functionality to find out the type of any UNI (e.g.

narrowband or broadband);
- to adopt a hierarchical routing protocol;
- to define number plans for Pand M reference points;
- to provide a calling party identification in B-ISDN;
- to carry an indication 'BCLB' and the addresses of the calling and the called party in

all signalling protocols related to BCLB;
- to give connectionless servers a policy for buffering and discarding packets (this policy

could be locaD.

10.2 Provision of BCLB in N-I8DN
This report showed that provision of BCLB in N-ISDN is only possible with a decreased quality
of service. On the other hand, introduction of BCLB in N-ISDN can be relatively easy. The
report arrived at these conclusions by addressing the items architecture, transmission speed,
bit error probability, transmission mode and signalling.

Architecture
In designing an architecture for the provision of BCLB in N-ISDN, three choices can be made:

- direct or indirect provision;
- whether or not to adopt narrowband connectionless servers;
- whether to use NAs or NA-CLSFs.
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This report recommends to provide BCLB indirectly using NAs. No N-CLSFs should me
introduced. The motivations for this are:

- Indirect provision allows N-ISDN to be used transparently. As a consequence, no
existing network equipment needs to be replaced.

- In contrast to NA-CLSFs and N-CLSFs, NAs do not put any constraints on the routing
protocol to be adopted in B-ISDN. In fact, NAs use N-ISDN as an access network.

Transmission speed
A packet's transmission speed in N-ISDN necessarily is smaller than in B-ISDN due to
bandwidth limitations. As a result, a packet experiences a relatively large delay in N-ISDN.

For packets exchanged between two narrowband users, delay can be decreased on the cost of
adding complexity, by segmenting the packet and pipelining its parts. For packets sent from a
narrowband user to a broadband user, it is better to decrease delay by increasing a packet's
transmission speed at the border between B-ISDN and N-ISDN.

Bit error probability
The bit error probabiHty in N-ISDN is much larger than in B-ISDN. As aresuIt, the probability
that a maximum sized connectionless packet is lost in N-ISDN is about 7%. This is much
higher than in B-ISD!':.

Since BCLB does not account for packet loss, the high packet loss probability in N-ISDN may
be taken for granted. Another possibility is to use a retransmission functionality in N-ISDN.
This decreases the loss probability, but at the same time increases delay and complexity.
Retransmission may take place per connectionless packet or per segment of it.

Since some applications above BCLB may be able to solve packet loss themselves, this report
recommends to provide retransmission in N-ISDN as an option. If this option is performed on a
per packet basis, the retransmission option can be interpreted as a QOS parameter for a
narrowband BCLB user.

Transmission mode
For the provision of BCLB in N-ISDN, several N-ISDN bearer services can be used. Each of
these has its own (dis)advantages.

The CS bearer service has as advantages that it can handle any packet length and that it has a
maximum degree of freedom in adopting an end-to-end protocol. The service further will be
widely available. As a drawback, CS uses an entire B or H channel, wasting a lot of bandwidth
for an occasional user.

The FR and FS bearer services may not be available so widely as the CS bearer service.
Further they may not always support frame lengths that are large enough to carry a maximum
sized connectionless packet. As a consequence use of these services requires a segmentation
functionality. On the other hand, these services virtually allow any bandwidth. Further, FS has
a built-in retransmission functionality.

The advantages of each of these bearer services can be combined by allowing provision of BCLB
via all of these bearers. In this case, each bearer must be associated with aspecific end-to-end
protocol. NAs, NA-CLSFs and N-CLSFs need not to have a large increase in complexity ifthe
provision via each of the bearers is aligned as much as possible.
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If for some reason a connectionless control network is needed for BCLB, this network should be
established using inband connectionless packets. This requires only one bearer connection in N
ISDN.

SignaIIing
For the indirect provision of BCLB in N-ISDN via NAs, the following functions must be
performed at call set up:

- revealing the identity of the calling party to the called party;
- providing an indication 'BCLB' to the called party;
- carrying the address of a connectionless server from the calling party to the called

party.

This report recommends to perform these functions via respectively:

- the calling party information element;
- the low layer compatibility information element;
- the user-user information element.

If BCLB is provided in N-ISDN via semi-permanent connections only, no signalling for BCLB is
necessary in N-ISDN. In this case, introduction of BCLB in N-ISDN requires the least effort.
By adding signalling functionalities later, on demand provision of BCLB still can be introduced.
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List of abbreviations

This list contains the abbreviations that are used in this thesis. The abbreviations marked with
two *'s are specific to this report. Their use is explained at the end of the list.

AAL
AAL3/4
AAL5
ACF
AFI
AL
ATM
AU
AUU

BAsize
BCLB
B-CLSF**
BEtag
B-ISDN
B-ISUP
BOM
Btag

ATM Adaptation Layer
AAL type 3/4
AAL type 5
Access Control Field
Authority and Format Identifier
Alignment
Asynchronous Transfer Mode
Access Unit
ATM-user-to-ATM-user indication

Buffer Allocation Size Indication
Broadband Connectionless Data Bearer Service
B-ISDN CLSF
Beginning-End Tag
Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network
B-ISDN ISUP
Beginning of Message
Beginning Tag

CBDS Connectionless Broadband Data Service
CCITT* Comité Consultatif Internationale de Télégraphique et Téléphonique
CES Connection Endpoint Suffix
cm CRC Indication Bit
CIR Committed Information Rate
CLNAP Connectionless Network Access Protocol
CLNIP Connectionless Network Interface Protocol)
CLNP Connectionless Network Protocol
CLP Cell Loss Priority
CLSF Connectionless Service Function
COM Continuation of Message
coNV"* Convergence layer
CONV-PDU** Convergence layer PDU
CPCS Common Part Convergence Sublayer
CPCS3/4 AAL3/4 CPCS
CPCS5 AAL5 CPCS
CPCS-CI CPCS Congestion Indication
CPCS-SLP CPCS Submitted Loss Priority
CPI Common Part Identicator
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
CS Circuit Switching; Circuit Switched

DA
DISC
DLCI
DM
DM

Destination Address
Disconnect
Datalink Connection identifier
Derived MAC sublayer
Disconnected Mode
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DQDB
DSP

EIR
EOM
Etag
ETSI

FM
FR
FS

HEC
HEL
HLPI

ID
IDI
IDP
IDU
IEEE
IM
lP
ISDN
ISUP
IW

LAN
LAP
LE
LFS**
LI
LLC

M
MAC
MAN
MlD
ML
MTP

NA**
NA-CLSF**
N-CLNAP**
N-CLSF**
N-ISDN
NNI
N-PDU
NS

Distributed Queue Dual Bus
Domain Specific Part

Excess Information Rate
End of Message
End Tag
European Telecommunications Standards Institute

Frame Mode
Frame relaying; Frame Relayed
Frame switching; Frame Switched

Header Error Control
Header Extension length
Higher Layer Protocol Identifier

Interface Data
Initial Domain Identifier
Initial Domain Part
Interfa~'~ Data Unit
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Initial MAC sublayer
Internet Protocol
Integrated Services Digital Network
ISDN User Part
Interworking

Local Area Network
Link Access Protocol
Local Exchange
Length of Final Segment
Length Indication
Logical Link Control

More
Medium Access Control
Metropolitan Area Network
Multiplexing Identification
Maximum Length
Message Transfer Part

Network Adaptation; Network Adaptor
Network Adapting CLSF
N-ISDN CLNAP
N-ISDN CLSF
Narrowband Integrated Services Digital Network
Network to Network Interface
Network layer PDU
Network Service
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NSAP

aAM
OSI

PDU
PH
PHY
PI
PL
PRM
PS
PSPDN
PT

QOS

RFH
RS

SA
S-AAL
SABME
SAPI
SAP
SAR
SAR3/4
SAR5
SAR-Cl
SAR-SLP
SDU
SLT
SM
SN
SN-SDU
SNDCF
SSCS
SSM
ST
SV

TEl

UA
UI
UNI

VCC

Network Layer Service Access Point

Operation and Maintenance
Open Systems Interconnection

Protocol Data Unit
Packet HandIer
Physical Layer
Protocol Identification
PAD length
Protocol Reference Model
Packet Switching; Packet Switched
Packet Switched Public Data Network
Payload Type

Quality of Service

Remote Frame HandIer
Reception Status

Source Address
Signalling AAL
Set asynchronous balanced mode extended
Service Access Point
Service Access Point Identifier
Segmentation and Reassembly sublayer
AAL3/4 SAR
AAL5 SAR
SAR Congestion Indication
SAR Submitted Loss Priority
Service Data Unit
Slot sublayer
Segment Sublayer
Sequence Number
Subnetwork SDU
Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Function
Service Specific Convergence Sublayer
Single Segment Message
Segment Type
Service Sublayer

Terminal Endpoint Identifier

Unnumbered Acknowledgement
Unnumbered Information
User to Network Interface

Virtual Channel Connection
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VCI
VPC
VPI

XID

..

....

Virtual Channel Identifier
Virtual Path Connection
Virtual Path Identifier

Exchange Identification

The name CCIT!' will cease to exist in 1993. All activities of the former CCIT!' are
continued in the Telecommunication Standardization sector (TS sector) of the
International Telecommunication Union (lTU).

The meaning of the terminology introduced in this thesis is explained below.

B-CLSF
A B-CLSF is a connectionless server that terminates/starts broadband connections only.

CONV
This layer is introduced in N-ISDN to adapt N-ISDN so it can provide BCLB.

CONV-PDU
A CONV-PDU is the data unit exchanged between the convergence layer and the layer
directly below it.

LFS
This field was used in an equivalent of a CPCS3/4-PDU. The equivalent was used in a
convergence layer in N-ISDN. The LFS field indicates the length ofthe payload field of
the final segment associated with a connectionless packet. The counting unit is four octets.

NA
An NA is the unitlfunctionality where connectionless packets are passed from a
narrowband connection to a broadband connection or v.v.

NA-CLSF
An NA-CLSF is a connectionless server contains an NA functionality as weIl. In
particular, both broadband and narrowband connections terminate!start in an NA-CLSF.

N-CLNAP
The N-CLNAP layer is the equivalent of the B-ISDN CLNAP layer in N-ISDN.

N-CLSF
An N-CLSF is a connectionless server that terminates!starts narrowband connections only.
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Appendix A: Interpretation of AAL3/4 abort primitives
in a mixed ISDN

As was described in chapter 7, the use of the AAL3/4 abort primitives may have a slightly
different meaning in a mixed ISDN than in a pure B-ISDN. To see this, consider a
connectionless packet that is transferred from a B-user to an other B-user via exactly one B
CLSF. Assume that BCLB is provided over AAL3/4 and that the packet fits in five ATM cells.
If no loss or corruption occurs, the transport of the packet can be depicted as in figure Al.

§
B-ISDN

8
B-ISDN

§> > B-userB-user

IE; n+4 1 1D; n+3[ 1C; n+2 1 L!iii!lJ ~ 1E;m+41 1D;m+31 1c;m+21 1B; m+11 ~

Figure Al: Packet transfer without cellloss in a pure B-ISDN

In figure Al, the letters A, B, C, D and Erepresent a certain part of the connectionless packet.
Each part is carried by a single ATM cell. The numbers indicate SAR3/4 sequence numbers
assigned by the sender. (Note that acell's sequence number is assigned per link. Therefore a
cell's sequence number may change during its transport from source to destination).

Now assume that between the sending B-user and the B-CLSF the third cell of the packet is
lost or corrupted (see figure A2). The B-CLSF detects this on its receiving side via either the
SAR3/4 SN field or the SAR3/4 CRC field. Upon detecting the loss or corruption, the B-CLSF
may already have forwarded the first two cells of the packet. However, the B-CLSF will not
forward the final two cells of the packet. Instead, it will wam the receiving B-user via an abort
cell that some error has occurred. As a result, all cells that have arrived at the receiving B-user
before the abort cell, are in order and correct. Further, no cells are missing at the receiving B
user until the reception of the abort cell (provided that no further loss or corruption has
occurred between the B-CLSF and the receiving B-user).

@
B-ISDN

8
B-ISDN

§> > B-userB-user

1E; n+41 1D; n+31~ 1B; n+1 I~ 1ab<rt 1 1B; m+11 ~

lost eell

Figure A2: Packet transfer with cellloss in a pure B-ISDN

Next consider a mixed ISDN. Assume that the same packet is transferred from an N-user to a
B-user via an NA-CLSF. Suppose that the convergence protocol that is used in N-ISDN is a
segmenting protocol. Suppose that the CONV-PDU of this protocol has a checksum field but no
sequence number field. Consider the case that the third cell is lost between the N-user and the
NA-CLSF (see figure A3).
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§
N-ISDN

@
B-ISDN

§> > B-userN-user

I:J~~ C!::::::::J I:J Isoort I IE; m+31 ID;m+21 IB; m+ll ~

lost eeIl

Figure A3: Consequence of segment loss in a mixed ISDN

Since the convergence protocol does not support sequence numbers, the NA-CLSF cannot detect
the cen loss before having received the final cen of the connectionless packet (this cen contains
the packet's length). If the NA-CLSF pipelines, it still can send an abort primitive to the B
user. Again the cens arriving at the B-user before the abort cen are in order and uncorrupted.
However, at least one cen before the abort cell is missing (even if no further loss or corruption
occurs between the NA-CLSF and the B-user). In our case, cen C will be missing.

As a conclusion, a lack of a sequence number field in the convergence protocol may change the
interpretation of abort primitives in a mixed ISDN. In a pure B-ISDN, a primitive from the
peer entity indicates that an error has occurred in the part of the packet that has not yet been
received. In a mixed ISDN, an error has occurred either in the part that has already been
received or in the part that has not yet been received.
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